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FROM THE LAW AND EQUITY COURT OF THE CITY OF RICHMOND, 
"The briefs shall be printed in type not less in size than 
small pica, and shall be nine inches in length and six inches 
in width, so as to conform in dimPnsions to · the printed 
records along with which they are to be bound. in accord-
ance with Act of Assembly, approved March 1, 1903; and 
the clerks of this court are directed not to receive or file a 
brief not conforming in all respects to the aforementioned 
requirements.'' 
· The foregoing is printed in small pica type for the infor-
mation of counsel. 
H. STEW A R'r .TONES. Clerk. 
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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
1\L J. FULTON 
vs. 
HENRICO LU1IBER COMPANY. 
PETITION FOR WRIT OF ERROR AND SUPER-
SEDEAS. 
Your petitioner, ~£. J. Fulton, respectfully represents that 
he is aggrieved by the action of the Law and Equity Court 
of the City of Richmond, Virginia, in a certain acti:on at la:w 
lately therein depending 'vherein the Henrico Lumber Com,.. 
J pany was plaintiff and your petitioner was defendant and 
in which a judgment was, on October 3, 1927, was rendered 
in favor of the plaintiff and against your petitioner for the 
sum of $623.83 with interest thereon from January 22nd, 
1921, and costs (R., p. 15). A certified transeript of the 
record of the case is herewith filed as a part hereof. The 
Henrico Lumber Co. will be herein referred· to as the plain-
tiff and :your petitioner as the defendant. The page refer-
ences will be to the pages of the Transcript of Record. 
STATE~IENT. 
On July 2, 1920, the plaintiff agreed to pay $16.00 f .. o. b." 
Fair Oaks, Virginia, for such poplar, gum and maple pulp 
wood as petitioner could deliver by ~Tanuary 1st, 1921, up to 
200 eords. This agreement further provided (R. 23): 
"In case the fair 'market price at the time of delivery of 
any lot of wood is higher than the price stated in this con-
tract, the Henrico L'ltrnber Company, Inc., agrees either to 
meet the then fair market price, or to allow the seller to sell 
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such wood elsewhet·e." The .seller to repay the to.tal amount 
of the advances with intei·est, made by the I-Ienrico Lumber 
Co., Inc., on aceount of said lot of wood covered by this con-
tract (R. 92). 
This Agreement was later modified and extended as to 
the time for the delivery of s'ttch wood by plaintiff's letter of 
Decemb'e·r 30, 1920, in 'which the plai1~tijf w~rote your pe-
titioner tha.t as follows (R., p. 36): 
u Due to the fact that the pulp m·ills have been forced to 
shut. down on account of business conditions and to con,qestion 
and lack of stora_qe space at the 'mills plaintiff has been forced 
to declare an embar,qo on all ship1nents by rail effective * * • 
from January 1st, 1921, UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE. You ·1 
are therefore notified that no bill of ladin,q 'will be accepted 
dated J an-ua.t·y 1st or later 'until you are advised of the lift-
ing of this embargo'·" Capitals mine. 
Your petitioner upon receipt of this letter on December 
31, 1920, accepterl and relied u.pon it and held his wood there-
after for the plaintiff awaiting the prornised "f1u·ther notice" 
a;nd "advice" ft·o'ln the plai'Jztijf" of the liftin-g of this em-
bargo", so that he could finish delivering his "'"ood. vVb.ilc 
awaiting this ''further noti~e'' aud ''advice'' your petitioner 
phoned the plai!Jz.titf several tin'les 1Jrior to January 21,., 1921, 
asking when it wo.uld lift the f.ernporary embar,qo an.d was 
told each ti1ne by the plaintiff that the embarl}o 'was still on 
and that it would let hi'ln know (R., pp. 97-98). 
The above agreement of July 2, 1920, and plaintiff's let-
ter of December 30th, 1920, were both in writin,q and con-
stituted the written agreemen)t betu.:een the part~s as to 
the wood and the account sued on. 
After the agreement of July 2, 1920, .your petitioner pro-
ceeded to have cut and peeled the pulp 'vood on his farm 
and the plaintiff ma.de to him the advances upon the dates . 
set out in the plaintiff's account sued on (R., pp. 91 to 93). 
The price of pulp wood thet·eafter advanced, and in Septe'ln-
ber, 1920, the defendOII~t was offered by the Hubard lAtrn-
ber Company $19.00 per cord for th-is wood f. o. b. cars, Fair 
Oaks, Virginia, without li1niting the ti1ne of delivery to Jan-
ru,ary 1st, 1921. See record, page 74, where N. H. Hubard 
testified: 
'' Q. Did you try to buy his wood 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Just give us, if you can, what happened. 
A. I was advised through a Mr. Palmer that Mr. Fulton 
had some wood and I entered into negotiations with Mr. 
Palmer to buy it, and he eventually turned me over to Mr. 
Fulton, who he advised me was the party that had the wood. 
Before that time I didn't know whose wood it was; Mr. Pal-
mer was a lumber dealer and he was just figuring on selling 
it to me. I talked to Mr. Fulton a;bout the price. Eventually 
I offered him $19.00 a cord for it on the cars at Fair Oaks, 
for which offer he told me he would let me know about it. 
He advised me later there \Vas another party he was obli-
gated to had agreed to pay him $19.00 and he would let the 
other party have it. 
Q. A!bout when was that conversation~ • 
A. September, 1920. Some was correspondence and some 
was phone conversations.'' 
Also see defendant's evidence, R. 92-94. Your petitioner 
upon receipt of this offer co1n1nunicated it to Wesley Wright, 
the plaintiff's Rich-mond Manager, who represented it in the 
entire negotiations and transaction, and told him that, unless 
the plaintiff was willing to take defenda;nt's wood at $19.00 
per cord he wmtld lJu.rsuant to the above contract repa;y to 
the plai.~~ttijf the adva;nces it then made and let the H'lib'ard 
Lum.ber Oo1npany have the wood at its then offer of $19.00 
per cord, ood that W ri,qht in reply told the defendant that 
plaitntijf ~oou.ld take the wood and pay the defenda;nt $19.00 
per cord for it. R. . Plaintiff's manager Wright, ad-
mits having this conversation (R., p. 62), but claims that he 
then told the defenda;nt that 11 plaintiff 'would take the ~oood 
and meet the fair 1narket price when it was delivered". This 
difference is wholly immaterial, because the undisputed evi-
denc.e shows that the plaintiff, on January 26, 1921, paid 
$19.00 per cord for the car load of defenda.nt 's wood de-
livered to it on December 22nd, 1920, which shows that both 
the market and agreed price of the wood were then one and 
the same, to-wit: $19.00 per cord the latter part of Decem-
ber, 1920 (R., p. 38). Also see Huba.rd's evidence (R. 74-75), 
'v}lere he testified that the market price of wood in Decem-
ber, 1920, and up to January 15, 1921, was $19.00 per cord. 
After the above conversation in September, 1920, your pe-
titioner proceeded to haul the wood off of his land and on 
to land owned by a 1vir. Smith, nearer to Fair Oaks station 
for the purpose of delivering it in accordance with the agree-
ment with the plaintiff at $19.00 per cord, and notified the 
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Hufbard Lumber Company that the plaintiff had exercised its 
option to take the wood at $1.9.00. per cord and that your pe-
titioner could not therefore accept its offer of $19.00 per 
cord. (R., pp. 92-93r) 
On December 3rd and lOth, 1920, plaintiff wrote the de-
fendant letters asking him to push the delivery of the wood 
along and when it might expect shipment of the wood (R. 
30, 32). . . 
On December 15th, 1920, defendant replied to plaintiff's 
letter as follows: 
11 I have abou~t t~vo car loads of '[Yttlp wood a.t Fair Oaks, 
but I have been unable to haul it to the station because of being 
in co"drt every day. I have advertised but cannot get any-
one to haul it. If you could give tnc the name of someone 
who would, I would appreciate it.'' (R. 34; 95-96.) 
After writing this letter your petitioner, who up to that 
time had been using his o·wn teams in getting out this wood, 
succeeded in employing one William ~{erritt, who had a four 
horse team, to assist to haul the wood from the .Smith Farm 
to Fair Oaks, and also employed a colored man, Paul Holmes, 
to forthwith load the wood at Fair Oaks on the cars, and by 
December 22nd, Holmes had loaded one car of the wood 
and three. or four other car loads had been delivered on 
the railroad yard at Fair Oaks ready to be loaded in the 
cars. 
See Holmes' evidence, R. 88: 
"Q." Did you load any 'vood for Mr. Fulton at Fair Oaks 
in 1920? 
A. Yes, sir, loaded one car. 
Q. Did he have any other wood on the yard~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much? 
A. He had about three or four cars left after I loaded that 
car. 
Q. Did he stop you Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Wasn't it before Cluistmas ~ 
A. Yes, sir, before Cln·istmas. 
Q. Then it was December? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Also J\ferritt 's evidence, R. 89, 90. 
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''Q. Did you have anything to· do with hauling wood £or 
Mr. Fulton? · 
A. Yes, sir, I hauled some for him. 
Q. When was it? 
A. It was just before Christmas. 
Q. In the year 1920? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What kind of team did you have 1 
A. I had a. four-horse team. 
Q. How much would you haul a.t a load? 
A. I would haul around in the neighborhood of a cord, 
might l?e a little over or a little under.'' 
Your petitioner testified that about December 22nd, 1920, 
'vl1ile his a.nrl 111 e1~ritt' s tea.11ts were hauling the wood from 
the Smith farm to the station and while H ol'm.es was loadiriz.lJ 
-it on the cars, the plaintiff's manager, Wesley vVright, 
'phoned to tlw defendant. and asked him on account of the 
large amount of 'vood then being received by ·the pulp miUs 
to which plaintiff was to ship this pulp wooocl, and the con-
gestion and lack of storage space at the pulp mills, not to 
deliver his wood until after January 1st, 1921 (R. 96), and 
tha.t thereupon acceded to this request,. and immediately went 
to Fair Oaks and stopped the delivery of the 'vood (R. 96-
97) .. 
Your petitioner hy that time had loaded one car, and-had 
tl1ree or four other car loads of wood then delivered on the 
railroad vards at Fair Oaks Station ready to l)e loaded and 
had ordei·ed cars there to be loaded, and he thereafter re-
leased the· aboye freight cars. See I:Iolmes' evidence, R. 89-
90; defendant's evidence, R .. 97, 108. 
\Vesley Wright, plaintiff's manager, does not denu that 
he had a conversation with the defendant a1hout December 
22nd, 1920, as to the congestion and laek of storage space 
at the mills, R~ 46-47, but denies tha.t he asked defendant 
to stop delivery of the w·ood at that time, December 22, 1920, 
and your petitioner's evidenc.e is corroborated by plaintiff's 
letter of Deeember 30th, 1920, but regardless of this it is 
wholly immaterial as to 'vhether. plaintiff did or did not have 
such a conversatiqn in view of 1;laintiff's letter of De_centber 
30, 1.920, in which Wright, plaintiff's manager, wrote the 
defendant extending the ti?ne for delivery of the wood "wnl'il 
f~~Jrther notice" to defendant after January 1, 1921. 
For the 1Jlaintiff by tkis 1.vriften letter 1nodijied the a,qree-
'lnent qf July 2, 1920, and extended the ti1ne fo1· the delivery 
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of the wood, until "further notice" after January 1st, 1921. 
(R .. , p. 36.) · 
It should be fu~ther here noted: 
(a) That when the plaintiff 'vrotc and mailed this letter 
of December 30, 1920, it knew that the time for the delivery 
of the 'vood would have expired under the terms of the 
contr~.ct of July 2, 1920, by the time the defendant received 
this letter. It also knew that the defendant had not de-
livered all his wood and that the plaintiff had previously 
made the advances to the defendant mentioned in the ac-
count sued on and that he had not repaid to it the. money 
it had thus previously advanced to him. With this knowl-
edge and under these conditions the plaintiff did not sug-
ge_st or even hint as t'he reason fo-r its declaring this tem-
porary embargo in its letter of Decentber 30, 1920, had been 
because of the now alleged non-tJerfo·rrnance or non-delivery 
of the wood by the defendant by Dece1nber 31st, 1920. This 
'vas not mentioned, stated or even hinted as the reason for 
the plaintiff's not taking the v.rood until plaintiff wrote its 
letter of February .J,.th, 1921 (R., p. 52), and this was after 
the m,arket price of the wood ha(l declined, anrZ was clearly 
an afterthought on the part of the plaintiff's manager, 
Wright, after the market had declined. 
(b) It should be further noted that plaintiff by its letter 
of December 30th, 1920, of its own accord, not only elected 
to take tl1e defendant's wood after January 1st, 1921, but it 
pron~ised to thereafter notify yo'ltr petitioner of the lifting 
of the entbar.oo'' so he could then deliver the wood. 
(c) The evidence further shows that the plaintiff and de-
fendant both from and after December 30, 1926, understood 
from tllis letter that the plaintiff WO'li.ld take your pet·itioner's 
'wood after J a11lttary 1, 1921, and 'vould notify him when he 
could delh:rer it. That this was the 'interpretation put upon 
this letter of December 30, .1920, at the time by both plain-
tiff and defendant an'd 'ltnder the law both are bou.nd by these 
interpretations. 
See Wright's evidence, R. 59, where he testified: 
'' Q. Mr. Fulton in his letter says that he phoned your office 
several times in January asking i"tbo'ltt the embargo being 
lifted, and he was told that it was uncertain. Do you know 
anything about that? 
A. Not particularly. I wouldn't say he did. or did not; I 
can't say. I wouldn't question it if he says he did. 
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Q. You don't deny that ·he didf 
A. I don't deny: that he did. 
Q. What was he want·ing to know about the embargo1 
A. When he could ship. 
Q. HE WAS SUPPOSING HE COULD SHIP, AND YOU 
WERE SUPPOSING YOU WOULD GET IT WHEN THE 
E~IBARGO W.AS LIFTED? 
A. Generally. I pres~tme, that ~vas the tenor of his letter, 
yes. 
Q. Otherwise there could 'l~ot have been any conversation 
about it, co~tld there? 
A. That would be the tenor of lllis letter, yes. 
Q. That would be the tenor of anybody talking about it, 
wouldn't it? 
A. If the conditions were as he stated there, that would 
be the tenor, leaving out the fact that the contract expired. 
Q. Why didn't you just tell him that the contract was 
off and there was no question about the embargo? 
A. Well, I can't tell you why I didn't tell him so one way 
or the other. One reason, I didn't think l\1r. Fulton needed 
a guardian and that I had to put him on notice what his con-
tracts were.' ' 
Id. R. 65, where Wright, plaintiff's manager, testified 
that the shipping of the wood by defendant depended upon 
plaintiff's lifUng the embargo. 
Also see defendant's evidence, R., pp. 97..:98, where he tes-
tified that after plaintiff's letter of December 30th, 1920, he, 
defendant, phoned plain.tiff several ti1nes in Jan~tary, .1921, 
as to when he could finish deliverin_q the wood and was told 
each time that the entbargo was st·ill on and that plaintiff 
would notify defendant. R. 97-98. Also see defendant's 
letter of February 14, 1921, to plaintiff, R. 66, where he wrote 
plaintiff: 
• • • "If yo~t did not intend to take the lumber which you 
had contracted" for, why should yo·u have notified me that 
you had simply placed-an embargo on cars because of con-
gestion? Why 'did1~'t you fra;nJcly tell me that you wmtld not 
-take the l'UIInber after that date? If you had, I could have 
then sold the lurnber at the $19.00 pet· cord to the very same 
people who offered 1ne $19.00 per co1·d in the Fall when you 
agreed .to pay $19.00,. but instead of that, you kept telling me 
over the phone that the embargo was not lifted and never 
told me until you replied to my letter which I wrote in an-
swer to yours of January 31st." • "' • 
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On Jan nary 24th, 1921, plaintiff wrote defendant as . fol-
lows: 
u The present e1nbargo for shipment of poplar and ,qum 
'Wood will certainly last for several 'Weeks longer and at 
present it is very uncertai1t what conditions will be after this 
embargo is lifted in the case of contract such as yo·urs, which 
expired on Ja1Hta1·y 1st. If, therefore, yo'lt can 'lnake satis-
factory disposition of yottr wood elsewhere, you are at liberty 
to do so after first retun~ing 'US the a-dvances 'made on sa·me 
with interest to date of t·eturn. '' 
(d) It should also be here noted, that plaintiff in its letter 
. of January 24, 1921, for the first time gave the defendant 
the "liberty to dispose of his ·'vood elsewhere". The plain-
tiff thus as late as J anuaiJ' 24, 1921, recognized it was obli-
gated by its letter of December 30, 1920, to take defendant's 
wood. Hence it wrote: · 
u If, therefore, yo'lt can rnake satisfactory disposition of 
your 'wood elsewhere, you are at libe1·ty to do so after first 
returning us the advance tnade on saiJne with interest to· date 
of return." · 
''Make a satisfactory disposition of your wood elsewhere,'' 
meant it had to be sold at $19.00 per eord, the price offered, 
and which your petitioner could have gotten for his wood 
from the Hubard Lumber Co. up to January 15, 1921, but 
for plaintiff's letter of December 30, 1920. (R., pp; 75, 77, 
78.) 
During the time, i. e., from December 31st, 1920, to Jan-
uary 24th, 1921, the market price of the wood had declined 
and the defendant relying on plaintiff's letter of December 
30, 1920, had lost· all opportunity he had to sell the wood 
to the Huhard Lumber Company or to others at $19.00 p~r 
cord. 8ee Hubard 's evidence, R. 75, .77, 78. Also .see plain-
tiff's letter of .January 26th, 1921 (R., p. 38), mailed defend-
ant from its Philadelphia office endosing a. credit memo-
randum and its inspector's report of the car load of 'Wood 
shipped it about Decentbe-r 22, 1920 (R. 38) statin-g that. 
plaintiff had credited defendant's accfl'll11.t as follows: "11,142 
cords at $18.00-.'$211.20", which $211.20 is actually at the 
price of $19.00 per cord instead of $18.00 per cord show-
ing that both the market and agreed price 'vas $19.00 per 
cord the latter part of December, 1920, the exact .amount 
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defendant testified the plaintiff's manager Wright had agreed 
to pay him for his wood in the conver.sat.ions had in Septem-
ber, 1920, and the price the Hubard Lumber Company had 
then offered to pay defendant for hh; 'vood, and 'vould have 
paid for the 'vood at any time from September, 1920, through 
December, 1920, and up to J anua.ry 15, 1921, but for plain-
tiff's letter of December 30, 1920. 
This credit memorandum written by plaintiff on January 
26, 1921, is plaintiff's wr-itten a.d,m·ission that it had agreed 
to pay $19.00 per cord for defendant's wood when delivered, 
and shows that tlze figures "$18.00" in the ·menwrand·wm, 
were evidently a clerical e·rror, for the number of cords of 
wood shipped on Dece1nber 22, .1920, hacl in fact been tnult·i-
plied by the pt·ice of $19.00 per cord in an··'itt-ing at the total 
Gllnount of $211.20 by the plaintiff a,t its office in P.hiladel-
pkia and shows that this was the p1'ice W1··ight no doubt had 
t·eported to plain.t·iff's Philadelph·ia offce which was to be 
pa·id by plaintiff for defendant'.~ wood. 
On February 3rcl, 1921 (R·. 50), defendant replied to plain-
tiff's above two letters of January ~4th, and 26th, 1921 (see 
letters, R. 38, 40), and called the plaintiff's attention to the 
error in the credit memorandum of .January 26, 1921, as to 
the "$18.00" instead of "$19.00" per cord. On February 
4th, 1921, the plaintiff replied to defendant's letter (R. 52, 
53) and admitted having- had a conversation as to the $19.00 
per cord, but took the position, j'or the first ti-me, that it had 
stated in September, 1920, ''that it ~rould meet the fair 'mar-
ket price in acco-rdance w·ith our contract.". 'l'he fa.ct tha;~ 
the plaintiff on ,Jnnua.ry 26, 1921, credited and paid defend-
ant. $211.20 or $19.00 per cord for the car of 'vood delivered 
to it on December 22, 1920, shows that $19.00 was either the-
market or the agreed price rer cord the latter part of De-
cember, 1920, and "~as the pric.c 11laintiff 'vas to pay defend-
ant for his wood, and it is, therefore, immaterial as to 
'vhether plaintiff's agent a~Tced to pay $19.00 hecause de-
fendant 'vas entii:lecl to $19.00 per cord in either vie,v. 
Plaintiff's letter of Febru.nry 4, 19~1, appears therefore 
to lJe· an afterthought on the part of \Vright, plaintiffts man-
ager, and 'vas ~imply an attempt to f~seape paying defendant 
$19.00 per eord after the market lwd declined. See Wright's 
eviclenee, R. 52, 55, ·where he admits that he 'vould have 
taken defendant's w·ood on. .Janunrv 24, 1921, if the market 
l1ad not broke.!) and plaintiff could have made money out of 
it. It. thus appcnrs that at the time of the conversatio_n in 
September, 1920, both the plaintiff and defendant knew that 
the defendant had until January 1st, 1921, to deliver his wood 
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under the agreement of July 2, 1920, at the advanced price 
of $19.00 per cord, then being offered to him, and it is un-
reasonable and a thing wholly unbelievable that defendant 
in September, 1920, when he had an absolute offer of $19.00 
per cord from the Hubard Lumber Company, 'vould have 
done the incredible thing of agreeing to let the plaintiff have 
the wood later at a lower price, if the market went lower 
than $19.00 per cord. Plaintiff's letter of February 24, 192'1, 
not only an. afterthought and self-serving statement made 
after the decline in the market, and an attempt to escape 
paying the plaintiff $19.00 per cord for the wood, but it should 
be further noted, that up to this time, February 4, 1921, its 
sole reason given by plaintiff for having written its letter 
of December 30th, 1920, and for having placed its temporary 
embargo on the delivery of defendant's wood "until further 
notice", after January 1, 1921, was "due to the fact ·that 
the mill has been forced to shut down on account of business 
conditions and congestion and lack of storage space at the 
pulp mills". That the true reason for plaintiff changing 
its mind and shifting its position and ref"Q.sing on February 
4th, 1921, for the first time to take defendant's wood, was 
that the market had by tl1is time declined. See Wright's 
evidence, Rec. 42-43, 52-53. Also see last clause of plaintiff's 
letter dated February 11th, 1921, wherein he said: ''Our 
contract having expired we do not agree with you that we 
have anything to do \vith tlie decline in· the market since 
that time." Thus admittiiig that it kne\V when it mote this 
letter that the market had declined since January 1st, 1921. 
That the decline in the market had all to do \vith plaintiff 
changing its mind and shifting its position and for refusing 
to take defendant's wood. See R. 42-43; 52-55; 59, 64-65. 
On Febrn3:ry lOth, 1921, the defendant wrote the plaintiff 
a letter which the court is asked to read. (R. 57-58.) · On 
February 11th, 1921, the plaintiff replied to this letter and, 
among other things, said: 
"Our letter of January 24tli \vas for your information 
and benefit, inasmuch as we did not know 'when we 1.vould 
be able to accept the wood. We notified yo'll, so that,· should 
you be able to ma.ke any disposition. of it, you, would be at 
liberty to do so after first retwr'lting us 1noney advanced UJith 
interest." · · 
It should be noted that plaintiff here admits that it had 
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retained the exclusive right from December 31st, 1920, to 
J anua.ry 24th, 1921, to take the wood and to say when, and 
if, defendant could thereafter dispose of the wood to others 
or "elsewhere". This sho,vs that the defendant before re-
ceiving this letter of J a.nuary 24, 1921, 'vas not at liberty to 
dispose of the wood else,vhere, and that both parties so con-
strued plaintiff's letter of December 30, 1920. On February 14th, 1921 (R., p. 66), defendant replied to 
plaintiff's letter of February 11th, 1921, and among other 
things said : 
''If you did not intend to take the lumber which you had 
contracted for, why should you have notified me that you 
had simply placed an embargo on cars because of congestion 1 
Why didn't you frankly tell me that you would not take the 
lumber after that date Y If you had I could have then sold 
the lumber at the $19.00 per cord.in the Fall when you agreed 
to pay· $19.00, but instead of that you kept telling me over 
the 'phone that the embargo was not lifted. You never 
told me until you replied to my letter which I wrote you in 
answer to yours of J anu·a.ry 31st." 
Your petitioner respectfully urges and contends that the 
plaintiff's letter of DecemJ:>er 30th, 1920, should have been 
construed by the trial court as a. matter of law as an election 
on the part of the plaintiff to take defendant's wood after 
January 1st, 1921. . The letter itself, and all the evidence 
shows tha.t the plaintiff and the defendant .both so under-
stood, interpreted and construed that letter from the time 
it was writt~n a.nd received until the plaintiff wrote its let-
ter of February 4th, 1921, after the tnarket price of the wood 
had declined, and after the defendant had lost all oppor-
tunity to sell the wood at $19.00 per cord to the Hubard Lum-
ber Company. See R. . It 'vas error for the trial 
court to have refused to so construe this letter. To allow 
the defendant on February 4th, 1921, to change its mind and 
position after the market had declined and thus cause your 
petitioner to sustain a loss of $10.00 ·per cord on the wood 
an irreparable loss to him, as $9.00 was the best price which 
your petitioner was able to obtain for the wood after re-
ceiving plaintiff's letter of January 24, 1921, and which loss 
of $10.00 your petitioner asked to be offset against plaintiff's 
demand, and for judgment against lJlainti:ff for such excess. 
(R., p. 7-9.) 
----- ~-- ------
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ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR. 
Your petitioner assigns as error the following grounds: 
(1) To the action of the trial court in refusing to set aside 
the ·ve-rdict of the jury. 
(2) To ti1e actio~ of the trial court in refusing the defend-
ant's instructions numbered 1, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. 
(3) That the aetion of the trial court in giving the in-
struction a, b, c and d at the instance of the plaintiff. 
We shall discuss these assignments in their order . 
. (1) The trial court erred in refusing to set aside tlw ver-
dict of the jury. 
On this point, according to the plaintiff's own evidence 
it knew \vhcn it. \Vl'ote and mailed its letter of December 30, 
1920, that the time for the delivery of the wood under the 
contract of ,July 2, 1920, would have expired by the time your 
petitioner received its above letter. It also knew that t11e 
petitioner had not delivered all l1is wood and that the plain-
tiff had previously made the advances to your petitioner men-
tioned in the account sued on a.nd that he had not repaid these 
advances ; nor had he offered to do so. It also knew of the 
business conditions and "congestions and lack of storage 
space at the pulp mills", which it .assigned as its sole reason 
for \Vriting its letter of Deeembcr 30, 1920. With this· knowl-
. edge, the plaintiff, according to its own and the \vritten and 
undisputed evidence, was not entitled to recover against your 
petitioner, because it was put to its election: 
(a) As to whether it \Vonld then treat the contraet of 
July 2, 1920, at an end by ,January 1st, 1921, and demand the 
· return of the money theretofore advaneed hy the plaintiff 
to your petitioner, after crediting hint with the wood shipped 
by him to the plaintiff on December 22, 1920; or 
(b) vVhether the plaintiff would then hold on to the con-
tract of July and extend the time of delivery and eontinue 
it in force for its bene-fit so that it could take your petitioner's 
\\rood after January 1st, 1921, ''upon further notice''. 
Your petitioner contends from the plaintiff's own evi-
dence that: 
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"Whatever may have been your petitioner's prior defaults 
as to the delivery of the wood, that the plaintiff ou and by its 
letter of December 30, 1920, with. full knowledge of all the 
facts, elected to continue the contract in force for its_ own bene-
fit and to declare only a temporary embargo on the delivery 
of your petitioner's "rood effective from January 1st, 1920, 
''UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE" and until it "ADVISED 
YOUR PETITIONER OF THE LIFTING OF THE E~I­
BARGO", so your petitioner could, after receipt of such 
"further notice" and "advice.'.' finish delivering the wood to 
the plaintiff. 
The plaintiff by its letter of December 30, 1920, communi-
cated its above election to your petitioner and lead him to 
believe that it had so elected and made such choice of its then 
rights, and that it would thereafter give your petitioner "fur-
ther notice'' when he could deliver the 'vood and 'vould ''ad-
vise'' him when it 'vould ''accept the bills of lading for the 
'vood ". See plaintiff's letter of December 30, 1920, R. 36. 
The uncontradicted evidence /1t-rther shows that yo·ur pe-
titioner upon receipt of this letter of December 31, 1920, ac-
cepted a1td relied upon U and held his wood thereafter· for 
the plaintiff awaiting the prmnised ·''further notice'' an(l 
''advice" from the plaintiff ''of the lifting of this embargo" 
so that your petitioner could finish delivering his 'vood, and 
that while awaiting this "further notice" and "advice" that 
your petitioner 'phoned the plaintiff several tim~s prior to 
January 24, 1921, asking him when it would lift the embargo 
and accept the wood and "ras told each time by the plaintiff 
that the embargo w·as still on and that it v.rould let your 
petitioner kno,v. R. 97-98. 
'rhe uncontradicted evidence further shows that 'vhile voul" 
petitioner was waiting for this prornised "further notice" 
and "advice", the market price of the "'"ood declined and 
that the plaintiff, on February 4, 1921, for the first time 
notified your petitioner that it would not accept or take your 
petitioner's wood at all, and that it gave this notice after the 
market price of the wood had declined. See plaintiff's letter 
of February 4th, 1921. .Also see ·wright's evidence, R .. , p. 
42-43, where he testified: 
'' Q. What 'vas the condition of the market on January 
24th~ 
A. The 1narket had b1·oken; it was falling, as all othet· 'mar-
kets. 
~~~- ----
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Q. If the 'market had not b1·oken u:ould yot£ have taken his 
wood? 
.A. We wottld have taken -it if we had needed it. 
Q. You would have taken it if you could have rp.ade money 
on it, would you? 
.A. That is the same thing as saying if we needed it. If 
\ve could make money on it, 've needed it. 
Q. Was this the first time that you said anything to him 
about letting him dispose of his wood? 
A. I think that was the first time we put him on notice 
that he could do ·what he wanted to after payins- up.'' 
Also see your petitioner's letter of February lOth, 1.921, 
R. 57-58, whic.h is not denied. Also see Wright's evidence, 
R. 59, quoted herein, supra, pages 7 and 8. Id. R. 65, where 
Wright, plaintiff's manager, testified: 
"The shipping of the wood by the defendant depended upon 
the plaintiff's lifting the embargo." 
Also see your petitioner's evidence (R. 97-98), where he 
testified, that after plaintiff's letter of December 30th, 1920, 
that he 'phoned the plaintiff several times in ,January, 1921, 
to know when he could finish delivering the wood, and was 
told each time that the embargo was still on and that the 
plaintiff ''rould notify him when it would be lifted. Also see 
your petitioner's letter of .January 24th, 1921, R., p. 40, which 
shows that the plaintiff therein recog-nized that it was obli-
gated by its letter of December 30, 1921, thereafter take de-
fendant's wood and to give the defendant "further notice" 
and "advise" him when it would accept the wood and take 
the bills of lading therefor. Also see V\Tright, plaintiff's 
manager, evidence, R. 59, 65, where he, among other things, 
testified that your petitioner "had nothing to do with the 
embargo • • • but the shipping of the wood depended on the 
lifting of the embargo"· . 
The uncontradicted evidence further shows that but for 
the plaintiff's letter of Deeember 30, 1920, and its 'phone con-
versation in January, 1921, that '!J01t-r petitioner could and 
'would have sold and delive1·ed his wood to the H ubard Lurn-
ber Company up to and as late as Jan1tary 15th, 1921. See 
Hubard's evidence, R. 74-75. 
The agreement of July 2, 1920, and the plaintiff's letter of 
December 30, 1920, 'vere both in writing and constituted the 
'vritten agreement behveen the parties as to the wood after 
t.he delivery of the 'vood and as to the account sued on. Your 
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petitioner contends that it is manifest that there could only 
be one fair construction of this letter, namely, that the plain-
tiff elected to keep the contract open for its benefit and that 
all shipments should be postponed until plaintiff should give 
your petitioner ''further notice'' when to ship the wood ; that 
this letter was accepted and relied upon and the wood held 
by your petitioner for the plaintiff and .that this imposed 
upon the plaintiff the obligation to take the wood and to 
notify your petitioner when it would take and accept de-
livery thereof. That this w·as the true construction and mean-
ing of the letter of December 30, 1921. See .Tide~oater Plumb-
ing Supply Co. v. Emory Co., 141 Va .. 363, 127 S. E. at 87, 
where the vendee bought on June 25, 1920, of the vendor 
certain cast. iron soil pipe. The orders 'vere accepted on July 
7, 1920, the vendee wrote the vendor July 18, 1920, that the 
soil pipe covered by these orders must be shipped ''tarred'' 
as green pipe could not be used in that vicinity and that 
the vendor agreed to this modification. (Just as your pe-
titioner agreed to and did hold his wood for the plaintiff 
after receiving its letter of December 30, 1920.) No complaint 
whatever was there made of the non-delivery, just as no com-
plaint was then made by plaintiff in its letter of December 
30, 1920, of the non-delivery before December 31, 1920, by 
your petitioner of his wood. On October 2 the vendee wrote 
the vendor (just as the plaintiff did your petitioner in the 
case a.t bar) that the vendee had received several cars 
previously ordered and that it had no available room to re-
ceiye any more stock, and in this letter said, ''we 'vill wire 
you further reg-arding shipment", just as the plaintiff did 
in its letter of December 30, 1920, when he said: 
"Due to the fact that the pulp mills have been forced 
to shut down on account of business conditions, and to con-
gestion a.nd lack of storage space a.t the mills, plaintiff has 
been forced to declare an embargo on all shipments by rail 
effective from January 1st, 1921, UNTIL FURTHER 
NOTICE. YOU ARE THEREFORE NOTIFIED THAT 
NO BILL OF LADING WILL BFJ ACCEPTED DATED 
JANUARY 1ST OR LATER UNTIL YOU ARE ADVISED 
OF THE LIFTING OF THIS EMBARGO.'' 
Your Honorable Court in construing the letter in the case 
of Tidewater Plumbing Su,pply Co. case, 141 Va., at page 
365, said: 
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'.' * • • It is manifest tha.t there can be only one fair con-
struction of this letter, namely, that it requested the vendor 
to keep the contract obligatory, but that further shipments 
be postponed until some later time to suit the vendee's con-
venience, and imposed upon the vendor, if acceded to, the obli-
gation to complete the contract w·hen demanded by the vendee 
at some later time. The vendor, on October 4, replied to 
this letter of October 2, acknowledging receipt of the request 
not to make any further shipments until further orders, and 
adding: 'We are therefore holding shipments, and ttust 
that 've shall have instructions to ship these orders at an 
early date.' The vendor thus expressly agreed to defer 
the date of compliance, and consented to keep the contract in 
force." · 
Also see the case of Eichelbau;m v. Klaff, 125 Va. 98, 99 
S. ·E. 721, especially at page 722, where the plaintiffs stopped 
delivery August 11, 1917, by writing the follo\ving letter: 
''Do not ship me more scrap iron on 100 ton contract to 
Lynchburg or Norfolk until further advised by me, not later 
than Monday or Tuesday.'' 
The plaintiff there desired tl1at this letter be construed 
to 1p.ean that the defendant was not to ship any more scrap 
iron after the following l\1:onday or Tuesday. Your Honor-
able Court said: 
''The defendant did not. so construe it, hut on the con-
trary~ co.nstruecl it to mean that the plaintiff would there-
after advise him as to further shipments on the contract, 
and this seems to be the only correct construction to pnt 
upon such language". After the receipt of that letter, the 
defendant 'vrote seevral times, asking for further instruc-
tions. 
Your petitioner represents that all the evidence shows that 
the construction placed both by the plaintiff and by your 
petitioner upon the plaintiff's letter of December iJO, 1920, 
was, namely, that the plaintiff had elected by its letter of 
December 30, 1920, to continue the contract in force for its 
own benefit. It was therefore obligated to take the plain-
tiff's wood a.t the contract price as of December 30, 1920, 
·· wliich was $19.00 per cord, and ·was further obligated to 
give your petitioner notice wlwn it ·would take such wood. 
The principles of law, and the contention for the defendant 
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here made, have been approved by the Supreme Court of 
Appeals of Virginia in the case of the R-ich1nond Leather 
Mwn~tfactur·ing Co. v. Fawcett, where the defenses were sub-
stantially the same as in the case at bar. 
See Richnwnd Leather 1J1a.nufactu-ring Co. v. Fawcett, 130 
Va. 484, 107 S. E. 800, especially at page 803, where the Court, 
among other things, said: 
''A material ground of defense relied upon by the defend-
ant is that, whatever may have been its defaults in respect 
of delivery, the plaintiff had waived the strict performance 
of the contracts as to delivery (reg·ardless of what tl1e con-
tracts may have been), both expressly and by his conduct 
and course of dealing * * * and that following such waiver 
· the defendant was ready to complete his contracts when, with-
out notice, the plaintiff refused to accept any further de-
liveries under the contract.'' 
The Court in this case also held that : 
''An instruction .should ha-ve been given defining waiver, 
how effected and its consequences and instructing the jury 
as to their duty should they determine from the evidence 
that a waiver by the plaintiff prior to the time specified for 
delivery had actually taken place." 
In the last above case the Supreme Court of Appeals 
of Virginia, citing numerous cases at page 808, said: 
''The principles announced in the Virginia cases cited are 
very plain and may be readily applied to the case in judg-
ment.. vYaiver applies to any right eonferred by law or con-
tract. This right may or may not be exercised by the person 
holding it. Being for his benefit no one is coneerned in its 
relinquishment save himself. l-Ienee the owner of such right, 
as stated in Eichelbaunt v. J(lajf, nwy waive it expressly, 
either in writing 01· by parol, and impliedly by inconsistent 
conduct, that is to say, as stated in J.lliller & Co. v. Lyons, 
supra, a covenantor may by his conduct, so lull his covenantee 
into security as thereby to· estop himself from the exercise 
of a right for whic.h he had contracted. An actual waiver is 
a completed performance. It is doing 'vhat one wills with his 
own. Hence there is no question of consideration involved." 
Also see page 809, where the Court said : 
''The court instructed the jury fully and accurately as to 
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the rights of the plaintiff under the original contracts, un-
modified and unaffected by the court of dealinrs between the 
parties, b'ut these instructions wholly ignored the evidence 
tending to .c;ho'w a waiver of his rights by the voluntary action 
of the plaintiff. 
An instruction should have been given defining waiver, 
how effected, and its consequences and insh'}.tcting the jury 
ns to their duty should they determine from the evidence 
that a 'vaiver had actually taken place.'' 
This is exactly what the court should have done but refused 
to do in the case at bar. It should have given defendant's 
Instructions l, 5 and 6, quoted infra, page 30, interpreting 
that letter and telling the jury its effect and consequences 
upon the respective rights of the plaintiff and the defendant. 
All of these instructions were applicable to the facts and 
clearly stated the law, and it \vas error to refuse them. 
Instruction No. 1 told the jury 'that the plaintiff, having 
in its letter of December 30th, 1920, notified the defendant 
that it declared an embargo on the delivery of the wood 
e f! ective fro 'In January lst, "umtil f'nrther notice", and also 
notified him, "no bill of lading \vill be acce-pted dated Jan-
nary 1st, or later 'until he was advised of the lifting of the 
emhargo"; that tins wa.s not a. rejection or refusal to take 
defendant's "rook and that he ha.d a right to hold it for the 
plaintiff "until f~trtl~er notice" and that if the plaintiff never 
notified him that he could resell it to others until after ,Jan-
:uary 24th, 1921, and that tJ1e defendant had sustaine~l a loss 
by reason of tlris action then the jury should find for the de-
fendant. 
Instruction No. 5 told the jury that if they believed from 
the evidence that the plaintiff wrote defendant on December 
30th, 1920., that it had been forced to declare an embargo 
• • • on the shipment of the wood from January 1st until 
further notice and you are therefore notified that no bill of 
lading will be accepted dated ,January 1st, or later until 
you are advised of the lifting of this embargo, that then the 
defendant had the right thereafter to hold said wood for the 
plaintiff at the agreed price until the plaintiff notified him 
that it had lifted the embargo or refused to take the wood 
at the agreed price and that after plaintiff refused to take 
the wood and defendant thereafter sold the wood at the best 
price and that said price was. lower than that at which plain-
tiff had agreed to pay them, the defendant was entitled to 
recover the difference between \vhat the plaintiff promised 
to pay for the· wood and the price which he sold the same. 
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Also see American lJfutual Life Ins. Co. v. Han~ilton, 145 
Va. 391; 135 S. E. 21, especially 24-6: 
"Where one by his acts through representations or ad-
missions, or by his silence or through culpal1le negligence, 
induced another to believe certain facts to exist, and such 
other rightfully relies and acts on such belief, so that he will 
be prejudiced if the former is to deny the existence of ·such 
facts, estoppel arises.'' 
As we have said above, the evidence in this case establishes 
every .element of estoppel against the plaintiff under the law. 
It shows that January 1st, 1921, was at hand; that the de-
fendant had failed to deliver all of his wood under the con-
tract; that the plaintiff bad theretofore made the advances 
mentioned in the account sued on; that the defendant had 
never returned said advances or even offered to do so; that 
the future price of the wood was subject to either rise or fall 
according to the supply and demand, and tha.t the plaintiff 
kne'v of all these facts and circumstances, and that with this 
knowledge and under these conditions the plaintiff elected 
to write its letter of December 30th, 1920, and to declare only 
a temporary embargo on the delivery of the wood from and 
after J a.nnary, 1921, "t1ntil further notice", and then 
promised to ''advise'' the de~endant ''of the lifting of the 
embargo'' so that he could, upon receipt of such notice and 
advice, finish delivering the wood to the plaintiff. 
This was the interpretation placed upon the plaintiff's let-
ter both by the plaintiff and by the defendant for thereafter 
during the entire time up to January 24th, 1925, the defend-
ant was 'phoning the plaintiff as to when he could deliver 
the 'vood, and the plaintiff was during this time promising 
to advise the defendant as soon as the congestion a.t the mills 
was relieved and the embargo was lifted so that he could 
ship the wood. See defendant's letter of February 14th, 1921, 
and Wright's.evidence, R., p. 59, cited, supra, pages 7-8. 
Your petitioner therefore respectfully contends from all the 
undisputed evidence in this case and the la,v, that the verdict 
of the jury was not only 'vithout evidence to support it, but 
was contrary to the law and the evidence, all of which shows 
that your petitioner was entitled to recover on its offset a 
judgment against the plaintiff and that the plaintiff was not 
entitled to recover any verdict, and for this reason the learned 
trial court erred in refusing to set aside the verdict and in 
refusing to enter judgment for your petitioner upon the 
uncontradicted and 'vritten evidence in this case. 
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II. 
Plaintiff was estopped by its own prior inconsistent con-
duct and assigned reasons from taking the position it subse-
quently did and from recovering against the defendant. · 
On this point your petitioner contends: 
· ':rllat, even if the time of delivery 'vere material yet the 
uncontradicted evidence, and especially the plaintiff's letter 
of December 30th, 1920, shows that it had placed on August. 
3oth, 1920, a temporary embargo on the delivery of defend-
ant's 'vood from and after '"T anuary 1st, 1921, "until f\lrther 
notice" a1~d u until it advised defendant" of the lifting of 
this embargo, for the following sole reason and .rJround: 
'"Due·to the fact that the pulp mills l1ave been forced to 
shut down on account of business conditions and congestion 
a-p.d lack of storage space a.t the pulp mills," 
and not on the ground that the contract had expired by Jan-
nary 1, 1921. See plaintiff's letters of December 30th, 1920, 
January 24th, 1921, and the above quoted evidence of Wright's 
'phone conversation ·with the plaintiff during the month of 
January (R. 59). That it did not prior to February 4th, 
1921, ever claim or ever before give as its reason for having 
placed this temporary embargo upon the delivery of defend-
ant's wood after January 1st, 1921, until further notice~ that 
the contract had expired and-that the defendant had failed 
to deliver his wood to plaintiff prior to January 1st, 1921. 
Nor did plaintiff prior to February 4th, 1921, eYer demand 
that. defendant return the money it had previously advanced 
to the defendant. The uncontradicted evidence further 
showed that, from December 30th, 1920, .to February 4th, 
1921, the defendant believed and relied on the pi·omise of the 
plaintiff in its letter of December 30th, 1920, to notify and 
advise him "of the lifting of the embargo'', so he could 
thereafter deliver the wood upon such notice, and that during 
this time the market price of the wood declined. The evi-
dence further showed that after February 4th, 1921, the de-
fendant was unable to sell the 'vood elsewhere except at a 
loss of $10.00 per cord. This being the uncontradicted evi-
dence, plaintiff w·as, therefore, estopped from shifting its 
position and refusing to take defendant's wood and defeat-
ing defendant's set off. 
The la'v will not permit the plaintiff to take this new and 
inconsistent position on February 4th, 1921, after it had 
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already mislead the defendant to his injury and loss by pre-
venting him from selling his wood before that time to the 
Hubard Lumber Company a.t $19.00 per cord. To allow the 
plaintiff to do so on February 4th after the market declined, 
'vould be to allow the plaintiff to work an irreparable loss 
on the defendant. For the uncontradicted evidence not only 
showed that the market declined by February 4th, 1921, but 
that the defendant could and would have sold his wood to 
the Hubard Lumber Company at $19.00 per cord on and 
after Dec.ember 3th, 1920, but for the plaintiff's letter of 
December 30th, 1920, and if the plaintiff had t:P.en refused 
to take the wood instead of writing its letter of December 
30th, 1920. 
See 21 C. J., p. 1202, Section 2058, 'vhere it is said: 
"Where a person has, ~vith "h~1wwledge of the facts, acted 
o1· conducted himself in a particular 1nanner, or asserted 
a particular clahn, title, or ·right, he C(J;nnot afterward q,ss·unte 
a position inconsistent ~u·ith such act, claim, or conduct to 
the prejudice of another who has acted in 1·eUance O'J?r sttch 
conduct or representa.t-ion. '' 
Citing a great many authorities in Note 21. 
Id., page 1204, where it is said: 
''The doctrine of estoppel requires of a party consistency 
of conduct, when inconsistency would work sttbsta1·?,tial in.fnry 
to the other party. So, where a pe'rson has acted or refrali!ned 
front acting -in a particular 1nanner upon the 1·equest of ad-
vice of anothet·, the latter is estopped to take any position 
inconsisten.t with his own 'request or adv·ice, to the prejud·ice 
of the person so induced to act." 
See Williston on Contracts, ·v ol. II, Section 7 43, p. 1414. 
"vVhen refusing tender or demand on one ground pre-
cludes setting up other reasons.'' 
Under heading, "Application of the principle to contracts 
of sale", etc., the learned author says: 
''Similar decisions have been ma,.de where goods have been 
tendered under a, contract to sell. An objectio,n to the1n on 
one g1·m.tnd has been said to preclud(~ late-r objection O'lt other 
grounds; and sometimes courts ha·ve failed to observe the im,-
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portamce of the objectio1~ late1~ asse1·ted havin,q been reme-
diable at the t·i-me whe1·~ prior object·ion was taken. The mat-
ter is correctly put in an Ohio decision. We do not deny 
that under some circumstances a refusal to accept goods 
for a stated reason may operate as a waiver of other ob-
jections, which might have been properly made. This mOIJJ 
be so in cases where the silence of the purchaser and his con-
duct operate to 'mislead the seller anil preven.t hi1n front pro-
tecting hin~self; in othe'r words, where the conduct of the 
buyer 'would raise an estoppel a,qai'lzst hi1n." 
Citing cases in Note 50, especially Lvn.fJer v. fflilsmt, 73 W. 
Va. 669, 80 S. E. 1108, 1109, where the court said: 
''It must he conceded that objection on the part of defend-
ant to receiving the grain beca;use plaintiffs had n.ot compl!ied 
with a former contract is no g1·o1.tnd ~q>on ~vhich defendant 
can excuse himself from co1nplying with this latter distinct 
contract of p1t1·chase. A·nd it is qu.it e apparent in the case 
that the matter of quamtity was a 1'e1J·note and secondary con-
sideration by defendant. He deliberately stated a single oh-
jection to receiving the shipment. That single objection was 
the alleged failure of plaintiffs to comply with a former 
contract. He expressed a willingness, however, to take the 
full ·shipment if his claim made under the alleged former 
contract was considered in settlement. Tku.s he inferentially 
waived objection to the excess of quantity." 
Id., Seetion 7 44, page 1418 : 
"In general it must be true that upon tender of perfor-
mance by the promisee, the promisor may refuse to perform 
'without specifying any ground, and insist upon any avail-
able ground'. But "rhere the objection is purely technical, 
suc.h as tendering a certified c.heck instead of legal tender, or 
making proof of loss under an insurance policy in a some-
what informal manner, even the general ref'llsal of the 
JJromisor 'may be deceptive, and, therefore, justify the court 
in regarding the objection as 'waived when the pron~isee in 
i,qnorance of the ground of objection allows so m~tch time to 
elG!pse that it cannot be rem.edied.'' 
If the time of delivery were material or essential, and de-
fendant had the right, on December 30th, 1920, to refuse to 
take the wood from the defendant not delivered by January 
1st, 1921, it then became tl1e duty of the plaintiff to so de-
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cide, elect, and to then refuse to take the wood and to de-
mand a return of the money previously advru.1ced to the de-
fendant. Especially is this t:rue, if the plaintiff knew, as its 
manager, Wright, now testifies (R., p. --), tha.t the future 
market price of the ·wood w·as uncertain and might decline. 
But instead of refusing to take the 'vood, the pJaintiff's 
manager wrote its letter of December 30th, 1920, and said 
in effec.t to the defendant, '''ve 'vill later take the wood, and 
we will give you 'further notice' and 'advise' you, the de-
fendant, 'vhen we will lift this embargo'' and permit you to 
ship the wood. The defendant when he got that letter under-
stood it to mean that the plaintiff 'Yonld thereafter take the 
wood at the agreed price. Accordingly, he. held the wood for 
plaintiff, and he several times 'phoned the plaintiff during 
January, 1921, and asked the plaintiff 'vhen he, defendant, 
could deliver the wood. The plaintiff admits these conver-
sations and admits tha.t in response to them it told the plain-
tiff that it would let him kno'v (T. R., pp. 97-98), and accord-
ingly it 'vrote its letter of January 24th, 1921, telling de-
fendant that the embargo was still on, and then gave the de·-
fendant liberty, for the first time, to make ''satisfactory dis-
position of his wood elsewhere'', if he could to do so. Even, 
by this letter it never refused to take the wood, but only 
gave the defendant, for the first time, the liberty of ''dis-
posing of it else\Yhere' ', and then, on February 4th, 1921, re-
fused for the first time to take the wood at all. See its letter 
of that da.te. Plaintiff thus retained the right to take the 
wood, and call for its delivery by defendant. 
On this point see: 
21 C. J. 1222-INCONSISTENCY IN POSITIONS BE-
FORE AND AFTER COM~1:ENCE~1ENT OF LITIGA-
TION. 
"Where a party gives a reason for his decision and conduct 
touching anything involved in the controversy, he is estopped 
after litigaJtion has begun fro'ln changing his groumd and '[J'Ut-
ting his conduct on another amrd different consideration." 
See citations in Note 19. 
The statement of the rule here made appears to have been 
taken from a leading case on the subject, 0. & IJ1. R'Wy. Co. v. 
McCa.rthy, 96 U. S'. 258. 
In that case McCarthy had a contract with the railway 
company for the transportation of his cattle. The railway 
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company failed to cmnply with that cont1·act attd gave as the 
reason therefor at t.he time the wa1~t of S'~tff'io~ent cars. Sub-
sequently, affe1· the suit was qr01.tght, the ra'llway com11any 
alleged as anothe·r ground that the Sunday law of West Vir-
ginia did not permit the railway company to make the trans-
portation of the cattle according to the contract. 
The c.ourt held that, however 'veil founded this defense 
might have been originally, it came too late to set it up in the 
suit,. saying~ 
"The question made by the company upon the Sunday la'v 
of West Virginia does not, in our view, arise in this case. 
·we have already sho'vn that the defendant prov~d upon the 
trial that it was impossible to forward the cattle on Sunday, 
for want of cars. And it is fairly to he presumed that no 
other reason was given for tho refusal at that time. It does 
not appear that anything was then said as to the illegality 
of such a shipment on the Sabbath. This point was an after-
tlwught, suggested by the pressure a11d exigencies of the case. 
''Where a party gives a reason for his conduct and de-
cision touching anything involved in a controversy, lw can-
not, after litigation has begun, change his ground and· put 
his conduct upon another and a different consideration. He 
is not permitted thus to mend his hold. He is estopped from 
doing it by a settled principle of· law. 
"Gould v. Banks, 8 Wend. 562; Jlolbrook v. Wright, 24 
Wend. 169; Everett v. Saltus, 15 Wend. 474; Tl'right v. Reed, 
3 T. R. 554; Duffy v. O'Donovan, 46 N. Y. 223; Winter v. 
Coit, 7 N. Y. 288. The Juage belo'v committed no error in 
refusing to charge as requ~sted upon this subject.'' 
This case was quoted with approval, and the rule therein 
announced applied by the Supreme Court of Virginia in a 
reeent case of Lucas, Ad1nr., v. P. L. & T. Co., 137 Va. 255. 
In that case an action was brought to recover the amount 
due under a policy of life insurance upon the death of the 
insured. Tho insurance company l1efo're the (Lotion 1,vas 
brought gave as the 1·eason for non-liability a ca?tse other 
than want of proof of the alle,qed death. After the suit wa.c; 
brought it defendant upon h.oo grounds: First, "that proof 
of the alleged death of tlte assured has not been furnished", 
and, second, that the insurance company 'vas not liable by 
reason of its alleged assumption of the contract sued on. 
The court denied the right of the defendant to rely upon 
the ground first stated the court said: 
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'' * * * In view of the letter of this defendant in reply 
to the letter of the beneficiary informing such defendant of 
the death of the assured, in which reply nothing was sa·id 
requ.iring proof of su.c-h death, but the position. was taken 
tlz.at this defenda.nt ~vas 'not liable 11pon another ,qrou.nd, 
wholly independent of s1tch proof, we think that such defmtd-
mnt waived ·all objectio·n to the insufficiency of the p1·oof of 
death.'' 
Also see AI ooney v. Elder, 56 N. Y. 238, which held: 
''Where a principal bases his refusal to pay commissions 
'to a broker employed by him to negotiate a sale of real estate· 
not upon the ground of the invalidity of a pa·rol contract en-
tered into 'with a pu·rchaser proc~tred by the b1·oker bu.t upon 
the grottnd that he has tvithdrawn the property jro1n the ma1·-
ket, he cannot escape liab·ility on the for·mer ground 'When 
sued for the commissions.'' 
All the evidence in this case shows that the defendant when 
he received plaintiff's letter of December 30th, 1920, nuder-
stood from that letter that he would be allo·wed to deliver 
the wood after January 1st, 1921, at the agreed price. and 
that the plaintiff ·would give the defendant i1otice 'vhen the 
embargo wa:s lifted and when to make the delivery and the 
defendant thereafter during the entire month of January 
kept 'phoning the plaintiff asking him 'vhen he could make 
the delivery of· the wood. The defendant relied and a.c.ted 
upon the plaintiff's letter to his prejudice, and plaintiff hav-
ing never lifted the embarg-o and never given further notice 
and the market having declined, the plaintiff 'vas clearly 
estopped, as a matter of law, on J.Pebruary 5th, 1921, and 
thereafter from shifting its p.osition and from refusing to 
take defendant's wood at the agreed price, and is liable in 
this action for all the damages occasioned the defendant 
by such wrongful conduct and refusal; and the court should 
enter judgment as a mntter of la'v for the defendant, the 
evidence showing that the plaintiff's loss exceeded the daim 
of the plaintiff. ' 
III. 
R.efusal to give instructions asked for by ~he Defendant. 
The Court erred in refusing to give defendant's instruc-
tions numbered 1, 5 and 6, which instructions are as follows: 
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(1) Th~ court instructs· the ·ju·ry that the ]Ien:dco ·Lumber 
.Company in it~ letter of Decembe~ 30th, 1920, having notified 
~f. J. Fulton tha.t it had declar~d an _embargo on all ship-
_ments of rail, _poplar and gum lumber; effective from January 
:first until further notice and also notified. him in such lett~r 
"tha.t no bi.n of lading w111 be accepted date·d January 1st, 
or later, until he was advised of the lifting of the embargo'' 
that WOiS 1.Wt a rejection qr a refusal' to take ·safd Fulton "s 
wood and that he had a right to hold it for t~e Hen~ico T~um-
. ber Qomp~ny _up til ''further notic.e' ', .and _if they believe that 
he ~id so hold it, and .that' th~ Hent:ic.o I;u~be;r Co. never 
. notified .hi,m t])a t. he could ~esell it to _others until January '24, 
1921, and that Fultpn sustained a loss by reason of this action 
o.f the }Jenri{{o L~mpeJ; Qo.· iJl t;he amount proven. Fulton sus-
tained, they should find for Fulton. 
( 5 ). i'he court' instructs the· jury that if ·they· believe from 
the evidence in this case tha f the Henrico Lumber Company 
wrote said :Fulton on December ~Oth, 1920, ·that' it had been 
forced to declare an embargo on all ~hlpments of said -poplar 
and gum _wood effective from January 1st '' un'til further 
notice" and "you ar.e therefore notified that no bill of hiding 
will be acc.ep.t.ed datedJ~nnary 1st ~r later un.til yo~ are ad-
vised of the.Hfti:qg of this en1:bargo". That then said Flul-
. ton had the right the,reafter to hold said wood for the plain-
. tiff fit. the. coD,tra·ct. price until the plaintiff notified him that 
it had lifted said embargo or refused to take the wood at the 
contract -price and that if the said Fulton thereafter sold the 
said wood at the best price he could ohtain for the same a.nd 
. the said price 'vas lower than that at 'vhieh the plaintiff 
. had agreed to pay the said Fulton for it, then the said Ful-
. ton is entitled to recover from the plaintiff the difference 
between what the plaintiff promised to pay him for ·the said 
'vood and the price at which he sold the same. 
(6) The court instructs-~he jury·t~at if' the 'Henrico Lumber 
·Company when it wrote ~he letter of December 30th, 1920, was 
not going to take the pulp 'vood mentioned in 'the notice of 
motion a.t the price at "rhich it had theretofore agreed to 
pay for it, it then became its duty to notify said ·Fulton' of its 
said purpose and intention and to relinquish its claim to· said 
wood and to demand a return from him of the monev ad-
vanced to him on account of the purchase of said wood .. ; and 
if it failed so to do and that thereafter and before it did 
notify said Fulton that it 'vould not take said wood at the 
price which it had· agreed to pay for it and before it relin-
I • 
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qnished the said wood and gave the said Fulton authority 
to sell it to other parties, the price of pulp wood declined and 
the said Fulton sustained a loss by reason thereof, the plain-
tiff is liable to said Fulton for suc.h loss. 
The letter of" December·30th, 1920, referred to in the above 
· instruction· was· in writing· and unequivocal, and under the 
law it was for the court to construe and determine what wa:s 
·its meaning and effect upon and as to the rights of the de-
fendant as to the delivery of the wood in question and the 
· intent and purpose of the letter was to be gathered f.r·om 
·the written ·language of the plaintiff used in the· letter. 
-·see·Leamin,q v.-wise, 73·Pa. 173; 1 Thos. Coke Litt. 644 
(52b); No-rfolk, etc., R. Co. v. lffoody, 110 Va. 422, 66 S'. E. 
61, especially at (Va.) p. 424; Hopkins v. Le Cato, 132 Va. 
· 769, 128 S. E. 911. 
The general rule is well settled th.at the construction of 
all ~vritten instnnnents adduced in evidence belongs .. ~clu­
. sively to 'the court. 
See W ash.ington & Co: R. Co-. v.- Lacey, 94 Va. 460, 26 S. ·E. 
· 834;"New River Min.. Co. v. Painter, 100 Va. 507,42 S. E. 300; 
Rd. En,q. Co~ v. Lo'th; 135 Va., p. 143; Elam, etc., v. Ford, 143 
Va. 22; 134 S. E. 672; lJ!lontague 'Prf.fg. Co. v. Ho1nes Corpora-
. tion; 142 Va. 301, 128 S~ E. 447; ·An~e'rican Ins. Co. v. Damas-
cus L~vmber Co., 139 Va. 380, 124 S. E. 269; So. Norfolk v. 
Walcott~ 140 ·va·; 611; 125 s~ E. 687; Geoghegan Sons <tOo. v. 
Arbuckle Bros., 139 Va. 92; 123 S. E. 387. 
This letter must be held as a matter of law to be an ·election. 
Both parties so construed it from Decemqer 30th, 1920, until 
February 5th, 1~21, when the plaintiff for the first time after 
the market price of 'vood had declined undertook to change 
· its mind and contend that he was not obliged to take· the de-
. fendant's wood. 
·AS TO WHAT CONSTITUTES ELECTION. 
See Williston on Contracts, Vol. II~ Section 683, where he 
says: 
11 Election as a term in the law is properly applied to a 
, · ca.se where a person has the choice of one. or two alternative 
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rights or remedies. In choosing the one, he necessarily sur-
renders the other. 
"Though he surrenders one right he ,qains or keeps by S() 
doing another and inconsistent right. Thus, where a contract 
is. broke1t in the cm!rse of perfonnance the inju,red party has 
a choice prese'nted to lvin~ of cm·ztin·uvng the contract or oft 
refusing to go on. If he choo-ses to continue performance he 
has doubtless lost his 'right to- stop perforn~ance; but in the 
'nat~tre of the case he could not exe·rcise the two inconsistent 
rights of which he had the choice. 
1
' Such an. esto-ppel ca1znof arise unless the person clai?nin,q 
the benefit thereof knew of the promise and showed assent 
thereto by act·in.g in reliance upon it. Even a promise unsup-
ported by either may be thought to require, if not an actual 
manifestation of assent by the promise for its validity, at 
least a presu,1nption of assent based on the benefic·ial char-
acter of the pron~ise. 
''Election to take advantage of breach of cond!ition in a 
contract gene1·ally need not be exercised unt·il the ti?ne at·rives 
when, by the terms of ·the contract, the party entitled to elect 
·m1tst render son~e performance. Then either performing or· 
failing to perforn~ u-ill indica.te an election. Even prior to 
that time, ho~cever, any conduct which under the circum-
stances is deceptive except on the assumpt·io·n that a choice 
ha~ been made may amount to am electio·n.'' 
Mr. Justice Holmes, speaking for the Supreme Court of the 
United States in Bierce v. Hutchins, 205 U. S. 340, 346, 51 
L. Ed. 828, 27 S. Ct. 524, said: 
"Election is sim,ply 1ohat its na1ne itnports: a choice sho1Vn 
by an overt act, betu;een two inconsistent 1·i_qhts, either of 
'which 'lnay be asse1·ted at the will of the choose·r alone. 
"He may keep i1·~ force or m.ay avoid a contra,ct after tlze 
breach of a condition in his fa·uor, Oakes v. Man1tfacture1·s' 
F. & M." Ins. Co., 135 Mass. 248, 249. In all such ·cases the 
cha1·acteristic fact is that one party has a choice ·independent 
of the assent of anyone else." 
See St'ate Bank v. Brown, 142 Ia. 190, 198, 119 N. E. 81 ; 
First. Nt. Bk. v. Exchange Nt. Bank, 179 N. Y. App. D. 22, 
164 N. Y. S. 1092. 
Williston on Contracts, Vol. 2, See. 683, p. 1320: 
''Election to take advanta.ge of b1·each of condition in a con-
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tract generally need not be exercised until the tin~e arrives 
when, by the terrns of the contract tll e party e1~titled to elect 
must render some performance. Then either peTfonning or 
failing to perfortn will indicate an election. Even prior to that 
tim,e, however, any conduct which 'under the cirmtmstances 
is deceptive except on the assu.m,ption that a choice has been 
made, 1nay amount to a·n election.'' 
In Williston on Contracts, Vol. 2, Sec. 684, p. 1320-1321, it 
is said: 
u In a correct definition of waiver wherever that word is 
used in the .sense of elect·ion., the requisite of even apparent 
intention. to sun·ender a 1·ight is (tbsent. The law si1nply 
does not pennit a pa1·ty in the· case supposed to exercise two 
alternative of inconsistent rights or re'ined,ies." 
Also see in I1zsurance Co. v. 1Voliff, 95 l.J. S. 326, 330, 
the court said : 
''The principle that no one shall be pennitted to deny 
tha.t he intended the natural consequences of his note when he 
has indttced others to 1·ely 1.tpon. them, is as applicable to in-
surance companies a.s it is to individuals, and will serve to 
solve the difficulty mentioned. This 1?ri.nciple is one of sound 
'morals as well as of sounrl law, and its enforcen~ent tends to 
utphold good faith and fair dealing. If, therefore, the con-
duct of the co1npan~1J in ·its dealings 'UJith the assured in this 
case, and with othe1·s similar.ily situated, has been such as 
to induce a bel-ief that so ·much· of the contract as provides 
for a forfeiture if the prem:in1n be not pairl on the day it is 
dtte, wo·uld not be enforced if pay·ment we1·e 1nade within a 
reasonable period after·warrls, the company ou_qht not, in co1n-
mon justice, to be per-mitted fo alle.Q•3 such forfeifttre a,qainst 
one who has acted UtJon the belief.'' 
Also see Williston on Contracts, Vol. 2, Sec. 686, p. 1325: 
"If the chan{Je from the first alternative to the second in-
volves any substantial i·n}ury to the other pa'rty, clearl:lJ the 
change ou.ght not to be permitted: but freque·ntly· there is 
1~0 stwh injwry; yet there has been a plain 'lnanifestation of 
the choice of Qne course rather tha11- the other. Thongl1 
it has been said by higl1 authority that ·as soon as a part!) 
havinlJ a r(qht of elect·ion has co1n1nunicated it to the othet· 
s·ide in su.ch a way as to lead the 011posite party to believa 
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that he has made that choice., he has cotnpleted his election 
and can go on further.'' 
Id., pg. 1326: 
"A1yY condu.ct calculated to deceive the other party to his 
inju,ry in regard to the choice of the party entitled to elect 
will also conclude the latter. Citing Jlfizell v. W atso·n,, 57 Fla. 
111, 49 So. 149; Harden v. Lang, 110 Ga. 392, 36 S. E. 100. 
Axtel v. Chase, 77 Ind. 74; Mills v. Os~vatomie, 59 Kans. 463, 
53 Pac. 470; Graham v. Ha.tch Storage Battery Co., 186 Mass. 
226, 71 N. E. 532; J. B. Alfree ~if g. Co. v. Grape, 59 Neb. 
777, 82 N. W. 11." 
Id., pg. 1330 : 
''Even silence ~vhen it is likely to mislead the other party 
a;nd induce hi1n to believe that f'ttrther performance of the 
contract 'U.Jill be accepted, tnay anto~tnt to an election.'' Citing 
Pabst Brewing Co. v. Milwa~tkee, 126 Wis. 110, 117, 105 N. 
W. 563, the court said : 
''It is suggeste-d tha.t there can be no waiver without in-
tent to waive based on knowledge of the facts. True, but 
one is presumed to know that ·which in contemplation of la'v 
he ought so know and one is presurned to waive that which 
is necessary implied fro?n his conduct. Constructive as 'veil 
as actual knowledge of the facts, and itnplied as well as ex-
'/)ress intent, satisfies the prime essential of a conclttsive 
waiver.'' 
In List ~ Son Co. v. Chas, 80 Ohio St., at p. 49, it is said: 
"While the principle that an election may be open to 
change, if the cha11tge works no injury, to the other party, 
seems sound, it may be questioned 'vhether the court did· 
not go too far here in suggesting that the buyer ~might throw 
the risk of transit on the seller by deferrin,q his election. 
True the seller had already irretrievably· broken his con-
tract, but the consequence of that breach ~vould vary with the 
position which the buyer took; a'nd it see·ms unfair to allow 
hitn to say, 1 I 'will take neither positio1~ now, but will wait 
a.nd see ~vhich is more advantageous to me' (and more dis-
advantageous to you).'' · 
In M or gam v. 1J1 cK ee, 77 Pa. 228, 231, the court said: 
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''It ~vas their du,ty to act promptly on the occurrence or 
discovery of the breach, OJI'~d if they were guilty of und~te 
delay, they 'must be regarded as having waived their right 
to 'rescind and elected to treat the contract as still subsistin,q; 
La~vrence v. Dale, 3 Johns. Ch. R. 23; Pearsoll v. Chapin, 44 
Pa. 9; Negley v. Lindsay, 67 Pa. 217, 5 Am. Rep. 427; Leam-
ing v. Wise, 73 Pa. 173. They cou.ld not take the chance of a 
rise in the 'lnarket price of petroleu.lm, and then elect to rescind 
the contract or not as might be 'most fo'l· their advanta,qe. 
They were bouJnd to make their election within a reasonable 
time; and what is reasonable tin~e or ~tndu.e delay where the 
facts are not disp~tted, is a question of law to be deter'l'nined 
by the cmtrt, Lea1ning v. Wise, supra. 'Reasonableness in 
such ca,ses belongeth to the l"11owledge of the law, and is there-
fore to be decided by the justices. 1 Tho. Coke Litt. 644 (52). 
Did the defendants then elect to ·rescind the contract in a 
reasonable time? The petroleum was deliverable monthly, 
and the breach of which the complaint was made, was the 
plaintiff's failure to make the September delivery. They did 
not elect or give notice 9.! their intention to rescind the con.-
tract tm.til the October deli1.1ery was due and te1~dered by 
the plailntif!. The court below 'l'·uled, and we think rightly, 
that the dela~f was un-reasonable. "Then the article is a sub-
ject of speculation, and the 'market ]Jrice var·ies with the de-
mand and supply, if the lYltrchasers, instead of rescinding 
the contract as soon as it is b1·oken or w-ithin a reasonable 
time after the occurrence of the breach, takes the chan,qe of 
a rise in the price, it is b'ld eq'ltitable and just that they should 
be treated as having waived the right to rescind." 
In Webb v. Hughes, L. R. 10 Bq. 291, 286, the court said: 
"If time be 'made the essence of the contract that may be 
watived by the cond~tct of the purchaser; and if the time is 
once allowed to pass, a'lid the part,ies go on, negotiating fot· 
cornpletion of the purchase, then tin~e is no longer of the 
essence of the contract. But, on the other hand, it must be 
borne in mind that the purchaser is not bound to wait an 
indefinite time; and if he finds, while the negotiations are 
going on, that a long time will elapse before the contract 
can be completed, he may in a reasonable ma'ltner give notice 
to the vendor a;nd fix a period at which the b'ltsiness is to be 
terminated. But, having once gone on negotiation beyond 
the time fixed, he is bound not to give i1n1nediate notice of 
abandonment, but 1nust give (};reasonable notice of his inten-
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tion to give up his contract if a title is not shown.'' See- als() 
Massey v. Becker, 90 Oreg. _461, 176 Pac. 425. 
"It has been said where performance on the exact date 
fixed by an executory contract has once been excused,. neither 
party cam rescind on account of delay, 'vithout first giving 
notice requiring performance within a reasonable time speci-
fied, but as a broad proposition even this goes too far. Neither 
party can deceive the other into a belief that prompt per-
formance wiU not be required and then demand it, but what 
may amount to such deception depends on the circumstances 
of each ca.se. Citing Ta.ylor· v. Goelet, 208 N. Y. 253, 258, 101 
N. E. 867, Ann. Cas. 1914 D. 284. See also Pipe rt Gontrac-. 
tors' Supply Go. v . .Lliason & Hanger Go., 181 N.Y. App. ])iv .. 
317, 168 N. Y. S. 740; IVliller v. Ungener (N. Y. App. Div.),. 
176 N. Y. 8. 850. 
These principles of law and the contention here made by 
your petitioner have been approved by the Supreme Court of 
Appeals of Virginia in the case of the ll·ichtnond Leather 
JJtlanufact~tri·n.g Co. v. Fawcett, where the defenses were sub-
stantially the same as in the case at bar. See 130 V a. 484, 107 
S. E. 800, especially at page 803, where the court in that case, 
among other things, ·said:. 
".A. material ground of defense relied 1/tpon by the defend-
ant is tha·t whatever 1nay have been its defa~tlts in respect 
of delivery, the plaintiff had ·waiped the strict perfonnance 
of the contracts as to deli'very ( 1·egardless of what the con-
tracts may have been) both exp1·essly and by his conduct and 
course of deal,ing * * * and -that followin,g S'ltch waiver the 
defendant was _1·eady to co1nplete his contracts whm·"t, with-
out notice, the plaintiff refused to accept any furthet· de-
liveries un-der the con.tract.'' 
This is exactly your petitioner's contention in his case. 
The court in that case also held that: 
u .An instruction sho'ltld have been given defining waiver, 
how effected a11~d its co·nsequ.ences a.nd i1zstruct-ing the .iurJJ 
as to their duty shO'ltld they deter,mine front the evidence that 
a waiver by tl~e plaJintijJ 1Jrior to the tim,e specified for de-
livery had acf'ltally taken place.'' 
In the last above case the Supreme Court of Appeals of 
Virginia, citing numerous cases, at page 808, said: 
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''The principles announced in the Virginia cases cited 
are very plain and may be readily applied to the case in 
judgment. 'Vaiver applies to any right conferred by law or 
contract. This right may or may not be exercised by the per-
son holding it. Being for his benefit no one is concerned in 
its relinquishment save himself. Hence the owner of such 
right, as stated in E,ichelbawm v. J(laff, may waive it ex-
pressly, either in 'Writing or by parol, and ·imtJliedly by ilncot7r 
sistent cond·uct, t~1at is to say, as stated in JJiiller & Co. v. 
Lyons, supra,. a. covenantor tnay by his conduct, so lull his 
covenantee into security as· thereby to estop himself from 
the exercise of a right for 'vhich he had contracted. An actual 
waiver is a completed performance. It is doing what one 
wills with his 0'\\"11. Hence there is no question of considera--. 
tion involved.'' 
Also see page· 809, where the court said: 
''The Court instructed the jury fully and accurately as 
to the rights of the plaintiff under the original contracts, un-
modified and unaffected by the course of dealing between the 
parties, but these instruct·ions wlbolly ·ignored the evidence 
tend·in.g to show a ~va·iver of his rights by the voluntary actiO'IL 
of the plaintiff. 
An instruct-ion should have been given defining waiver, how 
effected, a;nd its consequences and inst1~uct·i1,g the jury as 
to their duty should they deterrwine tro1n the evidence that 
a waiveg· had actu,ally take1~ place.'' 
· This is exaetly 'vhat the trial colirt refused to do in your 
petitioner's case at bar. It therefore erred in refusing to give 
defendant's instructions 1, 5 and 6, :R. 151, 152, 153, interpret-
ing and construing plaintiff's letter of December 30, 1920, 
and telling the jury its effect and consequences upon the 
respec.tive rights of the plaintiff and the defendant. All of 
these instruction~ asked for. by your petitioner 'vere ap-
plicable to the facts and clearly stated the la,v, and it was 
error to refuse them. 
Instruction No .. 1 told the jury that the plaintiff having 
in its letter of December 30th, 1920, notified the defendant 
that it declared an emba.rg·o on the delivery of the wood effec-
tive frorn. January 1st, "'lt1~f.il f~t·rther notice", and also noti-
fied him, ''no hill of lading will be accepted dated January 
1st, or later until he ~~Jas adv-ised of the liftinl} of the em-
~~ bar,qo"; that this was not a rejection or refusal to take de· 
fendant's wood at all, and that the defendant had a right 
----~----
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to hold it for the plaintiff "until fu,rther notice" and that 
if the plaintiff never thereafter notified him that he could 
resell it to others until after January 24th, 1921, and that 
the defendant had sustained a. loss by reason of this action, 
then the jury should find for the defen¢lant. 
Instruction No. 5 told the jury that if they believed from 
the evidence that the plaintiff wrote defend~nt on December 
30th, ·1920, that it had been forced to. declare an embargo 
* * • on the shipment of the wood from January 1st, until 
:further notice, and you are therefore notified that no bill of 
lading will be accepted dated January 1st, or later until 
you are advised of the lifting. of this embargo, that then the 
defandant had the right thereafter to hold said wood for 
the plaintiff at the agreed price until the plaintiff notified 
him that it had lifted the embargo or refused to take the 'vood 
at the agreed price and that after plaintiff refused to take 
the wood and defendant thereafter. sold the wood at the· ·best 
price and that said price was lower than that at which plain-
tiff had agreed to pay them, the defendant was entitled to 
recover the difference between what the plaintiff promised 
to pay for the wood and the price at which he sold the same. 
A.lso see Anterican. M1d-ual Life Ins. Co. v. Ham~ilton, 145 
Va. 391; 135 S. E. 21, especially 24-6: 
''Where one by his acts through representations or admis-
sions, or by his silence or through culpable negligence, in-
duced another to believe certain facts to exist, and such other 
rightfully relies and acts on such belief, so that he 'vill be 
prejudiced if the former is to deny the existence of such facts, 
estoppel arises.'' 
Your petitioner represents that the evidence in this case 
establishes every element of estoppel against the plaintiff 
under the law. It shows that January 1st, 1921, was at hand; 
that the defendant had then failed to deliver all of his 'vood 
under the contract; that the plaintiff had theretofore made 
the advances mentioned in the account sued on; that the de-
fendant had never returned said advances or even offered 
to do so; that the future price of the 'voocl was subject to 
either rise or fall according to the supply and demand, and 
that the plaintiff knew of all these facts and circumstances, 
and that with this knowledge and under these conditions the 
plaintiff wrote its letter of December 30th, 1920, and elected 
thereby to declare only a temporary embargo on the delivery 
of the wood from and after January 1st, 1921, ''until fur-
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ther notice", and then promised to "advise" the defendant 
"of the lifting of the embargo" so that he could, upon re-
ceipt of such ''further notice'' and ''advice'', finish deliver-
ing the wood to the plaintiff. 
This was the interpretation placed upon the plaintiff's let-
ter both by the plaintiff and by the defendant, for thereafter 
during the entire tlme up to January 24th, 1925, the defend-
o;nt 'Was phoning the plaintiff as to 'vhen he could deliver the 
wood, and the plaintiff wa.s during this tin~e promisiln.q to 
advise the defendant as soo-n as the congestion at the· mills 
·was relieved and the entbargo was l·ifted so that he co1tld ship 
the wood. See defendant's letter of Februa.ry 14th, 1921, 
and Wright's evidence, R., pp. 19, 59, cited, s~tpra, pages 7-8, 
where he, a,mong other things, testified: 
'' Q. He was supposing he could ship, and you were sup-
posing you 'vould get it when the embargo was lifted Y 
A. Generally, I preswme; that was the tenor of his letter, 
yes." 
All the evidence shows tl1at but for this letter of Decem-
ber 80tl1, 1920, the defendant could have sold his wood to 
tl1e Hubbard Lumber Company at $19.00 per cord. Rec., pp. 
30, 31, 33. · 34. 36-37; and on February 5th. 1921, after the 
market price had declined. the plaintiff, ~oithout ,qivin,q the 
defendant "/1trther notice" and without advising him o.f the 
liftin,q of the ernbargo rehtsed to accept the wood under the 
con.tra.ct. 
Our Court of Appeals held in the Rich'mond Leather Man1t-
facturin,q case v. Fa~ocett, s1tpra, that s1tch conduct and con-
ditions worked an estoppel. -The Court, therefore. erred in 
refusing to give defendant's Instruction No. 1, 5 and 6, s1tp1·a. 
IV. 
DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTIONS NOS. 4, 7, 8. 
The Court erred in refusing to give instructions numbered 
4. 7 and 8 asked for by the defendant for the same reasons 
that it erred in refusing to give Instructions 1, 5 and 6, supra. 
In addition to this, Instruction 4 defined waiver ana told 
the jury ~vhat specific acts of the defendant would constitute 
~vaiver. The uncontradicted evidence not onlv showed that 
the plaintiff wrote its letter of December 30th,~ 1920, but that 
between the time of the receipt of this letter }Jy the defend-
and January 24th, 1921, the plaintiff in answer to 'phone 
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call of defendant kept telling him oyer the 'phone that the 
embargo was not lifted and kept promising him to let him 
know when he could deliver the wood. See defendant's let-
ter of February 14th, 1921, and Wright's evidence, Record, p. 
19; cited, supra, page 12.. In addition to this, Wright, plain-
tiff's manager, testified, R., pages 23-4, among other things,. 
ll that the shipp·ing of the ~vootl depended on the lift,ing of the 
embargo". See his evidence, cited supra, page 15. This 
statement, coupled witl1 the testimony of vVright, Recordt 
page 19', to the effect that the defendant was supposing he 
could ship and that the plaintiff '\\"'as supposing that it would 
get the wood when the embargo 'vas lifted, all of 'vhich evi-
dence 'vas uncontradicted, and clearly establishes a waiver, 
and the defendant had the right to have had this Instruction 
No. 1,. given, telling the jury tl1at the plaintiff could waive a 
strict performance 'of the c.ontract on the part of the defend-
ant by any alJremnent 01~ cou1·se of condttet and that if there 
were any such which reasonabty led the defendO!Iz.t to believe 
that the tinw of the delivery 'lcould be extended, that the ,qood 
fa·ith which the law exacts between. the parties to a contract, 
would not perm1:t the 1Jla.int-ijJ, afteJ~ halv·ing by its acts aru.l 
course of .dealin.g, waived strict perfor'lnance, to insist upmz 
strict complia;nce with the tenns to the injury ~~ the defend-
ant, and that they had a r·ight to consider the. pla.irdiff's 
course of conduct, and that if the plaintiff had ·waived its right 
to exact strict performance of the contract, then the plain-
tiff could not recall such wa:iver at its own option so that 
defendant might not have an opportutJtity to protect his in-
terest. This instruction 'vas applicable to the evidence, and 
correctly ~stated the law and tl1e defendant was clearly en-
titled to have it given. This is equally true as to instruc-
tions 7 and 8, which, 'vhile they dealt with other evidenee as 
to the conversations about December 22nd, 1920, about the 
delivery of the wood, those instructions correctly stated the 
facts from the defendants t standpoint and the la'v applicable 
thereto and the defendant 'vas entitled to have them given 
on that point. 
v. 
INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN. 
The errors in refusing to give defendant's above instruc-
tions. were not cured by the instructions given either for the 
pJaintiff or the defendant. · 
The court erred in giving plaintiff's Jnst~uction No. 1, in 
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view of the uncontradicted evidence in the case which we 
have discussed and cited, supra.. The . first clause of plain-
tiff's instruction told the jury that it was a condition of the 
contract that the defendant could not sell the 'vood under the 
contract to any other parties, unless and until the amount 
of such advances made to defendant were repaid to the plain-
tiff by the defendant With interest. This was not true if the 
plaintaiff was not going to take defendant's wood .at· all, as 
it now contends. If the contract had been breached on Jan-· 
uary 1st, 1921, and it was not going to take the "rood there-
after, then the defendant was entitled to sell the wood any-
where, and all the plaintiff could demand was that the de-
fendant pay to the plaintiff the advances it had made. The 
vic.e in this part of the plaintiff'·s instruction is, that plain-
tiff had defended on the ground that it had a right upon the 
non:-delivery of the .,vood to .treat the contract broken and 
refuse to take the wood at all under the contract; yet it got 
the Court to instruct the jury that the defendant cottld not, 
nevertheless, sell his wood at all. The plaintiff by this in-
struction denied the defendant the 1·ight of sale of the woo(l 
~vithou,t its having dentanded a return of the advances, ancl 
without refusing to take the wood under the contract in pay-
ment for the advances. Plaintiff's instruction No. A does 
not correctly state the law, and 'vas confusing and calculated 
to mislead the jury, and was not applicable. 
PLAINTIFF'S INSTRUCTION NO. B. 
This instruction is erroneous because it told the jury that 
the burden was on the defendant to show that the plaintiff 
had waived the provisions of the contract requiring the de-
livery of the wood on or before .January 1st, 1921. This 
was clearly erroneous, for it ignored the plaintiff's letter of 
December 30th, 1920, by v;hich .it volui1tarily and of its own 
accord extended the time of dehverv of the 'vood ''until fur-
ther notice", or until a reasonable time after it had "ad-
vised" the plaintiff "of the lifting of the embargo". By that 
letter the plaintiff in effect told the defendant that it placed 
a temporary embargo on the delivery of the 'vood "'ltn.til /'ltr-
ther notice'' and until the plaintiff ''advised'' the defendant 
'vhen it would accept bills of lading for the wood. The plain-
tiff thus voluntar·ily extended the tim,e of the delivery of wood 
until a reasonable ti·m,e aft:er the plaintiff gave the defendant 
"fttrther 1z.otice a11cl advised" him of tlze lifting of the em,. 
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par go. . See Tidewater Plumbing Co., 141 Va. 363; Eichel-
bau,m v. J(lajf, 125 Va. 98. 
The burden of proof, therefore, u1~der these circmnstances 
\vas on the plaintiff to prove that it had given the defendant 
i'further notice" as to when the embargo would be lifted and 
when it would take the wood. 
The plaintiff was not entitled to have eith~r of its instruc-
tions 1 and 2 given. See authorities cited, supra, pp. 25-6-7, 
et seq. 
The plaintiff having written its letter of :Pecember 30th2 
1920, and afterwards having refused to take the wood, the 
court instead of giving the plaintiff's Instructions 1 and 2, 
tshould have told the jury that the plaintiff having elected on 
December 30th, 1920, to extend the time of the deliver-y of the 
wood ~'until further notice", and \~ntil it had '~~dvised the 
defendant when it could deliver it, that the plaintiff co~tlcl 
'l.tot recover wnless it proved by a preponderance of the evi-
denee that it had co~nplied with its pro1nise a~tcl that then it 
(]ould only recover unless the. chan,qe i~z it selection had worked 
fl>O injury to the def end01nt. It 'vas manif~stly unfair for th~ 
court to have allowed the plaintiff to say th&t it did write the 
letter of December 30th, 1920, but only meant by that it would 
'vait and see which was more a.dvl\ntageous or disadvan-
tageous to defendant before giving defe~1dant notice and be-
fore deciding to refuse to take the 'vpod as it did, for the 
first time on February- 4th, 1921, after the market had de-
clined. 
The Court erred in permitting eertain witnesses of the 
plaintiff to testify over the objection and exception of defend-
~tnt's counsel on which objection and errors we rely, but in 
the view we take of the case it is so clearly with the defendant 
that 've refrain from discussing them now other than to 
call the court's attention to them. 
In conclusion, 've respectfully submit that under the evi~ 
{lence and law in this case that the court should set aside 
the verdict and enter judgment for the def~ndant. -
Respectfully submitted, 
~I. J. FULTON, 
By Counsel. 
vVe, L. ~L Bazile and D. 0. O'Flaherty, attorneys prac-
ticing in the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, do here-
by certify that in our opinion there is error in the judgment 
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complained -of in the foregoing petition, and that th~ sauie 
should be reviewed and reversed. 
L. M. BAZILE, 
n; O. Q'F~:riE:aT¥. 
Received March 31, 1928. 
H, S, J. 
Writ of er.ror alloweq a.n<l supersedeas llWarqed. Bond, 
$1,000.0. 
JESSlU F~ WEST. 
May 10, 1928. 
Received May 12, 1928. 
H. S. J. 
VIRGINIA: 
Pleas before the Ha.nor~.ble· lleverley T. Crump, Judge 
9f th~ Law and Equity Court of the City of Richmond, 
held for the said City at the Court roo·m thereof in the City 
Hall on the 1st day of De.c~ber, 1927 ~ 
Be it remembered that h~r~tofQre, to-wit: April 19th, 1923~ 
Came Henrico Lumber Company, Incorporated, by Counsel, 
and filed its Notice of }Lotion for Judgment against }d. J. 
Fulton, in the c1erk's office of the Law and Equity Oourt of 
the City of Richmond, which Notice of Motion for Judgment 
is in the word~ and figures following, to-wit: 
''Virginia: 
In the Law & Equity Court of the City of Richmond. 
Henrico Lumber: Co~pany, I~corpol'at~d, 
v. 
M. J. Fulton. 
To M. J. FULTON: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that we shall on the 3rd day 
of May, 1923, at 11 o'clock A.M., or as soon after that time 
as we can be heard, move the Law & Equity Oourt of the 
.'-. 
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City of Richmond for a judgment against you in our favor-
for the sum of Six Hundred and Twenty-Three Dollars and· . 
Eighty Cents ($623.80), with interest thereon from January 
22, 1921. • 
· This is the balance due to us under our contract with you 
made in ~he summer of 1920 for the purchase from you of 
certain pulp wood to be delivered to us by January 1, 1921 .. 
Notwithstanding our contract and our reminders and notices 
to yon that th~se deliveries "rould have to be made within 
the contract time, yon failed to comply with said 
page 2 } contract, thus leaving you indebted to us by reason 
of our advances made to you on account of said 
contract of $835.00 less. a credit of $211.20 for the wo'od de-
livered 'by you, or the above mentioned balance of $623.80. 
A copy of the account abo·ve referred to is attached to this 
notice for your information. 
Respectfully, 
HENRICO IJUMBER COMPANY, 
INCORPORATED, 
By Counsel. 
WELLFORD & TAYLOR, Counsel. 
page 3 } (Account) 
1920. Dr. Cr. 
July 3 Cash 
10 " 
24 " 
31 " 
Aug. 13 '' 
Nov. 2 " 
1921 
1.50.00 
125.00 
75.00 
60.00 
125.00 
300.00 
Jan. 22 11-132 cords P. & G. at 18.00 (de-
livered in December, 1920) 
BALANCE due Henrico Lumber 
Co., Inc. 
211.20 
623.80 
$835.00 835.00 
page 4 } And at another day, to-wit: at a La,v and Equity 
Court held the 3rd day of 1\Iay, 1923: · 
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This day came the plaintiff and defendant by counsel and 
on the motion of the plaintiff by counsel it is ordered that 
this suit be docketed and continued. 
And at another day, to-,vit: at a Law and Equity Court 
held the 17th day of May, 1926: 
This day came the plaintiff a'nd defendant by counsel and 
thereupon the plaintiff filed herein a Bill of Particulars of 
its claim and the defendant filed a paper denoted ''grounds 
of defense and plea, and answers to. plaintiff's Notice of 
J\!Iotion' ', to which the plaintiff replied generally and isf:?ue 
being joined thereon, came a jury, to-,vit: John l{ain, · Jas~ 
E. J\IIiller, P. Brock ~iinor, Robert E. Ganzert, J. F. Jacob, 
Thos. J. Mea.de ·and W. E. Neuman, being sworn well and 
truly to try the issue joined in this ca:se, and having heard 
the evidence and arguments of counsel were sent out of Court 
to consult of a verdict and after some time returned into 
Court and not being able to agree of a verdict 'vere adjourned 
until tomorrow morning at ten o'clock. · 
page 5} BILL OF PARTICULARS. 
Virginia: 
In the Law and Equity Court of the City of Richmond. 
Henrico Lumber Compa:riy, Inc., 
vs. 
M. J. Fulton. 
The plaintiff now comes ~nd submits herewith a statement 
of the particulars of its claim herein as follows: 
On or about July 2nd, the Henrico Lumber Oompany en-
tered into a verbal. contract with the defendant, which was 
confirmed by letter of July 2, 1920, from the plaintiff to the 
defendant for the purch8Jse from the defendant_ of such pop-
lar, gum and maple pulp 'vood cut and barked according tQ 
the specifications of said contract as could be delivered by 
the defendant to the plaintiff on board ·cars at Fair Oaks, 
Virginia, by J anua.ry 1, 1921, up to a total of 200 cords, at the 
price of $16.00 per cord of 180 cubic feet, f. o. b. cars Fair 
Oaks, Va. .A.nd it was agreed by said contract that, in case· 
the market price at the time of delivery was higher than the 
price stated, the plaintiff 'vould then either meet the fair 
market price or allow· the defendant to sell such wood else~ 
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where, provided, however, that, in case advances were made 
against the wood to be delivered under the contract and the 
plaintiff did not agree to meet the then fair market price, 
the defendant was then not permitted or allowed to sell such 
wood or any of the remainder of the wood purchased under 
the contract to other parties unless a.nd until the amount 
of said advances, made by the plaintiff to the defendant on 
account of such wood and the remainder of wood covered 
by the contract, were repaid with interest. The said con-
tract 'vas WQiS accepted and agreed to by the de-
page 6 ~ fendant, and the plaintiff made advances from time 
to time to the defendant upon the sa.id contract in 
the total amount of $835.00, as set out in the account filed 
with the notice of motion. 
Pursuant to said contract the defendant delivered to the 
plaintiff in December, 1920, 11-132 cords of 'vood at the price 
~f $18.00, the fair market price at the time of said delivery, 
for which delivery credit is made upon the said account in 
the amount of $211.20. 
Notwithstanding the terms of the said contract and the 
said advances made by the plaintiff to the defendant, the de-
fendant failed fo deliver any further wood to the plaintiff 
prior to the expiration of the contract on .January 1, 1921, 
thouR"h repeatedly requested so to do ; and the defendant has 
failed and refused to refund to the plaintiff the amount of 
advances so made to the defendant on the contract in the 
amount of $623.80, the balance due, for 'vhich amount judg-
ment is asked with interest from January 22, 1921. 
The reminders and notices referred to in the notice of. 
motion are letters from the plaintiff to the defendant, ad-
vising the defendant of the expiration of the said contract 
on January 1, and requesthlg delivery by the defendant to 
the plaintiff of the 'vood referred to in the said contract 
prior to that date, in which letters, dated December 3rd and 
December lOth, the defendant was advised that deliveries of 
pulp wood would be required to be made in aocordance with 
the terms of the contract and within the contract time therein 
specified. 
HENRICO LU~rBER CO~IP ANY, INC., 
By McGUIRE, RIELY AND EGGLESTON, 
Counsel 
}.IcGUIRE, RIELY & EGGLESTON, 
Counsel. 
· May 14, 1926. 
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page 7 } GROUNDS OF DEFENSE AND PLEA. 
Virginia: 
In the Law and Equity Court of the City of Richmond. 
GROUNDS OF DEFENSE AND PLEA, AND ANSWERS 
TO PLAL~TIFF'S NOTICE OF 1\IOTION. 
Henrico Lumber Company, Plaintiff, 
vs. 
M. J. Fulton, Defendant. 
The defendant comes and says that the plaintiff in the sum-
mer of 1920 purchased from him pulp wood to be cut, pealed 
and delivered by the defendant f. o. b. c.ars, Fair Oaks, Vir-
ginia, and agreed if the market price of pulp wood advanced 
thereafter during the year 1920, that it would pay the de-
fendant for said pulp wood 'vhatever the advanced market 
price was; that pursuant to and in performance of the de-
fendant's part of said agreement, he cut and pealed about 
seventy-two (72) cords of pulp wood and that the plaintiff 
inspected the same and made some payments thereon during 
the year 1920; that the market price of said pulp 'vood rose, 
and in September, 1920, that the defendant notified the plain-
tiff that he had been offered Nineteen Dollars ($19.00) per 
cord for· all of said pulp wood, about seventy-two (72) 
cords f. o. b. cars, Fair Oaks, Virginia, and that the plaintiff 
then agreed to take all of said pulp wood and pay the de-
fendant therefor Nineteen Dollars ($19.00) per cord f. o. b. 
cars, Fair Oaks, Virginia; that pursuant to and in perfor-
mance of said agreement, the defendant at the instance and 
request of the plaintiff there afterwards on or about Decem-
ber the 21st, loaded and delivered to the plaintiff f. o. b. 
cars, Fair Oaks, Virginia., 11.132 cords of said pulp wood, 
and was ready and engaged in delivering the balance of said 
pulp wood, and the plaintiff then and there measured, accepted 
and received the said 11.132 cords, but that the plaintiff in 
violation of its said agreement failed to pay the plaintiff 
Nineteen Dollars ($19.00) per cord for the afore-
page 8 } said 11.132 cords of pulp wood, and that the plain-
tiff never notified the defendant of its said wrong-
ful action until about .January the 26th, 1921, when the de-
fendant again notified the plaintiff that the plaintiff was 
due the defendant Nineteen Dollars ($19.00) per cord for the 
said 11.132 cords of pulp wood delivered to the plaintiff, as 
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aforesaid, and requested that the plaintiff crt!dit the defend-
ant's account accordingly, but that the plaintiff in further 
violation nf its said agreement ·wrongfully refused to do so; 
that on or about December the 22nd, 1920, the plaintiff noti-
fied the defendant that by reason of the large deliveries by 
rail of pulp 'vood, to its mills, that the plaintiff's yards 'vere 
congested, and requested the defendant not to then load and 
deliver the balance of the said pulp 'vood, to-wit, about sixty-
one (61) cords, but to hold the same for the plaintiff until fur-
ther notice, 'vhich the defendant at the special instance and 
request of the plaintiff agreed to do; and that the phiintiff 
again also notified the defendant on or about December the 
30th, 1920, that its mill yards were still congested, and for 
lack of storage space at the plaintiff's mills that it had 
declared an embargo on receipt of pulp wood by it and that 
it would accept no bills of lading for such pulp wood after 
said da.te until the plaintiff thereafter notified t.he defendant 
to deliver the same, and promised to let the defendant know 
when he could finish loading and delivering said pulp wood~ 
that the plaintiff instead of thereafter giving such notice, 
that on or about February the 4th, 1921, the plaintiff wrong-
fully refused to take the balance of said pulp wood at all 
or to permit the defendant to deliver the same to it; and, i.tJ 
further violati~n of the plaintiff's promises and undertakings 
notified the· defendant for the first time that it would n·ot 
take or receive ~aid pulp 'vood at all, and· that the defendant 
could sell it to others; and the defendant then and tliere again 
offered to deliver it to the plaintiff and that unless the plain-
tiff would accept and amrl receive the balance of 
page 9 ~ said pulp wood at the price of Nineteen Dollars 
($19.00) f. o. b. cars, Fair Oaks, Virginia, that he, 
the defendant, would resell it at the risk, cost and expen~e 
of the plaintiff; that the plaintiff thereafter refused to take 
the same at any price and that the defendant thereupon, after 
notice to the plaintiff, sold the said pulp wood at the risk 
and expense of t4e plaintiff for the net sum of Five Huurlred 
Twenty-Four Dollars and Thirty Cents ($524.30), or Nine 
Dollars ($9.00) per cord being the highest price he was able 
to get for the same, and that the plaintiff thereby e3;t1sed the 
defendant to sustain a loss of Six Hundred Thirty-Three 
Dollars and Thirty-Six Cents ($633.36), which the plaintiff 
owes to the defendant, and that the plaintiff also owes to 
the defendant the aforesaid sum of Two Hundred Twenty-
Two Dollars and Thirty-Three Cents ($222.33), the price 
$211.50 
of the aforesaid 11.132 cords of wood at Nineteen Dollars 
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($19.00) per cord; and that the plaintiff by refusing to take 
said pulp wood and by refusing to le~ the defendant delive1: 
it to him: as aforesaid, caused some of the said \Yood to be-
come decayed before the same could be resold and caused 
the defendant to sustain a loss of Twenty-Seven Dollars and 
Thirty-Six Cents ($27.36) for such decayed or damaged wood, 
and that by reason of all of which the plaintiff is indebted 
to the defendant in the total amount of Eight Hundred Fifty-
Six Dollars and Sixty-Two Oen~s ($856.62), \vhich amounts 
844.86 
the defendant asks that the plaintiff be required to pay to 
the defendant and that the defendant be allowed off-set 
against any demand of the plaintiff and to recover the same· 
from the plaintiff .and that judgment be entered in this case 
for the defendant for the amount of the defendant's demand 
in excess of the plaintiff's claim. · 
page 10 ~ And at another day, to. wit: at a La-w and Equity 
Court held the 18th day of May, 1926: 
This day came again the plaintiff and defendant by coun-
sel and the jury s"\vorn in this case 011 yesterday appeared 
in Court in accordance with their adjournment and \Vere 
thereupon sent out of Court to consult further of a verdict 
and after some time returned into Court and not being able 
'to agree of a verdict, J. F. Jacob, one of said jurors, is with-
dra\vn and the remainder of said jury from rendering their 
verdict herein, altogether diseharged. 
page 11 ~ Virginia: 
In the Law & Equity Court of the City of l=tiehinond. 
M. J. Fulton 
vs. 
Henrico Lumber Company, Inc. 
TO HENRICO LUl\IBER CO., INC.: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that I shall on April 12th, 1923, 
or as soon thereafter as the Court will hear the same, move 
the Law & Equity Court of the City of Richmond, Va., for a 
judgment and a\vard of execution against you for the sum 
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of $24.65, with interest thereon from February 4, 1921, the 
same being dur from you to me for the following: 
In July, 1920, you purchased of me pulp wood at the price 
of $16.00 per cord, to be cut, peeled and delivered by me to 
you f. o. b. cars, Fair Oaks, V a., and agreed if the market 
price of pulp wood advanced thereafter during tl1e yea1· 
1920 that you would pay me for said pulp wood whatever tho 
advanced market price was, or allow me to sell such wood to 
others, and that you would advance me· from time to time, 
any money that I might need to cut and peel and deliver the 
same as aforesaid; that pursuant to and in performance 
of my part of said agreement, I cut and peeled about 72 
cords of said pulp wood, and you inspected the same and ad-
vanced thereon from time to time <luring 1920 sums aggre-
gating $835.00; that the market price of said pulp wood rose, 
and in September, 1920, I notified you that I was then offered 
$19.00 per cord for all ol my said pulp wood of about 72 
cords, f. o. b. cars Fair Oaks, Va., and I then offered to let 
you have it at said price, and you then agreed to take all 
of my said pulp wood and to pay me for it $19.00 per cord, 
f. o. b. cars Fair Oaks, Va. ; that pursuant to and in perfor-
mance of said agreement, nnd at your instance and 
page 12 } request, I delivered thereafterwards, on or al1out 
December 20, 1920, f. o. b. cars Fair Oalrs, Va., 
11.132 cords of said pulp ·wood, and you then and there 
measured, accepted and received said 11.132 cords of pulp 
wood, but that you then in violation of your part of said 
agreement credited me with only $18.00 per cord or a total or 
$211.20 instead of $19.00 per cord or $222.33 for the afore-
said 11.132 cords of pulp 'vood, and that you never notified 
me of your said wrongful action until about January 26, 1921, 
when I notified you that there was a balance of $11.13 due 
me for said 11.132 cords of pulp wood delivered to you as 
aforesaid and requested that you credit my account accord-
ingly, but that you in further violation of your aforesaid 
agreement wrongfully refused to do so; that on or about De-
cember 22, 1920, you notified me that by reason of the large 
deliveries of pulp wood to you, that your yards were con-
gested and requested me not to load and deliver the balance 
of my said pulp wood, to-wit; about 61 cords, to you until 
after January 1, 1921, and then upon notice from you as you 
should require it, which at your special instance and request, 
I agreed to; and that you again also notified me on or about 
December 30, 1920, and again on or about January 4, 1921, 
that your yards were still congested and that you would 
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not receive any further shipments of said 'vood from me 
until further notice from you; that on or about February 4, 
1921, you again wrongfully refused to take the ·balance of 
said pulp wood or to permit me to deliver the same to you, 
and then in further violation of your said promises, under-
takings and agreements, notified me for the first time that · 
you would not take or receive it at all; and on or about Feb-
ruary 11, 1921, you again wrongfully refused to credit my 
account with the aforesaid price of $19.00 per cord for the 
said 11.132 cords of pulp wood delivered to. you on or about 
December 20, 1920; and also again wrongfully re-
page 13 } fused to take the aforesaid balance of about 61 
cords of pulp wood, and that I again offered to 
to deliver to you the balance of said pulp wood, and to fully 
perform my part of said agreement and undertakings, and 
notified you tha.t unless you accepted and received the balance 
of said pulp wood from me and permitted me to load and 
deliver the same to you at the price of $19.00 per cord, f. 
o. b. ears, Fitir Oaks, Va., that I would resell it at your ris1< 
and expense; that you refused to take the same, and that 
I did after due notice to you sell the same at your risk and 
expense for the net sum of $524.30, instead of $1,1.57.66, the 
value of said 'vood at $19.00 per cord, and· the price at whicl1 
I had sold it as aforesaid to you, and which you had promised 
to pay me for the same, and that after crediting you witlt 
the aforesaid $835.00 advanced to me as aforesaid, and 
$520.34 received for wood resold as aforesaid, that you o~c 
me by reason of the premises aforesaid the aforesaid balance 
of $24.65, with interest tlfereon as above set out. 
Given under my hand this 26 day of March, 1923. 
19 . 
M. J. FULTON. 
W. l{IRI{ MATHEWS, p. q. · 
page 14 } And at another day, to-wit: at a Law and Equity 
Court held the 12th day of July, 1927: 
This day c.ame again the parties by their attorneys and by 
consent of both plaintiff and defendant in open Court ex-
pressed, the pleadings in the suit of M. J. Fulton against 
the Henrico Lumber Company, Incorporated, now pending 
in this Court, are to be treated as a plea of off-set in this 
case; and issue being joined thereon, came a jury, to-wit: 
L. S. Courtney, Herbert F. Waldrop, Jno. E. Harding, D. R. 
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Gregory, L. C. Perkins, B. W. Showalter and J. H. Evans, 
being sworn well and truly to try the issues joined in this 
case and having heard the evidence and arguments of coun-
sel were sent out of Court to consult of a verdict, a.nd after 
some time returned into Court 'vith a verdict in the words 
and figu:r:es following, to-wit: "We, the jury on the· issue 
joined, find for the plaintiff and assess their . damages at 
(623.80) Six hundred and twenty-three dollars and eighty 
· cts. with interest from Jan. 22nd, 1921." 
·page 15 ~ Thereupon the defendant by counsel moved the 
Court to set aside the said verdict as contrary to 
the law and the evidence and because of misdirections to the 
jury by the Court, with motion the Court continued for argu-
~ent to be heard thereon. · 
And at another day, to-wit: at a Law and Equity Court 
held the 3rd day of October, 1927: 
This day eame again the plaintiff and defendant by coun-
sel and the Court having heard argument upon the motion 
of the defendant to set aside the verdict of the jury rendered 
in this case and no'v being advised of its judgment to ·be ren-
dered ·herein doth overrule the said motion. 
Therefore it is considered by the Court for reasons stated 
in writing and now inade a part df the record, that the plain-
tiff recover against the defendant the sum of Six hundred 
and twenty-three dollars and eighty cents with interest there-
on to be computed after the rate of six per centum per annum 
from the 22nd day of January, 1921, until paid and its costs 
by it about its suit in this· behalf expended. . 
Memorandum: Upon the trial of this case the defendant 
by counsel excepted to sundry opinions of the Court given 
against him a.nd on his motion leave is hereby given him to 
file bills of exceptions or certificates of exceptions herein 
at any time .within sixty da.ys from this date. · 
Upon the further motion of the defendant by counsel it 
is ordered that the judgment this day rendered in this case 
be suspended for a period of ninety days from this date in 
order to enable tl1e said defendant to a.pply for a writ of 
error and supersedeas upon condition that the said defendant 
or some one for him enter into bond before the 
page 16 ~ Clerk of this Court in the penalty of Five hundre~ 
· dollars with surety to be approved by said Clerk 
and conditioned according to law withln fifteen days from this 
date. 
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page 17 r ME~IO. OF COURT. 
Henrico Lumber Co., Inc., 
v. 
M. J. Fulton. 
On motion to set aside verdict. 
1\tlemo. by Court. 
In this case the pleadings show that the plaintiff sued upon 
a claim that the defendant agreed to sell, and the plaintiff 
agreed to buy from the defendant, certain pulp wood to be 
delivered by J any. 1, 1921, that after crediting advances. made 
to the defendant by the price of wood delivered prior to thaf 
date, there was a balance due plaintiff of $623.80. 
In defew~e the defendant p!eads by ·way of offset that after 
tlw contract was made the plaintiff agreed in September, 
19:20, to pay a speC'ificd prire of $19 a cord for the wood to 
be cut and dPliYered before .Tan'~' 1, 1921, and that in tl1e 
latter part of December, 1920, the plaintiff requested the 
defendant to make no further deliveries of the wood until 
notified, that the defendant "\Vas then ready to deliver the 
balance of said ·wood under the contract before Jan 'y 1, 1921, 
but made no further deliveries by reason of that request, and 
that plaintiff lu1d thereafter refused to accept the wood, which 
was then sold hy defendant at a much less price than $19 a 
cord, C.ll;TISing- him a loss which set off agpinst plaintiff's claim 
for advances left plaintiff indebted to defendant. The con-
tract between t.ho 11artios made in July, 1920, is in writing 
and its meaning fairly C'lear. There have been two trials of 
the case, the fir~t resulting- in a failure of t11e jury to· agree, 
and the second in a verdict for the plaintiff for the amount 
claimed. 
'rhe issues arising upon the pleadings are plain. There 
was mnC'h oral testimony; covering as now tran-
page 18 ~ srrihcd, a hundred typewritten pa.ges, and in· addi-
., . tion considerable correspondence between the 
·"- ~rties. The main questions of fact before the jury to de-
termil}e 'vere w·hetber defendant "ras prepared to deliver the 
quantity of. woocl. claimed by him as within the purview of 
the contract, before Jan 'y 1, 1H21, and he refrained from 
doing so by act8 or conduet of or communications from the 
plaintiff and the n·laintiff had so "\vaived the contract ex-
piration date for ~elivery. These and other questions were 
·argued a.t length before the jury. The effect of the corres-
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. pondence in the light of the oral testimony of the parties was 
for the jury. Some time had elapsed since the transactions 
took place, and naturally the memory of partie§ and of wit-
nesses differed, giving rise to conflicting of testimony. The 
la'v admitted of no especial difficulty, and I saw no reason to 
question a correct understanding of it by the jury. 
. Now the jury has concluded the case by finding for one 
side, after a thorough threshing out of the rights of the 
parties before and by the jury. An appeal is mad~ to set 
aside the verdict. The controversy hetween the parties pre-
sented business problems, which were submitted to the arbi-
trament of the jury. The object of a jury trial, in cases of 
this sort particularly, is to reach a definite determination o! 
disputed claims in a business transaction. As long as we 
·have jury trials to settle such disputes; the court should not 
undertake, notwithstanding the verdict of the jury, to try the 
case itself. 
I feel obliged to overrule the motion to set aside the ver-
dict. 
B. T. C . 
. · Sept. 14, 1927. 
page 19 ~ · And now at this day, to-,vit: at a Law and Equity 
Court held the 1st day of December, 1927: 
This day came t4e parties by their attorneys and the de-. 
fendant tendered to the Court his three certificates of excep-
tions, and on the request of the defendant the said three cer-
tificates are signed, sealed and :q1ade parts of the record. 
page 20 } Virginia: 
In the Law and Equity Court of the City of Richmond. 
CERTIFICATE OR BILL OF EXCEPTION NO. 1. 
Henrico Lumber Company, Incorporated, 
.vs. 
M. J. Fulton 
and 
M. J. Fulton 
vs. 
Henrico Lumber Company, Incorporated. 
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Be it remembered that on the trial of this case, and after 
the jury had been selected and sworn, the following evidence 
was introduced before the jury, which evidence is contained 
in a bound volume and is set out on pages from 1 to 103 in-
clusive, and marked "'Evidence", and which the court cer-
tifies is all the evidence in the case and is in words and :figures 
as follows: 
(~ere insert evidence.) 
page 21 } Virginia: 
In the Law and Equity Court of the City of Richmond. 
,T uly 12, 1927. 
Henrico Lumber Company, Inc., 
vs. 
M. J~ Fulton 
and 
M. J. Fulton 
vs. 
Henrico Lumber Company. 
EVIDENCE FOR HENRICO LUMBER COMPANY. 
WESLEY WRIGHT 
was duly sworn and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bowles: 
Q. 1\'Ir. Wright, where do you live? 
A. Riclimond. 
page 22 ~ Q. What is your business? 
A. Manager of.the Richmond office of the Hen~ 
rico Lumber Company. 
Q. Did you have that position in 1920 ¥ 
A. Yes, sir, I have had it since 1916. 
Q. In the summer of 1920 did your Company make a con-
tract through you with Mr. M. J. Fulton for the purchase 
of pulp wood? 
A. Yes, it was made in July, 1920. · 
Q. Did it begin with a conversation with Mr. Fulton 7 
A. It began with one or two conversations, and then it was 
reduced to a contract formally. 
I. 
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Q. The letter dated July 2, 1920, did you write that lettet·,. 
which is addressed to Mr. Fulton T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q~ Will you read that, please, and file itt 
. Note : Said letter is here read in evidence and filed as 
Exhibit Wright No.1. 
page 23 ~ EXHIBIT. vVRIGHT NO. 1. 
Richmond, Va., J nly 2, 1920. 
, Mr. M. J. Fulton, 
City. 
Dear Sir: 
This to confirm our conversation to the effect that we will 
pay yon $16.00 per cord of 180 en. ft. f. o. b. ears Fair Oak, 
Virginia-So11thern Railroad for such Poplar, Gum and 
Maple pulpwood cut according to the usual specifications and 
barked as you can deliver b anuary 1st 1921 up to 200 
cords-it being our un and1ng a IS is t e probable 
amount that you will get. This agreement is subject to the 
usual clause guaranteeing the market price as including in 
our regular form of the pnlp,vood contract-copy of which 
we enclose. 
Yours very t!uly, 
HENRICO LU~1:BER CO~IP ANY, INC., 
s 
:f\,fanager R-ichmond Office. 
page 24 } By !tir. Bowles~· 
Q. Did you enclose that contract? 
A. I euclosed him a form of contract showing this particu-
lar amount. 
Q. I hand you a paper whieh appears to be a contract be-
tween the Henrico Lumber Company and J. W. Crewe, and 
ask you whether the printed and typ~written portions of that 
contract. are the same as the form tha.t was sent to Mr. Ful-
tonT 
A. (Examining) This is our standard form of contract that 
we make with all shippers. The majority of it is the printed 
form, the balance of it is filled in, individually, for the in-
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dividual. This is identical with the standard form that. was 
sent to Mr. Fulton. · 
Q. Will you read that to the jnry7 
A. The main portion of it gives the specifications, the way 
the wood is to be cut, and then it states: 
''In case-t}1e f~Lr_market. pric~tJtt. the. time of delivery of 
any lot of 'Yf>~- .b.ighe.r than the price stated in 'this con-
tract, the'-F.renrico Lumber Co:~--Inc~~ -agrees either to meet 
the then fair market price, or to allow the seller to sell such 
wood elsewhere. . 
"In case, however, that advances have been made against 
wood under this contract and the llenrico Lumber Co., Inc., 
does not agree to meet the then fair market price, the seller 
is not to be allowed to sell such wood, nor any of the remain-
der of the wood purchased under this contract elsewhere until 
the total amount of the advances made by the Henrico Lumber 
Co., Inc., on account of the said lot of 'vood and all the re-
mainder of the wood covered by this contract shall have been 
repaid with interest.'' 
Note: Said contract is filed as Exhibit Wright No. 2. 
page 25 ~ EXHIBIT WRIGHT NO. 2. 
Richmond, 
Palls, Va. 
Ent'd 
v. s. c. 
Branch Offices 
Va. Warsa,v, Va. 
Grayton, Md. 
HENRIQO LUMBER COMPANY, INC. 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR PULP WOOD. 
All wood must be sawed into Five Feet Lengths. No 
crooked sticks will be received. All limbs, branches and 
knots must be trimmed off close to the sticks. No wood of 
previous year's cutting, doted wood, red heart wood, or wood 
that is cut in place of being sa,ved 'vill be accepted, unless 
by special agreement. The bark and inner skin must be 
take~ off. No round sticks must be under 4 inches, nor over 
1.5 inches in diameter. Sticks from 10 to 15 inches can be 
halved; 16 to 20 inches can be quartered; and larger 'vood 
must be split into convenient sizes for handling. · 
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AGREEMENT, Made this 24 day of Feb., 1920, by and 
between the HENRICO LlJ~iBER COMP A~~, Incorporated, 
of Richmond, Va., and J. Vl. Crewe, of Pleasant Hill, N. C. 
WITNESSETH, That in consideration of the payments 
hereinafter mentioned to be made, the said J. W. Crewe does 
hereby agree to furnish and deliver to the said HENRICO 
LUMBER COMPANY, Inc., 1,000 Cords of Pulp Wood. De-
livery to be made f. o. b. cars From 72 Siding to Weldon, 
· '' Seaboard " SAL 
on A. C. L. 
"In case the fair market price at the time of delivery of 
any lot of wood is higher then the price stated in this con-
tract, the Henrico Lumber Co. Inc. agrees either to meet 
the then fair market price, or to allow the seller to sell such 
wood elsewhere. 
In case, however, that advances have been made against 
wood under this contract and the Henrico Lumber Co. Inc. 
does not agree to meet the then fair market price, the seller 
is not to be allowed to sell such wood, nor any of 
page 26 ~ the remainder of the 'vood purchased under this 
contract elsewhere until the total amount of the 
advances made by the Henrico Lumber Co. Inc. on account 
of the said lot of wood and all the remainder of the wood 
covered by this contract shall have been repaid 'vith interest.'' 
Poplar, Sycamore, Black and Sweet Gum will be received 
as Pulp Wood on account of this contract. 
The Pulp Wood to be closely corded, sawed, barked and 
peeled as per specifications above. 
For each and every cord of 180 cubic feet of Pulp Wood 
thus delivered between the first day of March, 1920, and the 
first day of December, 1920, the said HENRICO LUMBER 
COMPANY, Inc., agrees to pay to the said J. Vol. Crewe the 
sum of Twelve Dollars a.nd Fifty cents. 
HENRICO LUMBER COMPANY, INC., 
EUGENE 'VM. FRY, President 
~L S. WRIGI-IT, Secretary. 
WITNESSES: 
E. H. BARNES, 
CHAS. WRIGHT. 
J. W. CRE\tVE. 
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page 27} By Mr. Bowles: 
..A. I hand you another letter dated July 20, 
.1920, address~d ro 1\fr. ~I. J. Fulton, and ask you to read 
that. 
A. This is a copy of a letter that was wri~ten to Mr .. Ful-
ton in reference to the ad vanees he requested. 
(Witness reads Exhibit \Vright No. 3.) 
page 28} 
Mr. M. J. Fulton, 
City. 
Dear Sir: 
EXI-IIBIT NO. 3 .. 
Richmond, Va., July 20, 1920. 
On account of my absence from the office yesterday was, 
of course, unable to see you in reference to your pulp-wood, 
as per conversation Saturday, but understand that same was 
taken care of in the office. 
As a matter of record kindly advise us how much wood you 
have cut to date to apply a,gainst our advances to you. 
Thanking· you for this information, we are 
Yours very truly, 
HENRICO LU1viBER CO :NIP ANY, INC. 
Manager Richmond Office. 
page 29 ~ 1\ir. ~,ulton havin,g- asked for some advances, 1 
arrang·ed with my Company to give them to him. 
Q. IIad you at that time received any \Vood from Mr. Ful-
ton? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. vVhen did you receive any wood from 1\.fr. Fulton for 
the first time¥ 
A. About December 20th. I don't recall the exact date; it 
was a week or ten days hefore Christmas. 
Q. "\Vas that the first delivery he made under that contract? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I-Iad there been any deliveries to your Company under 
this contract by December 3, 1920 ~ 
A. No, sir. 
/ 
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Q. I hand you a letter dnted December 3, 1920, addressed 
to Mr. Fulton, and ask you to read that. 
A. This letter ·was written bv me on December 3rd to ~£r. 
Fulton. · · 
(Witness reads Exhibit Wright #4 .. ) 
page 30 ~ EXI-IIBIT NO. 4 .. 
Richmond, v~ a., December 3, 1920.. 
Mr. M. J. Fulton,. 
City. 
Dear Sir: 
We have not as yet rer·eiYed any BsjL from yon for wood 
to be shipp£~d from :B-,air ·Oaks and in as mnrh as we under-
stood tlm t yon ·were 1 o h<n·e shipped this some time back,. 
we would be very glad to have you push this· along as much 
as possible. 
Yours very truly, 
HENRICO LUMBER COJ\1:P ANY, INC., 
Manager Richmond Office. 
page 31 ~ Q. I hand you another letter dated December 10, 
this? 
.1920, addressed to Mr. Fulton.· Did yon write 
A. {Examining) Yes, this letter \Vas written by me on De-
cember lOth, add1·esed to ~:I:r. Fulton. (Reads Ex. Wright 
#5.) 
page 32 ~ 
:Mr. ~f. J. Fulton, 
City. 
Dear Sir: 
EXHIBIT NO. 5. 
Richmond, Va., December 10, 1920 .. 
' 0 ·~ I I 0 ... ' ' • 
We will thank you to let us have a reply to our recent 
letter asking when we might expect shipment ·of the wood 
which you are to deliver at Fair Oaks. With market con-
M. J. Fulton v. Henrico Lumber Company. 5~ 
ditions .as they are now, we are particularly anxious to get~ 
all of this material delivered before January 1st wh'en our, 
contract expires as to price. 
Yours very truly, 
HENRICO LU~IBER COl\IPANY, INC., 
1\Ianag.er Richmond Office. 
page 33 ~ Q. Had you received any wood at that time? 
A. None at all. 
Q. You had made advances previous to that Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you get a reply to that letter? 
Q. Yes, I think I had a reply about that time. 
Q. I hand you a letter dated Decen1ber 15, 1920, addressed 
to the Henrico Lumber Company, and ask you if yon re-
ceived that from .Mr. Fulton. 
A. (Examining) Yes, this letter was received from Mr. 
Fulton about' the time I addressed that letter to him. (Reads 
Exhibit Wright #6.) · 
page 34J EXHIBIT NO. 6. 
Telephone 
''Madison 3700'' 
Fulton & Wicker 
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law 
Suite 1107-8-9 Mutual Building 
Richmond, Va: 
.. 
December 15, 1920. 
Mini tree Jones Fulton, 
John Jordan Wicker, Jr. 
Washington, D. Q., Associate: 
Joseph Winston Cox. 
Henrico Lumber Co., 
City. 
Gentlemen: 
I have about two car loads of pulp wood at Fair Oaks 
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but I have been unable to haul it to the station because of 
being in Court every day. I have advertised but I cannot get 
anyone to haul it. If you could give me the name of some 
one who would, l would· appreciate it. 
Very truly yours, 
M. J. FULTON. 
page 35 ~ Q. When was the next correspondence between 
you and Mr. Fulton Y 
A. I think that 'vas the last correspondence until about 
the 30th or 31st of January. 
Q. I didn't catch your last answer. Did you say December 
or January? 
A. December 30th or 31st. I said January. 
Q. I hand you another letter dated December. 30, 1920, and 
ask you if you sent that to 1\fr. Fulton Y 
A. (E~amining) This is a letter that was sent to· all ship-
pers. While this letter, this particular sheet, IJlay not have 
been sent to Mr. Fulton, he 'vas sent a copy of it. 
(Reads Ex. 'Vright #7.) 
page 36 ~ EXillBIT NO. 7. 
COPY. 
Richmond, Va., December 30, 1920. 
Dear Sir: 
Due to the fact that the pulp and paper ·mills have been 
forced to shut down on account of the existing business con-
. ditions and -to the congestion and lack of storage space at 
the mills, 've have been forced to declare an embargo on all 
shipments of rail Poplar & Gum wood effective from January 
1st until further notice. You are, therefore, notified that no 
Bills of Lading will be accepted dated ,Jan nary 1st or later 
until you are advised of the lifting of this embargo. 
Regretting the fact that 've must take this action, but trust-
ing you will realize the necessity for same, we are 
Yours very truly, 
HENRICO .LU1\fBER 001\fPANY, INC., 
Manager Richmond Office. 
Copy sent toM. J. Fulton. 
/ 
,../ 
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page 37 } Q. Up to that time how inuch wood had you re-
ceived from 1\{r. Fulton and when did you receive 
it? 
A. We received one car about December 20, a few days one 
way or the other from that time. 
Q. Did your Compa:ny give credit to Mr. Fulton for the 
receipt of that cart 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was that done at the market price at the time of de-
livery? 
A. At the market price at the time of delivery. 
Q. I hand you a letter dated Philadelphia, January 26, 
1921, addressed to Mr. Fulton. Was that sent by your co.m-
pany to Mr. Fulton¥ 
A. It was sent by their bookkeeper, stating that a car had 
been received from him. (Reads Exhibit \Vright No. 8.) 
page 38} EXHIBIT NO. 8. 
Main Office 
Commercial Trust Building 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Branch Offices, 
Richmond, Va.-Warsaw, V.a. 
Palls, Va.-Williamsburg, Va. 
La Plata, 1\fd. 
HENRICO LUMBER COMPANY, INC. 
Mr. M. J. Fulton, 
Richmond, V a. 
Dear Sir: 
Philadelphia, Pa., January 26, 1921. 
We are enclosing herewith Inspector's Report R3360, 
covering Poplar & Gum Wood shipped ex car 118210, which 
we have credited to your account as follows: 
11132 Cords @ $18.00 $211.20 
Yours very truly, 
HENRICO Lill1:BER COJ\IPANY, INC., 
J. G. MININGER. 
page 39 } Q. You spoke of certain advances that were made 
by your Company to Mr. Fulton during the con-
tinuance of this contract. Your Company did make advances, 
did they not Y 
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A. We made advances from time to time as he stated he 
needed money to. cut the wood. 
Q. I ask you again to state whether you did, or not. 
A. Yes. This account· (with notice of motion) was taken 
from our ledger and was considered correct at the time; I 
consider it correct. Of course I cannot remember the de-
tails of the items individually.· It shows advances July 3rd; 
1920, $150; July 10, $125; July 24, $75; July 31, $60; August 
13, $125; November 2, $300. 
Q. Is th~re the total of advances there Y 
A. $835.00. Then he is credited 'vith 11-132: 180 cords at 
$18 delivered in December, 1920, a total credit of $211.20; 
making the balance due us $623.80 on January 22, 1921. · 
Q. And your Company claims interest on that from Jan-
uary 22, 1921 Y 
A.·Yes. 
Q. Has ai;ty of that amount been paid? 
A. None of the balance. Nothing bas been paid us except 
that credit of one car. 
OROSS EXAl1INATION. 
By Mr. O'Flaherty: 
Q. Mr. Wright, you have a letter, I persume, which was 
introduced a.t the last trial as Exhibit #9, dated January 
24, 1921. Did you write that letter¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you read it, please Y 
Witness reads Exhibit No. 9. 
page 40 ~ 
'' 
L'" • I 
EXffiBIT NO. 9. 
Branch Offices 
Richmond, Va.-Warsaw, Va. 
Palls, Va.-Williamsburg, ·va. · 
La Pia ta, Md. 
HENRICO LUMBER COMPANY, INC. · 
Richmond, Va. January 24, 1921. 
Mr; M. J. Fulton, 
Mutual Building, 
City. 
,.. 
) 
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Dear Sir: 
The present embargo for shipment of Poplar & Gum wood 
will certainly last for several weeks longer and at present it is 
very uncertain what conditions will be after this embargo is 
lifted in the case of contracts such as yours, which expired 
on January 1st. If, therefore, you can make satisfactory dis-
position of your wood else·where, you are at liberty to do so 
after :first returning us the advances made on same 'vith in-
terest to date of return. 
Yours very iruly, 
HENRICO LUl\fBER COMPANY, INC., 
WESLEY WRIGHT, 
1\{a.nager Richmond Office. 
page 41 ~ Q. You had written 1\tir. Fulton about the em-
bargo on December 30, ·I believe, according to the 
letter? 
A. Wl_latever the date is; I t-hink it is December 30. 
Q. In ·this letter of January 24th you again call his atten-
tion to the embargo~ 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you tell him that it 'vill last several weeks longer? 
A. I told him what is stated in that letter. 
Q. What was your object in telling- him that~ 
A. We didn't know what the condition would be, and we 
wanted to put him on notice so he could do wh~t he saw fit; 
just the object as stated in the letter. 
Q. Your contention is that the contract expired, is itt 
A. Exactly. 
Q. Why did you say anything more to }tim 1 
A. Because he had this 'vood on which advances had been 
ma'de by us, and he 'vas put oli notice on January 1st when 
the contract expired that we did not know what the condi-
tion would be and 've wanted to put him on notice to do what 
he saw fit. 
Q. You felt that the notice on January 1st was not suffi-
cient, did you 7 
. A. No, sir. I thought he ought to be notified 
page 42 ~ that he owed us m9ney, and I notified him later 
that he could do what he saw fit after first pay-
ing us the money he owed us. · 
~-- ------
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Q. Did you ask hin;L for money in the letter of J3rnuary 
24thY 
· A. Yes, I think so. (Reading from. letter of Jan. 24) ''If, 
therefore, you can make sa tisf~tory disposition orf your 
wood elsewhere, you are at liberty to do so after first return~ 
ing us the advances made on same with interest to date of 
return". That 'vas not a demand but w~s telling hinJ. what 
he could do. 
Q.: Didn't you tell him that you wouldn't take his wood? 
A. I think I stated expressly that I didn't know whether 
we could, or not. 
Q. But you didn't say you would not? 
A. (Reading from same letter) ''It is very uncertain what 
conditions will be after this embargo is lifted in the case 
of contracts such as yours, 'vhich expired on January 1st". 
Q. What was the condition of the market on January 24th? 
A. The market had broken, it was falling, as all other mar-
kets. 
Q. If the market had not broken would you have tak~n 
his wo()d? · 
A. We would have taken it if we had needed it. 
Q. You would have taken it if you could have made money 
~nit, would you? 
A. That is the same thing as saying if we needed 
page 43 ~ it. If we could make money on it, we needed it. 
. Q. Was this the first time that you said any- ,_.· 
thing to him about letting him dispose of his wood t 
A. I think that was the first time 've put him on notice 
that he could do 'vhat he wan ted to after paying us. 
Q. If the cpntract had expired why d~d you write him that 
letter? 
A. Simply to let him be advised. 
Q. If the contract was closed, what was the need for ad-
vising him? 
A. Simply kindness of heart, to let him lmow what he could 
do; e:Xpressly, however, to let him know that he must return 
us our money. The contract expired on Jan nary 1st. 
Q. You lmew that he couldn't sell it at $16 at that time, 
didn't you? 
- A. I don't know posithrely no'v that he could not. I doubt 
if he could, but I don't know. 
· Q~ You said that the market had broken all to pieces? 
A. Yes, but I don't know whether he could have sold it at 
.t}lat price at that time, or not. 
Q. In your letter of December 30, 1920, why did you say 
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anything about the ~mbargo if the contract was expiring 
on J a.nuary 1st f 
A. Because that was the condition. 
Q. You say: '~You are, therefore, notified that 
page 44} no bills of lading will be accepted dated January 
1st or later," and you didn't stop there, but you 
sa.y: ''until you are advised of the lifting of this embargo.'' 
Why did you put that in f 
A. I did not know the conditions that wo-uld e:xist. I knew 
that his contract expired at that time.· The market was 
breaking not only in January but in the latter part of No-
vember and December. We accepted a good deal of wood 
in December, but this letter was written to stop further ship-
ments of wood and shippers were notified accordingly. 
Q. Because the market had begun to break! 
A. The market in 1920 began to break along in the fall, 
but the market for pulp wood began to break in· November 
and December. 
Q. Was that the reason you told Mr. Fulton to stop haul-
ing wood in? 
A. Ne, because we didn't tell Mr. Fulton to stop. 
Q. You ·never told him to stop t 
A. We never told him to stop, because in my letters of 
December 3rd and lOth I expressly urged him to haul the 
wood in. 
Q. Do you deny that you told Jv[r. Fulton not to haul wood 
in on the 22nd or 23rd? 
A. I absolutely deny it. 
· Q. Don't you know that he was hauling wood in at that 
time? 
A. I know he was trying to. 
Q. Don't 'yo-u know that he had two men hauling it in f 
A. He had two men trying to. 
page 45 ~ Q. Don't you know that he had all this wo.od cut 
and delivered at the station at Fair Oaks 7 
· A. I know that it. was not delivered at Fair Oaks. 
Q. I meant to say ready to deliver at Fair Oaks. 
· A. I know that he didn't have all the wood ready to de-
liver at Fair Oaks on December 20th. 
Q. How do you know· it7 
A. I know it because I had been down and seen where the 
wood was, and he could not have gotten it out. 
Q. Where w~s it? 
A. Right across the Chickahominy Swamp in a botto:r:p. 
where it could not have been gotten out. 
Q. Not on the Smith place Y 
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A. On the Smith place, yes, but across the Chickahominy 
in a bottom where it could not have been gotten out. 
Q. When did you goY 
A. I went down there, but I had a man there to inspect the 
wood. I sent a man- down there once or twice to see that 
he was cutting the wood all right and satisfactory. 
Q. Yon had it inspectedY 
A. I had some inspected, but whether it all was I don't 
"lmow; I don't think it all was. 
Q. Did you have ·your brother go down and inspect it Y 
A. No, I had a man in n1y office. 
. Q. You deny that you stopped ~{r. Fulton from 
page 46 ~ delivering wood in the last part of December; do 
youf 
A. I deny absolutely that I stopped or hindered him in 
any way from delivering 'vood until January 1st when his 
contract expired. 
Q. Didn't you have a conversation with ~{r. Fulton over 
the phone some time between the ~5th and 30th of Decem:-
berY 
A. I can't say whether I had a conversation, or not. Mr. 
Fulton wrote me .a letter about the 15th asking me to help 
him haul the 'vood. I talked to him some time about that 
time. 
Q. Hadn '.t he talked to you before asking you to get some-
body to help him haul the 'vood f 
A. No. That letter was December 15th. 
Q. Didn't yon say this before on your cross examination: 
"Q. I believe you stated when the conversation you had 
with Mr. Fulton over the phone was, some time .between the 
letter dated the 15th of December and the 30th of Decem-
bert 
· A. No, sir, I didn't say that. I said that was a conver-
sation I had about that time. I had other conversations 'vith 
him before that time.'' 
A. Tha.t is exactly what I said. I don't recall what con-
versations I had with him. ·' 
Q. (Continues reading from evidence previous trial.) 
''Q. Between those dates? 
A. Yes, sir, approximately that. Now there 
. page 47 ~ niight have been one or more conversations of the 
same tenor ; I don't recall.'' 
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A. I don't recall what conversations I had with him. I 
had some conversations with him during that period. 
Q. You did have a conversation with him between the 15th 
and the 30th of December, did you not? 
A. Approximately so. 
Q. What about Y 
A.· I can't say positively. 
Q. He says it "ras about his not deli'Vering wood-
A. I say positively it 'vas r~ot about his not delivering 
wood. He asked me about getting the wood out, but I did 
not, as was testified by Mr. Fulton, tell him that he need 
not deliver his wood. 
Q. You said a while ago that you cannot remember just 
. 'vhat the conversation was. No'v you say it was about get-
ting somebody to help him get the wood out. Which is right 1 
A. Are you trying to tie me up1 
Q. 'No, I am not .. 
A. The facts of the case are these, gentlemen. Mr. Fulton 
says that he had some conversation 'vith me between De-
cember 15th and 30th. I neither affirm nor denv that I had 
a conversation with him about that time. lie aslred me about 
· getting the wood out; I explained about that; what 
page 48 ~-was said I ·don't know. But I do know that in 
those conversations, after writing him on Decem-
ber 3rd and December lOth to get the wood out, I didn't then 
immediately go aro1n1d and say to ~ir. Fulton not to get the 
'vood out, I know I didn't make that statement. Just what 
the ~onversation wa.s I don't remember, I can't say after the 
lapse of six years. 
Q. Do you mean to confine it to getting him help to deliver 
it? Do you mean to confine it to that Y 
A. No, I don't n1ean to eonfine it to anything of that ldnd, 
because I don't kno'v definitely wha.t the conversations were. 
Yon are trying to get me to say if I had a conversation of. 
this kind. I say definitely I didn't do that. 
Q. I did not attempt to confuse you. 
A. That seems to be vour manner. 
Q. You said you had"' conversations about various things. 
I want to know about this contract. You say the only thing 
that 'vas referred to about the contract 'vas that he was ask-
ing you to get somebody to help him get the wood out? 
A. No, I don't say that was the only thing. I say that 
is the only thing I remember. I can't remember tl1e hundreds 
of things and conversations I have had. I can remember 
things I didn't say, as my letters w:ritten at the time show. 
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Q. You· can remember what you did :p.ot say, but not what 
you did say? 
page 49 } A. Absolutely. 
Q. I wish I had that kind of a memory. 
A. It might be a good thing if you did. 
The Court: Don't comment on the testimony. 
By Mr. 0 'Flaherty: 
Q. This letter of January 24th that you wrote to Mr. Ful. 
ton, did you get a reply to itt 
A. Yes, this is a letter from 1\.fr. Fulton, or a copy of a 
letter from Mr. Fulton's office, dated February 3rd. 
Note: Said.Ietter is here read in evidence and marked Ex-
hibit Wright No. 10. 
page 50} EXHIBIT NO. 10. 
Henrico Lumber Co., 
Oity. 
Gentlemen: 
February 3, 1921. 
In your letter of the 24th, you advised me that the present 
embargo for shipment of poplar and gum wood would cer-
tainly last for several weeks longer, etc. and that I am at 
liberty to dispose of my pulp wood elsewhere. I sold the 
lumber to you at $19.00 per cord, F. 0. B. Fair Oaks and when 
you notified me that you could not receive any more lumber, 
I was having the 'vood· hauled to Fair Oaks for delivery and 
·of course, I had expected you to take all the wood I had and 
would have delivered during the period but for this embargo 
which amounts to four or five more car loads of wood. 
If, therefore, you desire me to sell it to some one else, I 
will do 80 at your expense. 
In your letter of the 26th, you enc] osed me report for car 
R-3360 at $18.00 per cord, there being 11 .. 132 cords. This 
should be at $19.00 per cord. As you will recall, I called you 
over the phone and· told you I was offered $19.00 per cord 
for this wood and you said you would take it at that price. 
I promised you the refusal of it and you stated you would 
take it at 'vhatever I was offered. I told you at the time 
who made this offer. I suppose it is a mistake in billing. 
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Please let me know what you want done with the above 
lumber as the wood is ready to be loaded and has been for 
some time. 
Very truly yours, 
M. J. FULTON. 
MJFR 
page 51 } By Mr. 0 'Flaherty: 
. Q. Did you reply to this letter of Mr. Fulton's 
of February 3rdf 
A. Yes. 
Q. I wish you would read that to the jury. 
·witness reads same, marked Exhibit Wright No. 11. 
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Main Office 
Commercial Trust Building 
Branch Offices 
Richmond, Va.-Warsaw, Va. 
Palls, Va.-Williamsburg, Va. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
La Platta, M~. 
HENRICO LUMBER CO}IP ANY, INC. 
Mr. M. J. Fulton, 
Mutual :6uilding, 
City. 
Dear Sir: 
Richmond, Va., February 4, 1921. 
. .. ' 
We have your letter of February 3rd in reference to ship-
ment of Poplar & Gum pulpwood. 
Our original contract with you was in the form of a letter 
dated July 2, 1920, confirming conversation to pay you $16.00 
per cord of 180 cu. ft. f. o. b. cars Fair Oaks for such Poplar, 
Gum and Maple pnlp,vood cut according to the usual speci-
fications as you could deliver by January 1, 1921, up to 200 
cords. This agreem.ent was subject to the usual clause guar-
anteeing the market price, copy of which was enclosed to yon 
and which reads as follows: 
"In case the fair market price at the time of delivery 
of any lot of wood is higher than the price stated in this 
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contract, the Henrico Lumber Co.mpany, Inc., agrees to either 
meet the then fair market price, or to allow the seller ·to 
sell such wood elsewhere. 
In case, however, that advances have been made against 
any wood under this contract and the Henrico Lumber Com-
pany, Inc., does not agree to meet the then fair market price, 
the seller is not to be allowed to sell such wood, nor any o~ 
the remainder of the wood purchased under this con tract 
elsewhere until the total amount of the advances .made by 
the Henrico LnJUber Company, Inc., on account of said lots 
of wood ana a1l the remainder of the wood covered by this 
contract shall have been repaid with interest." 
On December 3rd we wrote you advising that we had not 
received any BsjlJ from you, altho 've had understood tlia t 
the wood was to have been shipped some time back and urged 
you to push this delivery as much as possible . 
. On December lOth we wrote you asking for a reply to our 
letter of December 3rd and stated "'vith market conditions 
as they are now, we are particularly anxious to get all of 
this material delivered before January 1st when the con-
tract .expires as to price". 
On December 15th yon advised that you ha.d about two 
cars of pulpwood at Fair Oaks, but bad been unable to haul 
it t~ the station as you could not get haulers and asked if 
we could give you any suggestions. 
We note that you called us over the 'phone and told us 
that you were offered. $19.00 per cord for your wood. At 
the· time, we advised yon that 've would meet the fair mar-
ket price in accordance with our contract. 
Your wood was not, however, shipped at that time, this 
being as we recall it some time in September, but 
p~ge 53 ~ in fact, none of it 'vas shipped until December 
20th arid then only one caJ.". Therefore, even were 
$19.00 the price at the time you called us up this would not 
be applicable to your delivery at the end of December when 
the market condit·ions were very different . 
. You will note, as above that under the contract the time 
for delivery of this material expired J·anuary 1, 1921, and 
we wrote you as early as Decemller lOth particularly calling 
your attention to this fact. Moreover, we must remind you 
that we placed no embargo whatever on any of your ship-
ments prior to January 1, 1921, the dat~ when our contract 
expired, but on the contrary, as above shown, we were urg. 
ing you to let us have the wood and went to the trouble of 
writing you on December 3rd and lOth reminding you of the 
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expiration of the contract and distinctly warning you that 
your shipments must be made before January 1st. You can 
readily see, therefore, that any sale you make of this wood. 
will not be at our expense or for our account, but 'vill be 
for your own interest and protection, with which we have 
nothing to do. It will be necessary, however, before you 
make any such sale for you to repay us with interest to date · 
of payment advances now outstanding amounting to $623.80. · 
Please let us hear from you in this matter. 
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Yours very truly, 
HENRICO LlTMBER 001\IPANY, INC., 
WESLEY WRIGHT, 
1\'Ianager Richmond Office. 
A. This is a letter from me to 1\'Ir. Fulton. 
Q. You say in this letter: 
''as above shown we were urging you to let us have the wood 
and went to the trouble of writing you on Pecember 3rd and 
lOth re,mining )rou of the expiration of the contract and dis-
tinctly wan1ing you that your shipments must be made before 
January 1st.'' 
Did you say anything in your letter of the 3rd of Decem-
ber about the expiration of the contract? 
A. Not on the 3rd of December, no. I did on the lOth of 
December. · 
Q. You say that in those letters that were written on De-
cember 3rd a~d lOth yo11; reminded him of the expiration 
of the contract? 
A. No, I said: 
''On December lOth we wrote you asking for a reply to our 
letter of December 3rd and stated ''vith market conditions as 
ihey are now, we are particularly anxious to get all of this 
material delivered before January lstwhen the contract ex:-
pires as to price'.'' 
The part you are referring to is: 
''we are urging you to let us have the wood and went to tl1e 
trouble of writing you on December 3rd and lOth remind-
ing you of the expiration of the contract.'' 
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Q. Look at your letter of the 3rd of December and see if 
you reminded· him in that letter of the expiration of the con-
tract. 
A. Not on the 3rd. 
page 55 ~ Q. That part of the letter is not true, is it~ 
A. It was true, because T did on the lOth. 
Q. Was there any letter before that saying that shipments. 
must be made before J anua.ry 1st or you wouldn't take it? 
A. Take the letter of the lOth, it urges him tha.t the contract 
expires and get the wood out. 
Q. Did you say that you would not take it after that? 
A. The letter speaks for itself. . 
Q. I know. I ask you if you explain the difference between 
the statements in this letter and the other letter? 
A. I don't think there is any difference. 
Q. What do you mean l)y 'varning' 
A. It means putting him on notice. 
Q. Of what? 
A. "Distinctly "Tarning you that your shipments must he 
made before January 1st.'' In the letter of the lOth I wrote 
him that the contract expired as to price. 
Q. Is that what you call warning? 
A. Yes. Q. There is no 'vord of warning in there, is it? 
A. The word ''warning" is not used, but "warn~ng" l1as 
a meaning. You don't have to use the word "warning" to 
warn a man. 
Q. Did you get a reply to that letter? 
page 56 ~ A. Yes. 
Q. Will you read it? 
A. This is :.Mr. Fulton's office copy of his letter of Feb-
ruary lOth addressed to the Henrico Lumber Company. 
Q. If there is anything wrong about that letter, state H. 
You say it is 1\fr. Fulton's office copy. 
A. No, I don't question it. I simply say it is his office 
copy, not the original. 
(Witness reads Ex. Wright #12.) 
· page 57~ EXHIBIT NO. 12. 
February 10, 1921. 
I-Ienrico Lumber Company, 
City. · 
·Gentlemen:-
Your letter of the 4th inst. was received by me on yester-
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day. In reply, I beg to say the carrying out of the provisions 
. of the contract you refer to, I was offered $19.00 per cord 
for pulp wood delivered f. o. b. cars Fair Oaks, Virgin_ia. 
vv1wn I rcreivecl this o·frer, I called you over the phone and 
aslw<l you if you would take it at that price and you stated 
thnt yon "~oulcl, 110 time limit bejng fixed on the delivery. In 
fact, the same 11eoplc who offered me the $19.00, would have 
taken tl1is wood on the yar<.l a.t Fair Oaks without requiring 
it to lle loaded in the cars and would have paid for it on the 
yards, simply deducting the loading charges. This is wl1at 
yon ought to do under the circumstances in this ease. 
Shortly after writing you on December 15th, I called you 
over the phone and told yon that £?Ome time between that 
and the 23rrl of December, I could load the lumber then o 
the yards and yon told me at that time that your company 
·tvas receiving· a great deal of lumber at this time and their 
yards were congested and that I could load it later. On 
December 30th, you wrote me that your mills had been forced 
to shut down on account of the congestion and lack of storage 
Apace at the mills and you had been forced to declare an em-
barg-o on shipments of rail poplar and gum 'vood, effective 
from J nnuary 1st until further notice. You said in that same 
letter that I· was notified that no bills of lading were to he 
accepted dated .Jnnuary .lt, or later until you were advised 
of the lifting of this embargo.· 
You will see from the above that you did not want the 
lumber delivered and requested it not to be loaded and de-
livered and stated that I could load it and deliver it when 
the embargo was lifted. Several times in January, I phoned 
your o·fficc, asking 'vhcn I could load the lumber and each 
time I 'vas informed that the embargo had not been lifted 
and was uncertain when it 'voulcl be. 
On Jan nary 24th, you 'vrote me that the embargo 'vould 
certainly last for several weeks longer and it 'vas in that let-
ter that you advised me that if I could make satisfactory 
disposition of the lumber elsewhere that I 'vas at liberty 
to do so. I immediately wrote you that I expected you to 
take the wood at $19.00 per cord and if you desired me to 
sell it to some one else, I would do so at your expense and 
that is my attitude in the matter. By placing the 
page 58 } embargo on the wood- practically from December 
2oth, you have prevented me from loading it or 
disposing of it to anyone else. It 'vould be. manifestly un-
just for you to expect me to take less for the wood than you 
agreed to pay me or to sell it now to some one else except 
for and on your account. 
I-
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If yon had told me this in your letter of Dec~mber 30t:h, 
I am advised that I could have then disposed of it at the 
$19.00 per cord at Fair Oaks. So if there has been any de-
cline in the market, it is your fault and not. mine. I shall 
expect you to take the wood and let me kno'v what you arc 
going to do about it. _ · 
The very same people 'vho offered me the $19.00 would have 
taken my wood and let it lay on the yards as it is no'v and 
paid me the $19.00 per cord for it less the loading charges. 
I think I am strictly within my rights in asking you to take 
the wood and pay for tlie same under these conditions. 
Very truly yours, 
M. J. FULTON. 
MJER • 
page 59 ~ Q. !\1r. Fulton in his letter says that he phoned 
your office several times in January asking about 
the embargo being lifted,_ and he was told that it was un-
certain. Do you know anything about that? 
A. Not particularly. I 'vouldu't say he did or did not; I 
can't say. I wouldn't question it if he says he did. 
Q. Yon don't deny that he did? 
A. I don't deny that he did. 
Q. Wha.t was he wanting to know about the embargo? 
A. When he could ship. 
I Q. He was supposing he could ship, and you were sup-posing you could get it when .the embargo was lifted1 
A. Generally, I presume, that was the tenor of his letter, 
yes. 
Q. Otherwise there could not have been any conversation 
about it, could there' 
A. That 'vould be the tenor of his letter, yes. 
Q. That 'vould be the tenor of anybody .talking about it, 
wouldn't .itT · 
A. If the c-onditions were as he stated there; that would 
be the tenor, leaving out the fact that the contract expired. 
Q. Why didn't you just tell him that the contract was off 
and there 'vas no question about the embargo? . 
A. Well, I can't tell you 'vhy I didn't tell him so one way 
or the other. One reason, I didn't think Mr. Fulton needed 
a guardian and that I had to put him on notice· what h~s 
contracts were. · 
· Q. Well, we want everything to come in here. You 'vrote 
him a letter in answer to that, did you Y 
l. 
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A. Yes. 
Q. You have not introduced that yet, have you? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Read that. · 
A. This letter is mine in reply to the letter I have just 
read from Mr. Fulton. (\Vitness reads Exhibit Wright #13.) 
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Main Office 
Commercial Trust Building 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Branch Offices 
Richmond, Va.-Warsaw, Va~ 
Palls, Va.-\Villiamsburg, Va. 
La Plata, Md. 
HENRICO LU:MBER COI\1PANY, INC. 
Mr. M. J. Fulton, 
City. 
Dear Sir: 
Richmond, Va., February 11, 1921. 
We have your letter of February lOth. As per our letter 
of the 4th when you called us up in reference to the $19.00 
price, we advised you that we would, in accordance with our 
contract, meet the fair market priee. This we were prepared 
to do, but in so doing we in no wise altered or modified our 
rights under the original contrac-t with you, which expired 
January 1, 1921. \V e note that you state you called us some 
time behveen 15th and 23rd of December and that 've told vou 
that our Company "ras receiving a great deal of "lumber" 
and that their yards were congested and that you could load 
later. We are sure you are mistaken about this and it is 
absolutely eontrary to our intentions and plans at that time 
and also to the plain terms of the letters, which we were 
writing you expressly stressing the point that these shipments 
would have to be made before January 1st. "\Ve had been 
urging you all fall to ship your wood in and were at that 
time anxious to have it go in and we do not think that we 
could have conveyed the impression that we did not want it 
shipped at that time. Certainly the fact stands out that 've 
did accept the wood you shipped in prior to January 1st, and 
that there was no embargo prior to that time preventing you 
from shipping in the remainder of your wood. Our embargo 
was put i11:to effeet on and after January 1st~ which was after 
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the expiration of your contract and in no wise 
page 61 } effected same. 
Your deduction tha.t from the first two para-
graphs of your letter we could see that we did not want the 
wood delivered is entirely in error, as we were anxious to 
get the wood in and have the account closed out and even 
though our mills were congested prior to January 1st, 've took 
in every car that was shipped at that time without complaint. 
Our letter of January 24th was for your information and 
benefit, in as much we did not know when we would be a~ble 
to accept the wood, we notified you so that should you be 
able to make any disposition of it you would be at liberty 
to do so after first returning us money advanced with in-
terest. 
We again call your attention to the fact that we did not 
place any embargo on the wood ''practically'' from Decem-
ber 20th, but on January 1st. 
In as much as our contract had expired on ,January 1st, 
we do not feel that we were under any obligations to tell 
you what ·the conditions would be for receiving wood later, 
especially when 've did not know just what those conditions 
would be ourselves. Our contract having expired, 've do not 
agree with you that 've have anything to do 'vith the decline 
in the market since that time, or that you have any right 
\vhatever to sell your wood at our expense or to expect 
us to take it in under an expired contract, the approaching 
expiration of which contract, 've had taken the precaution 
of warning yon of by several letters. 
Our position as to the $19.00 credit for the car shipped, 
is the same as set forth in our letter of February 4th. 
Yours very truly, 
HENRICO LUMBER COMPANY, INC., 
·wESLEY WRIGHT, 
Manager Richmond Office. 
page 62 } Q. Now in this letter you have just read you 
said that you had Mr. Fulton's letter of the lOth, 
nnd you say further: 
"As per our letter of the 4th, when yon called us up in 
reference to the $19.00 price, we advised you that we would, 
in accordance with our contract, meet the fair market price.'' 
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When was thatt 
A. When was . the day of the conversation? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Some time in the latter part of September, if I recall 
it. The testimony shows. 
Q. You said you would meet the fair market price of above 
$16 a cord~ 
A. In that conversation in September, yes. 
Q. The market price) to benefit :h-fr. Fulton, had to rise, 
didn't it7 
A. Above $16.00. 
Q. It had to rise, didn't it? 
A. Yes. He got the benefit of the market price at the 
time of delivery. 
Q. It was for his benefit? 
A. It was to give him the benefit of the high price, and to 
protect us if we didn't want to take it at the high price. 
It was a mutual benefit, not strictly for his benefit. 
Q. When you say in this letter, indicating that you were 
willing to take it at the market price-
A. In this letter of February 11th ·7 
Q. Yes. 
A. I say, ''As per our letter of February 4th''-
Q. I am not talking about that. You say in this letter: 
page 63 } "We were writing Y9U expressly stressing the 
point that these shipments would have to be made 
before January 1st." 
I ask you to tell the jury where you ever said to Mr. Ful-
ton that shipments would have to be made before the 1st of 
January. 
A. I will have to refer back to the letter of December lOth 
which has been read several times. 
(Previous question read to witness.) 
A. I say in my letter of December lOth, in general terms, 
without reading the letter. 
Q. Look at it and see if you tell him in it that shipments 
had to be made by Jan nary lst. That_ is the question I asked 
you. 
A. You may not intend it that way, but I think that com-
plicates the question. One does not have to answer it that 
way. 
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Mr. Riely: Answer it in your o~ way. 
A. The question, as I understand it, is did I say 'positively 
that everything must be. delivered before January 1st. I say 
that this letter 'vhich I will read you means just exactly 
that, altHough those 'vords may not have been used. I wrote 
him on December 3rd asking him to push it along, and on 
December lOth I wrote him: (again reads said let-
page 64 } ter.) I considered it then and consider it no'v a 
very distinct warning to get the 'vood out by Jan-
nary 1st. 
Q. You state in your letter of FelJruary 11th that you had 
in writing him expressly stressed the point that these ship-
ments had to be made before January 1st. That is your an-
swer? 
A. My answer is that that letter expressly requires that 
and :ri.rges and warns that that be done. 
Q. The letter speaks for itself. 
A. Yes. 
Q. I understand, generally, without going into details, that 
in this correspondence, although you regarded the contract 
as ended on th~ 1st o~ January, was just for the benefit of Mr. 
Fulton entirely ; is that it 1 
A. Well, Mr. O'Flaherty, from your question it is a little 
bit hard to get what you are asking me, or how I am going 
to answer it. But the facts and circumstances are these: that 
the contract expired January 1st, the letters stated that 've 
did not know what the conditions would be after that, and 
after January .1st 've wrote that we did not know what con-
ditions would be and he could do wha.t he wanted 'vith his 
wood if he would pay us our money, and our correspondence 
followed a natural sequence after that. 
Q. How c.an you say that when in the letter of 
page 65 ~ December 30th you say : 
"You are, therefore, notified that no· bills of lading will be 
accepted dated January 1st or later until you are advised of 
the lifting of this embargo." 
A. What is wrong with that f 
Q. How can you reconcile that with what you have just 
said 1 What had he to do with the lifting of the embargo 
if he couldn't ship any wood? 
A. He had nothing. to do with the embargo if he couldn't 
ship any wood, but the shipping of wood depended on the 
lifting of the embargo. 
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Q. That is what we say. This letter of February 11th that 
you have just been talking about, did Mr. Fulton reply to 
that, and if so, introduce it. 
A. IIere is a letter from him on February 14th, 1921. 
(Witness reads same, Exhibit Wright #14.) 
page 66 ~ EXHIBIT NO. 14. 
Henrico Lumber Company, 
City, 
Gentlemen:-
February 14, 1921. 
Replying to yours of the 11th inst., I beg to advise that 
I am not in error as to the phone conversation had with your 
office between the 15th and 23rd of December. ~1:y recollec-
tion is that tl1is conversation occurred just" a fe,v days before 
Xmas. If yon did not intend to take the lumber which you 
had contracted for, why should you have notified me that 
you had simply placed an embargo on cars because of con-
gestion f· Why didn't you frankly tell me that you would not 
take the lumber after that date f If you had, I could have 
then sold the lumber at the $19.00 per cord to the very same 
people who offered n1e $19.00 per cord in the Fall when you. 
agreed to pay $19.00, but instead of that, you kept telling 
me over the phone that the embargo 'vas not lifted and never 
told me until you replied to my letter which I wrote in an-
swer to yours . of January 31st. . 
Under these circumstances, the wood is at Fair Oaks and 
is yours at $19.00 per cord and I ·want to know if you are 
going to take it. If not, I am going to resell it at the highest 
market price and .charge your account with the difference be-
tween that and the $19.00 per cord. You know, as well as I, 
that you are legally and morally bound to take this lumber; 
and if you did not intend to take it, you should not have mis-
led me by your phone conversations and your letters to the 
fact that you had simply placed an embargo on r.eceiving 
wood because of the congestion in 1.he yards of. your com-
pany at their mills. . 
Please let me know in reply to this lett~r whether you are 
going to take the lumber or not. 
Very truly yours, 
1YI. J. FULTON. 
MJFR· 
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page 67 ~ Q. You got that letter, didn't you? 
A. Why, I presume so. I have no reason to 
question it. 
Q. When did the congestion begin sufficiently in the fall 
of 1920? 
A. Oh, I suppose the congestion began in December, or 
possibly November. Wood was being shipped very rapidly. 
Because of contracts expiring and the conditions existing, 
everyone wanted to get his wood in before January 1st. 
Q. If the condition was tl1a.t the market was going down, 
you wouldn't be in a hurry to get it in, would you? 
A. We are always in a hurry to get it in. -
Q. You want to make all tl1e money you can Y 
A. Yes, but the money we make has no relation to the price. 
We get a commission on it. . 
Q. If it is more money, you get more commission, don't 
yout 
A. No, sir. We get so much a car, high price or lo'v price. 
(~. If people won't take it, you can't get any commission at 
all, can you? 
A. That is exactly it. That is why we urged this wood to 
be shipped before January 1st. 
Q. Mr. Fulton again wrote you on September 26, 1921. 
Have you got that letter~ 
Witness reads and introduces said letter as Exhibit Wright 
#15. 
page 68 ~ EXHIBIT NO. 15. 
September 26, 1921. 
Henrico Lumber Company, 
Am~rican National Bank Building, 
Richmond, Virginia. 
In Re Pulp W oocl Sold you. 
·Gentlemen: 
· I am writing to inform you that I have tried to resell at 
your expense the PuTp Wood, which I sold you and which 
you later refused to take, ever since you refused to take the 
same. 
I am now offering $9.00 per cord for it F. 0. B. Fair Oakes, 
and I am notifying you that unless I hear from you to the 
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contrary I am going to sell it at that price and charge your 
account with the difference between that and the $19.00 at 
which you ·bought it. You will please advise me not later than 
tomorro,v. 
Yours very truly, 
M. J. FULTON. 
MJF: LES. 
page 69 } By 1\{r. Bowles : 
Q. ~{r. Wright, Mr. 0 'Flaherty has just asked 
you about the letter of September 26th, 1921. Did you reply 
to that letter? 
A. I replied to it, yes, or through our attorney. This is 
our reply through our attorney, 1\Ir. Joseph C. Taylor, the 
late Judge Taylor, who was then our attorney. 
Mr. 0 'Flaherty: I don't know ho'v far the statement of 
an attorney is evidence in this case. 
1\IIr. Bowles : You got the letter? 
1\{r. Fulton: We got the letter. 
1\{r. O'Flaherty: What I am talking about is that the 
opinion of an attorney is not a fact. 
~Ir. Riely: It is the answer to your letter. The whole cor-
respondence ought to come in, if Your I-Ionor please. 
The Court: The whole correspond nee has been argumen-
tative. The jury are to determine the facts, irrespective of 
the arguments in the letters or otherwise. 
"\Vitness: That letter of 1\Ir. Fulton "ras received by me and 
turned over to 1\{r. Taylor, our attorney. 
Mr. Bowles: The late Judge Taylor? 
Witness: Yes, sir. 
1\tir. 0 'Flaherty: Well, who represented Mr. Fulton at 
the time? · 
Mr. Bo,vles : Judge Mathews. 
Note: Witness reads said letter to jury. (Exhibit Wright 
#16.) 
page 70} EXHIBIT NO. 16. 
COPY. 
Mr; M. J. Fulton, 
Messrs. Fulton & Wicker, 
Mutual Bldg. CITY. 
September 27, 1921. 
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Dear Sir: 
The Henrico IJumber Co. Inc. has referred to us your let-
ter of the 26th, of 'vhich you sent us a copy. . 
After a careful review of the matter 've have felt com-
pelled to advise client that they did not have to concern them-
selves. with what disposition was made of the wood referrE'd 
to; tha.t instead of their being liable to you, we thought in 
view of the contract which called 'for delivery by January 
1, 1921, and of their letters to yon in December expressly 
calling attention to the importance of delivery on time, and 
your failure to 1nke such delivery, they were entitled to call 
for a refund of the advances which they made you to get out 
the wood. _We are advised tlwt the amount of these advances 
is $623.80 for which please send check to the Company. 
Yours very truly, 
page 71 ~ 1Ir. 0 'Flaherty: We ask Your Honor to say 
to the jury that the opinion of the attorney is not 
evidence. 
Mr. Riely: · Mr. Fulton was expressing his opinion; he 
was his own attorney. 
The Court : There is no opinion in tl1a t letter. The attor-
ney states that he has advised his client of certain things. 
·By Mr. Bowles : 
Q. Mr. Wright, this contract expired on January 1, 1921, 
did it not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. This letter of December 30th whic1'J you read, I believe 
you said that was a form letter which was sent to every one 
who shipped wood to you f 
A. Every shipper. . 
Q. This letter refers not only to the contract expjring on 
the 1st of J a.nuary, but said tha.t any shipper who shipped 
wood to you would not be allo,ved to ship after January lst T 
Mr. 0 'Flaherty: If Your Honor please, we object to that. 
The letter speaks for itself. · 
The Court: He has already said that. 
By ~Ir. Bowles: 
Q. Then, ~Ir. Wright, 1\~Ir. O'Flahert.y asked you why yon 
said in this letter ''or later until you are advised of the lift-
ing of this embargo. That "rould be under a new contract, 
would it not? 
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page 72 ~ A. Absolutely. 
Question and answer objected to, objection overruled. 
By Mr. Bowles·: . 
Q. Why did you put that· inY 
A. I had written him that the contract' expired as to price. 
We then put the embargo on; wood would not be received 
until further notified and then when received it would be 
received on an entirely new basis. But the contract expired 
January 1st and that was an end to it. 
By Mr. 0 'Fiaherty: 
Q. Did the letter state what you said, or is that your 
opinion? 
A. The letter states just 'vhat it states and it has been 
read so many times. 
Q. Read the last part of it. 
Note : Said letter of December 30, 1920, is again read. 
vVi tness 'vas then excused. 
Mr. Bowles: If Your Honor please, the plaintiff rests. 
page 73 } EVIDENCE FOR THE DEFENDANT. 
N. W. HUBARD 
was duly sworn and testified as follows.: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By 1'Ir. 0 'Flaherty: 
Q. Mr. Hubard, w·hat is your business Y 
A. Lumber and wood. 
Q. W11ere? 
A. Richmond office. 
Q. "'\:Vhat is the name of your company? 
A. Huhard Lumber Company. 
Q. Were you engaged in the lumber business in the fall of 
19207 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where? 
A. Richmond. 
Q. "'\Vere you engaged in buying pulpwood such as that iu'-
volved here Y 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you have any talk with ~fr. Fulton about 
page 74 } the. prie~ of wood during that fall? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you try to buy his wood~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Just give us, tf you ran, what lwppenecl. 
A. I was advised throng·h n I\ I r. Palmer that Mr. Fulton 
had some wood and I entered into negotiations \V'ith Nir. Pal-
mer to buy it, and he ev_entnally turned me over to Mr. Ful-
ton. \vho he advised me was the party that had the wood. 
Before that time I didn't know· whose wood it was; Mr. Pal-
mer was a lumber dealer and he was just figuring on selling 
it to me.. I talked to ~Ir. Fulton about the price. Even-
tually I offered him $19 a cord for it on the cars at Fair 
Oaks, for which offer he told me he would let me know about 
it. lie advised me later there 'vaR another party he was obli. 
gated to had agreed to pay him $19 and he would let the other 
party have it. 
Q. About when was that conversation? 
A. September, 1920. Some was correspondence and some 
'vas phone conversations. 
Q. Did he tell you about how much "Tood he had~ 
A. I don't recolleet that, hut I will say, judging from tl1e 
attention that was given it, that it was some hundred cords 
of 'vood. I know we went to some little trouble to trv to 
elose tl1e negotiations. ·· 
Q. If he had accepted your offer to buy it at 
page 75 } $19 a cord, what time would you have paid him 
that price' 
A. I looked up our records and I find. that I took wood 
bi J a.nuary and paid $19 for it. I didn't go very far in the 
records but I know 've paid it up to the middle of January 
and a little later. 
. Q. Would yon have taken ~:fr. Fulton's wood in January 
as 'veil as anybody else's? 
A. Yes, sir. We took more than we cm1tracted for. 
Q. You wouldn't pay more than wood was worth, would 
you? 
A. We didn't take all we contl'actecl for. I remember one 
party that we didn't take all he had because he had another 
offer, and I think we paid him the difference between our price 
and what he 'vas offered because he ·went broke and wanted 
the money in a hurry. 
Q. Did you buy any wood from 1:f.r. Fulton afterwards? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. "Wl1ere was that wood located? 
A. Fail~ Oaks was the shipping point. 
Q. The wood that is in question here 1 
1\_. Yes. sir. 
Q. \Vl1P11 rli(l yon hn~· Ow1-·? 
A. In 1 !f~]. RPp1emhrr T 1l1ink it wns. 
Q. \Yk1t (li<l y11ll pay him for it Own·? 
A. Nine dollars. 
Q. \Vas tlwt the best 1narket price that could be 
page 76 ~ had at that time? · 
A. Thnt was the highest 've paid for it. We 
brougl1t some at $8, quite a lot. 
Q. \\T oocl then n1ust have had a terrible slump, had it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXA.MINATION. 
By !:Ir. Bowles: 
Q. 1\fr. Hubard, when did you say you offered this price to 
~Ir. Fulton ~ 
A. vVhich price? 
Q. The price of $19. 
A. September, 1920. 
Q. The latter part of September? 
A. I think it was around the middle of September. 
Q. When did you buy this wood from 1vfr. Fulton 7 
A. About a year later. 
Q. In 1921? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVhat did you pay him for it then? 
A. Nine dollars per cord. 
Q. Was that the market price then 1 
A. I was buying it around eight and nine dollars. I would 
say $9 was a high market price. 
Q. What would you say was the market price in 
page 77 } the fall of 1920, say in Dccember1 
A.. Nineteen dollars. 
Q. That is your opinion? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. On what do you base that opinion? 
A. On 'vhat we had to pay. 
Q. You arc of the opinion that there was a market price 
at that time, are you ¥ -
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you buy any wood after the first of January at that 
price? 
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A. I received some wood at that price after the first of 
,January. 
Q. Did you buy any after the first of January at that price 1 
A. I don't know that I did at $19. 
Q. You have stated that you would have faken that wood 
from }.{r. FuJton in January at $197 
A. If we had cont;racted for it, yes, sir. 
Q. Does your company deal on the market price at the time 
of ¢lelivery? When you buy wood, do you agree to pay for it 
at the market price at the time of delivery, or at the price 
that is agreed on at the time the contract is made? 
A. At the price we ~gree on when the contract is made? 
Q. · .you have been· sitting in here, have you not 1 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Your company works on a different basis 
page 78 ~ from Mr. Wright's company? 
· A. Yes. · . 
Q. I want to ask you about the market price in December, 
1920. You say that was $19f 
A. Yes. 
Q. I want to ask you if you did not at a previous trial 
of this case testify that there was no market price~ 
A. I think I did. 
Q. Have you changed your mind since? 
it. 
A. I said just now that is what we had to pay for it to get 
Q. I ask you was the market pricef 
A. The market price is 'vhat you l1ave to pay for it. 
Q. You have changed your mind since the trial of the case 
before, have yon 7 
A. Not mate!ially, but I have looked up some records on 
it an4 see thfl,t we were taking wood right along in Decem-
ber. At the former trial I 'vas asked if I could mention the 
names of some people we bought it from and I replied that 
I could not. Since that time I have looked it up and have 
changed my mind on that too. 
Q. On the former trial you testified: 
'' Q. I ask you what was the market price f Are you able 
to state it, or not Y 
A. I think I answered that question fairly well, 
page 79 ~ that nobody kne'v where they ·were. 
The Court : Answer the question if you can, if you know 
the market price. 
A. 'l'hcrc was no market price." 
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Then I asked you this question:· 
"Q. That means $19 was not the market price then Y" 
And at that point Mr. D 'Flaherty cut in. So at the former 
trial you said there 'vas no market price, did you not Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you buy any wood on the Southern in September of 
that year? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. This wood from :I'Yir. Fulton Y 
A. No, sir, not in September, 1920. 
Q. What was the price of that wood that you bought on 
the Southern in 19201 
A. Nineteen dollars. 
Q. When 'vas that. delivered to you? 
A. Some was delivered in January, some in December; I 
would say froJ!l October along. I haven't looked up all the 
shipments, but we were shipping all along in the fall; we 
were really shipping in January, cleaning up. 
Q. You bought some· at $18, didn't you? 
A. And I bought some as low as $16. 
page 80 ~ Q. You said at the former trial, did you not, 
that you did not discriminate between people, that 
you paid the same price to all, didn't you? · 
A. Yes, at that time. 
Q. You sajd you bought some as low as $16? 
A. At different times. The market began rising and rose 
all during the fall. 
Q. You don't think it 'vas soft, as JHr. Wright testified? 
A. I wasn't in such close touch with it, but I don't think 
it was soft. 
Q. How late 'vere you buying? . 
A. As late as 1\farch. I wasn't buying it because there was 
none for sale, but I was receiving and shipping some. 
Q. At $191 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In March? 
A. I received some in the· summer at $19, or on a $19 basis. 
Q. Would you have paid 1Ylr. Fulton $19 for his wood in 
March~ 
A. I don't kno,v. The question didn't come up in March. 
Q. Did Mr. Fulton try to sell it to you in March? 
. A. I don't recollect. It is a long time ago and he might 
tried and might not. 
Q. You were paying as much as $19 in 1\farch Y 
r· - --
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A. Wood I had shipped on contract. I only 
page 81 ~ looked at the records for January, and I know in 
January wood was c.reditcd to people at $19; how 
much further I don't know. 
Witness was then excused. 
page 82 t Note: The jury having been sent out of the 
court room: 
Mr. 0 'Flaher·ty: If Your Honor please, we want to intro-
duce the testimony of two witnesses as given on the former 
trial, the witnesses not being here. 
Mr. Bowles: We want to enter a formal objection to the 
introduction of the testimony given by Paul Holmes and Wil-
liam Merritt on the former trial, on the ground that it does 
not appear that due diligence has been used to secure the 
appearance of those witnes~es. It appears that this case was 
set for trial on the 12th of July since the 14th of last April. 
Note: The Clerk then read from his process book that on 
the 8th of July Deputy Sheriff J..Juck receipted for subpoenas 
.for witnesses for defendant, and on the 7th of ,July a subpoena 
was delivered to ;Mr. Fulton's stenographer. The Sheriff 
produced the subpoenas for ].;lerritt and Holmes. 
Mr. Fulton: The summons was delivered to me for 
Holmes; he lived in Hanover. I 'Yent there on the evening 
of the 7th and I was informed bv a merchant who lived next 
to him that Holmes was then iiving in Washington, D. C. 
The Court: The Court no'v makes it a matter 
page 83 ~ of record that counsel on both sides met in the 
Judge's office on Thursday, July 7th. Counsel 
for the defendant Fulton requested that there be a con-
tinuance in the trial of this case which 'vas fixed for July 
12th. After hearing statements from counsel the Court stated 
that such a :Qlotion, if made, would be overruled, and there-
fore the parties would prepare for trial on the 12th of July. 
On the following day, Friday, July 8th, counsel again ap-
peared before the Judge, as also 1\IIr. M. J. Fulton, and Mr. 
Fulton stated that two of the witnesses who testified on the 
first trial of this case could not be obtained to testify at the 
approaching trial on July 12th; that it had recently been 
ascertained that one of them, a colored man by the name 
of Holmes, had removed to the city of Washington, and that 
he had been endeavoring to get in contact with him but had 
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been unable to do so, and if he was to testify again he would 
have to take his deposition; that the other witness was a 
man by the name of :Nierritt who had been living in Henrico 
County and therefore had to be subpoenaed for 
page 84 ~ the following trial; that d~fendant had recently 
ascertained that this witness had removed from 
his former residence and he had been endeavoring to find 
out where he had gone but had been unable to do so, and, 
sa far as he could see, both he and the Sheriff would be un-
able to ascertain where the man was, if they could find out 
where his present residence is, in time to have him -sum-
moned for July l~th·; and that on -account of the ·apparent 
inability to have these two witnesses who testified on the 
former trial present and testify at the trial on July 12th, 
he had been compelled to ask for a continuance of the case 
as fixed for trial, although he was willing to go on ·with the 
trial if the testimony as given at the former trial, which 
had been transcribed, could be read to the jury as the tes-
timony 'vhich would be given by these witnesses if they were 
on the stand a.t the coming trial. The reading of the testi-
mony of these two 'vitnesses was not agreed to, but was ob-
jected to by counsel for the Henrico Lumber Company. 
The Court then stated that there was reason-
page 84} able ground for a continuance of the case on ac-
count of the absence of the two witnesses, but that 
no continuance would be granted if counsel for the Henrico 
Lumber Company agreed to let the testimony be read; that 
if the testimony of the h'ro witnesses should be so read on 
the trial, the Court would overrule the motion for a con-
tinuance. 
Counsel for the Henrico Lumber Company, being desirous 
of having the case tried, agreed to let the testimony of the 
two witnesses be read, not without objection but under the 
quasi-compulsion of the Court, embracing in the statement 
that other,vise he would allow a continuance of the case to 
be had. 
The record in the Clerk's office shows that the subpoena 
'vas issued for 'Villiam Marritt on the 8th day of July, and 
returned "not found" by the Sheriff of the City of Rich-
mond. 
The testimony of these two witnesses given on the former 
·trial is offered now on the part of the defendant, Mr. Fulton, 
to be read to tl1e jury, to be taken as the evidence which 
would be given by these two witnesses respectively 
page 86 ~ if they were now placed on the stand. 
Under the circumstances as stated the Court 
• 
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will allow that to be done; and t}le original ruling of the Court 
and the ruling of the Court on the statement now rriade 
allowing the testimony of the witne_sses to be read from the 
transcript of the evidence at the former trial and to go be-
fore the jury in that way are excepted to. 
Mr. Bowles : Now, if Your lion or please, since Your Honor 
-ha·s ruled in that manner with reference to reading the testi-
mony, we desire to make specific objection to the answer 
made by Mr. Merritt on the former trial to tl1e question ·on 
page 78 of the transcript of the testimony on that trial. ~rhe 
question is as follows: ''Were you stopped by !tlr. Fulton 
from Hauling? If so, wl1en? '' The answer is as follows: 
''He stopped me just before Christmas holidays, said he 
couldn't. ship any more then, they couldn't take any more, 
he would have to knock ns off from hauling.'' We desire to 
object to that answer as hearsay, being merely wha.t 1\t[r. 
· Fulton told this man as l1is reason for stopping 
page 87 ~ him from hauling, and ask that that he excluded. 
The Court: I think that should be excluded. 
Note : The jury then returned to the court room. 
Mr. 0 'Flaherty: Gentlemen of the jury, there are two 
witnesses who testified at the last trial who are not here to-
day. I am gomg to read their testimony which was taken 
down then. 
The Court: That, gentlemen, is to be considered only as 
the testimony of those witnesses. 
Note : Testimony of said witnesses is here read to the jury 
in evidence, as follows : · 
PAUL HOI1MES (Colored), 
a witness on behalf of 1\L J. Fulton, being first duly sworn, 
testified as folloWs: 
EXAMINATION IN CHIEF. 
By Mr. D. C. O'Flaherty: 
Q. Where do yo-g. live? 
A. Hanover. 
page 88 ~ Q. Did you load any wood for Mr. Fulton at 
Fair Oaks in 1920? 
A. ·Yes, sir, loaded one car. 
Q. Did he have any other wood on the yard f 
A. Yes, sir. · . 
• 
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Q. How muchY 
A. He had about three or four cars left after.! loaded that 
car. 
Q. Did he stop you 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. About when was that~ · 
A. That was about the 25th of January, I think it was, or 
December. · 
Q. December or January? 
A. Yes, sir, or ,J a.nuary. 
Q. Wasn't it before Christmas Y 
Q. Yes, sir, before Christmas?· 
Q. Then it was December? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where 'vas the wood stacked Y 
A. Three ricks of it. One risk was next to the siding, one 
down a. little bit lower on the same side and one on the left 
hand side of the track. I loaded out of one of the ricks that 
was closet to the siding. · 
Q. You were the man that loaded one car, did 
page 89 } you Y 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. The other cars you didn't load? 
A. No, sir, I didn't load the others. 
Q. lio'v far is it, do you know, from wherQ that wood was 
at Smith's Farm, out to Fair Oaks? 
A. It was around a mile and a half or probably· a mile and 
three-quarters. . 
Q. Do you know whether there was any wood on Smith's 
farm? 
A. Yes, sir, he left a rick out there. 
Witness stood aside. 
WILLIA~I ~IERRITT, 
a witness on behalf of M. J. Fulton, being first duly sworn, 
testified as follows: 
EXAMINATION IN CHIEF. 
By Mr. D. C. 0 'Flaherty: 
Q. Where do you live Y 
· A. Fair Oaks, Henrico. 
Q. Did you have anything to do with hauling wood for Mr~ 
Fulton~ 
- -, 
-~-- --- --~--~--
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A. Yes, sir, I hauled some for him. 
page 90} Q. When was it? 
A. It was just before Christmas. 
Q. In the year 1920? 
A. Yes, ·sir. 
Q. What kind of team did you have? 
A. I had a four-h.ourse team. 
Q. How much would you haul at a load? 
A. I would haul around in the neighborhood of a cord, 
might be a little over or a little under. 
Q. You have a better team than Mr. Bowles has in his mind, 
haven't you? 
A. I don't know about that. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 91} M.-J. FULTON 
was duly sworn and testified as follows: 
By Mr. O'Flaherty: 
Q. ~Ir. Fulton, you are the defendant in this case and the 
plaintiff in a similar case growi-ng out of the same trans-
action, are you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The two cases are being tried together at this time? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you please tell the jury in your own way about 
the contract you had with the Henrico Lumber Company, and 
go ahead as long as I don't have to interrupt you and tell 
what occurred? 
A. I own a farm down in the lower end of Henrico County 
known as the old George Watt farm, and in the latter part 
of the spring or in -the summer of 1920 I had some conver-
sation with the Henrico Lumber Company about selling it 
some pulpwood, cutting and piling- the pulp\vood on that 
farm and delivering it to them; and having had this conver-
sation with the Henrico Lumber Company I received this 
letter of July 2, 1920, that was introduced in evi-
page 92 } dence, and along with it I reeeived a copy of a 
blank contract which was also introduced in evi-
dence in the testimony of 1\fr. Wrig-ht. Thereafter I began to 
get out this wood, the understanding being that they would 
advance m~· the cost of peeling and piling after the wood 
was cut. They did not want the wood delivered as it was 
·Cut because of its heavy weight; it was green, the wood was 
heavy, and if it' was delivered then and loaded into the cars 
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the freight rate would be heavier. :h1:y recollection is that 
it was to la.y i~ the 'voods some forty to ninety days so that 
the wood would season and dry out. 
I proceeded along with fulfilling the contract on my part, 
and Mr. Wesley Wright's brother, I think it was, would come 
down from time to time and inspect or at least look at the 
wood, as they were making certain advances which were 
mentioned in the account on the dates mentioned, and 'vhen 
I would apply for advances they 'vould give them to me as 
stated in that account filed with Mr. Wright's testimony. 
There was a stipulation in that contract that the Henrico 
Lumber Company would pay me $16 a cord, and as the mar-
ket price advanced afterwards they would meet the fair 
market price. In September I was approached by a man 
named Palmer, who 'vas then with the Palmer Lumber Com-
pany, and he told me he could pay me $19 a cord, or get 
$19 a cord for my wood, and he offered to put me 
page 93 ~ in touch with the I-Iubard Lumber Company ·which 
he was buying wood for or negotiating for, and 
I had a conference 'vith :h{r. Hubard, the gentleman 'vho tes-
tified this morning. He told me they would pay me $19 a 
cord for my wood f. o. b. cars Fair Oaks. There was no 
restriction made in his proposal as to the time in which I 
was to deliver the wood. I told him a.t the time that I was 
under this contract with the Henrico Lumber Company, that 
they had made ~e advances, with the result that I could not 
sell it to him without first taking it up with the Henrico Lum-
ber Company. 
So my recollection is that I phoned the Henrico Lumber 
Company and talked to .1\'Ir. Wesley Wright of that· Com-
pany and told him I had this offer of $19 a cord for my wood 
and explained exactly what I told you gentlemen as to the 
conference I f1ad had. I told him the gentleman who was 
buying my ·wood, the I-Iubard Lumber Company, and I told 
him if he wanted my wood at that price I would let him have 
it, othenvise I would repay him the advances he made me 
up to that time and sell my wood to the Hubard Lumber 
Company at $19 a cord. I felt reasonably confident in my 
mind that that was a good price, I felt reasonably confident 
that the market would not advance beyond that and I was 
willing to take that as the price. 
Mr. vVright told me distinctly and unequivocally 
page 94 ~ that he 'vould buy my wood at $19 a cord. Then 
I called Mr. IIuba.rd up or got in touch with him 
and told him that I could not let him have the wood because 
the other people had the right under the contract to take the 
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'vood at that price and they had agreed to take it at that 
price, and I thanked him very much. 
Q. What was the contract as to the quantity of wood~ 
A. All the wood I could cut and deliver that season, no 
definite amount. In the spring I mentioned it might be 200 
cords, but there was no contract for any definite amount 6f 
wood. They were to take all the would I could cut and de-
liver during that season. . 
The matter progressed along, and on December 3rd, or 
about tha.t time, I received a letter of that date. I was down 
there building temporary bridges to. get across the Chicka-
hominy; instead of going around the county road I was put-
ting bridges across the Chickahomiuy River so that I could 
get from Smith's farm to Fair Oaks by a very much shorter 
way. 
Q. Explain to the jury 'vhere the wood was. 
A. My 'vood at that time 'vas something over three miles 
from Fair Oaks when it was cut; it may not have been exactly 
that far, but it was approximately that distance away. I put 
in this bridge and had the 'vood hauled from where it was 
cut across the bridge and piled in two piles on the 
page 95 } Smith farm. One pile of that was piled up on what 
they call the second bottom near Smith's barn; that 
was on good, solid land. 
Q. How far was that from the station~ 
A. I would say a mile a.nd a half or two miles; I can't 
give the exact distance. 
Q. When did you begin hauling that out? 
· A. We were hauling it out of the woods and piling it on · 
the Smith land, with a view· of getting it out of the woods 
and marshy land-before winter came on. We began hauling 
it out in the fall. I kept no dates. I had hyo farm teams 
down there, and every chn:nce I got I used those teams to 
haul the wood out and rick it up in those two places, with the 
result that when I got the letter of December 3rd the main 
wood was out of the woods and over on the Smith side. Then 
I got the letter of December lOth, and I was still hauling 
wood there, hauling it out of the woods and ricking it up on 
the Smith farm, or I may have been hauling some to Fair 
Oaks. · 
_On December 15th I wrote a letter to the Henrico Lumber 
Company· replying to theirs of the lOth, telling them that 
at that time I had two carloads of this wood out, delivered 
on the railroad yard at Fair Oaks station, ready to be de-
livered, and I also asked them to tell me where I could get 
other teams to help me, intending to deliver all of the wood 
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by January 1st, 1821, which I could have done with my own 
teams and the teams I afterwards got. So it proceeded along, 
After writing the letter of December 15th I went 
page 96 ~ down to Fair Oaks and secured a man named Wil-
liam l\f.erritt who had a four-horse team and was 
hauling wood. i engaged his team to help my teams in 
hauling wood out of the Smith farm, and he began and con-
tinued hauling. . ' 
, · About a week aft~r my letter of December 15th I had a 
phone conversation with Mr. Wesley Wright here. In that 
conversation I told him I was getting my wood out, what 
I was doing, and tllat I had a carload of ·wood then loaded. 
He said. to you gentlemen that a carload was loaded about 
December 20th, you remember. I told him I thought I would 
be able to complete the delivery. lie told me in that con-
versation that he h~d received word from the mill he shipped 
to that cars were being received in great quantities by the 
mill, that the mill yard was congested 'vith the cars and they 
'vere not able to unload them as fast as they were receiving 
them, and if I could deliver· my wood after January 1st that 
'vould be an accommodation-that ''ras the \vay he put it to 
me, if I would not load my wood and ship it in, because, as I · 
understood it, the nrm they 'vere shipping to was paying de-
murrage in the yard on the cars they were shipping to them. 
On the same afternoon I got in my automobile after office 
hours, drove do'vn to Fair Oaks and had this negro man 
Holmes with some men he employed loading \vood into the cars 
on the siding-! told Holmes the message I had gotten and 
that he need not go ahead loading 'vood but to 
page 97 ~ stop. 
Q. Is that Holmes the colored man whose testimony wa.s 
readY 
A. Yes, sir. I stopped him from loading 'vood, and I think 
I had two or thre·e box cars there to be loaded and plenty 
of wood on the yard to load them. I also sa:w Merritt who 
was hauling some of the wood for me, told him 'vhat I had 
told Holmes, and that he could stop, until I got further notice 
from the firm, hauling wood up and delivering it on the yard. 
I came back to Richmond and heard nothing more until I 
got this letter of December 30th, in which letter they stated 
to me substantially what Mr. Wright had told me on or about 
December 22nd, in 'vhich letter he states: 
"We have been forced to declare an embargo on all ship-
ments of rail poplar and gum wood. effective from· tTanuary 
1st until further notice. You are, therefore, notified that 
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no bills of lading will be accepted dated January ·1st or later 
until you are advised of the lifting of this embargo." 
This was in accordance with the interview I had with him 
on December 22nd or about that time, I am not sure of the 
exact date but it \Vas between December 20th and 23rd. 
Of course I filed the letter a\vay and waited for further notice, 
\Vaited to be notified as they said they would do \vhen they 
lifted the embargo. I think I had during the month of Jan-
nary a phone conversation \vith him about the embargo; 
I phoned him and asked him \vhether they had 
page 98 r lifted the embargo, or when they would lift it, be-
cause I had the wood there and \\rould like to dis-
pose of it and have the cash. He told me in the phone con-
versation that they had not lifted it. 
On January 24th I received a letter from him in which 
he said: 
"The present embargo for shipment of poplar and gum 
"rood will certainly last for several weeks longer and at pres-
ent it is very uncertain what conditions will be after this em-
bargo is lifted in the case of contracts such as yours, which ex-
pired on January 1st. If, therefore, you can make satisfaC::: 
tory disposition of your \Vood elsewhere, you are at liberty to 
do so after first returning us the advances made on same 
with interest to date of return.'' 
That is the first intimation I had received from the Hen-
rico Lumber Company or 1\ir. Wright that they would not 
take my wood and I might dispose of it to somebody else if 
I satisfied them. I ans,vercd tha.t letter-
Q. Right there: your contract required you, did it not, 
to turn it over to them at wha.t the market price had been 
up to that time-to sell it to them if they wanted to take 
it~ 
page 99 ~ A. Oh, yes. I had agreed in September to sell it 
to tlwm for $19 a eord. rr,here was no question in 
my mind that the contract was absolutely concluded between 
us, and I was merely awaiting the further notice they spoke 
of in the letter of January 24th. 
Q. Was it any accommodation to you not to load that wood 
and hold it after December 30th? 
A. Not to my mind. The only thing \Vas that Christmas 
was coming and the men would like to get off a day; and all 
I had to do was to put in more teams, which I could have 
. done and would have done but for this conversation. 
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Q. I am talking about the wood at the station. 
A. No, not at ail. I could have loaded it at the time I did 
load and ship one car. I wrote to them the letter of Feb-
ruary 3rd, in which I told them just what I have been tell-
ing you gentlemen : 
''In your letter of· the 24th you advised me that the present 
embargo for shipment of poplar and gum 'vood would cer-
t~inly last for several weeks longer, etc., and that I am at 
liberty to dispose of my pulp "rood elsewhere. I sold the 
lumber to you at $19 per cord, F. 0. B. Fair Oaks, and when 
you notified me that you could not receive any more lumber, 
I was having the wood hauled to Fair Oaks for delivery and 
of course I had expected you to take all the wood I had and 
'vould have, delivered during the period but for 
page 100 ~ this embargo which amounts to four or five more 
car loads of 'vood. ··. 
"If, therefore, you desire me to ~ell it to some one else, 
I will do so at your expense.'' 
1fr. Riely: 1\{r. Fulton, have not all these letters been 
readf 
Witness : Yes, sir. 
1fr. Riely: I was 'vondcring whether it was necessary to 
read them all again. 
Witness: I was making my connected statement. 
The Court : You can refer to them. 
· Witness: Yes, sir, that is what I am doing. In this same 
letter of February 3rd I called their attention to the fact-
I said: 
"In your letter of the 26th, you enclosed me report for 
car R-3360 at $18.00 per cord, there being 11-132 cords. This 
should be at $19.00 per cord. As you 'vill rec:all, I called 
you over the phone and told you I 'vas offered $19.00 per 
cord for this wood and you said you 'vould take it at that 
price. I promised you the refusal of it a.nd you stated you 
would take it at whatever I was offered. I told you at the 
time 'vho made this offer. I suppose it is a mistake in bill-
ing." 
I called their attention to it. 
page 101 r By Mr. O'Flaherty: 
Q. That wood had been shipped out in Decem-
ber, had it? 
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A. Yes, sir, about December 22nd, I think. 
Q. And when did you.get an account of the price? 
A .. January 26th was the date of the account, and I re-
ceived it a few days after. They g·ave me credit at $18.00 
a cord instead of $19.00 on January 26th, and I wrote them 
on February 3rd that that was a mistake. 
Q. You did not know at the time of shipment that for the 
wood taken by them you were only to receive $18 a cord Y 
A. No, sir. I assumed and billed it to them at $19 a cord. 
Q. Why did yon fix on $19? 
A. Because we had an agreement in September that they 
would take my wood at $19 a cord, just what 1\'fr. Hubard 
offered me; and if J\Ir. Wright I1ad not said that he would 
take it at that, I certainly 'vould have let Mr. Hubard have 
it and have received the difference, the advance. 
In his letter of February 4th,. Mr. ""\Vright said: 
''We note that you called us over the 'phone and told 
,us that you 'vere offered $19.00 per cord for your wood. At 
the time, 've advised you that 've would meet the fair mar-
ket price in accordance 'vith our contract." 
There 'vas no such stipulation made in the negotiations 
on the subject by Mr. Wright. I had a flat offer 
page 102 ~ for all the wood I could produce that year from 
the Hubard Lumber Company at $19 a cord. It 
was to my advantage to get $19 a cord for it, and when I re-
ceived that offer I called up Ivlr . ./ Wright and he agreed to 
take my wood at that particular price. 
Now, then, we had various letters pass between us which 
have been introduced here. I kept after them to take it, and 
the first time they refused to take it was the letter of 
February 4th, when they said they declined to take it. As 
soon as. I could thereafter I got in touch with lumber people 
and made some verbal inquiries; I think I inquired of Mr. 
Hubard. It has been a long time, gentlemen, and I have to 
be careful in what I state about that. J\1:y recollection is that 
I got in touch with the Hubard Lumber Company shortly 
after this correspondence ended in February, I don't know 
whether the lOth or the 14th, but I was corresponding up to 
February 14th 'vith· the Henrico Lumber Company trying 
to ge them to take my wood, and it was after Febntary 14th 
that I tried to get other people to take the wood. Following 
that up I 'vrote to West Virginia Pulp and Paper Mills; I 
got in touch with :hir. Palmer and had the Palmer Lum·ber 
Company write to the pulp, seeing if he could get the mills 
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to take it; and the first offer I could get for that wood was 
September 21st. from any source. I had one or two letters 
from the "\Vest Virginia Pulp and Paper Mills 
page 10 3 during the time-
]J!r. Riely: If you refer to letters, better produce the let-
ter, of course, under our objection. 
Witness : There is a letter I wrote on ~{ay 24th. 
Mr. Riely: We object to it. 
Witness: You called for it-it shows that I used reason-
able diligence to sell the wood after your client refused to 
take it. 
Mr. Riely: I don't think you ought to refer to a letter of 
that kind. 
Witness : .All right. So in September, ·when I got this 
offer from the Hubard Lumber Co.mpany, I got it through 
a man .named ~Ir. Watkins, I believe, who had some con-
nection with them, H. S. Watkins, and they agreed they 
would take my wood at $9 a cord but 'vould give me orders 
to ship it out as fast as they could take· it; they could not 
take it all at that time. The ordered that wood between that 
time and February 22nd; I finished loading it on February 
22nd as they ordered it out. 
But before selling it to them at $9 a cord, I wrote the 
Henrico Lumber Con1pany the letter of September 26tll, ,vhich 
has been introduced in evidence read to you by Mr. Wright, 
telling them that I had been trying to sell it, had gotten 
this offer of $9 a cord for it, a11d unless they '\vould take it 
I would sell it and charge the loss back to them 
page 104 ~ between tl1at and $19 a cord. To that I got a re-
ply from their attorneys stating that they were 
not going to take the lumber, and [ went ahead and sold it 
at that price. 
By ::1\fr. 0 'Flaherty : 
Q. Mr. Wright testified that in your conversation with him 
over the phone, the only thing you referred to was your get-
ting some one to help you out. 
::1\~r. Riely: I don't think 1\fr. vVright testified to that. .All 
right; go ahead. 
By J\IIr. 0 'Flaherty:. 
Q. Is that all you talked about to Mr. Wright? 
.A. Mr. O'Flaherty, I have detailed· that conversation of 
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December 22nd or 23rd, about there, as nearly to the jury 
ns I can recall it. 
Q. At that time 'vhat was your condition about hauling? 
A. I had my o'vn teams; I had two teams of my own and 
I had hired the four-horse team of :Nferritt. They were haul-
ing and I could have gone ahead and delivered all the wood 
between that and .Tanuarv :31st. 'Ve had to hanl most of it 
from the Smith farm, a1id that was over a perfectly good 
road. 
Q. You said January 31st~ 
A. I mean December 31st. 
Q. Did :Mr. vVright or the Henrico Lumber Company ever 
demand from you the advances they l1ad made at any timeT 
If so, when was anything said a bont it~ 
A. The first time tlHlt :rvrr. Wright called on 
page 105 ~ me for the money, or stated that they would ex-
pect me to return the n1oney. was I believe in 
one of his letters in Januarv--.Jannarv 24th. in which he said 
I was a.t liberty to sell the wood nl·ter first returning the 
money. He did not make demancl in that letter for the 
money, or for me to return the mone~r. lie never did call 
on me to return that money until the matter was placed in 
the hands of 1\{r. rravlor and his partner as counsel 
Q. Did :Mr. Wright ever notify you of the lifting of the 
embarg-o? 
A. No, he never notified me of the lifting of the embargo. 
On the contrary, the letters shows what he said. 
Q. Outside of tha.t, did he? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. So far as the letter of December 30th, the embargo 
just kept on after that? 
A. I never had any notice thereafter of the lifting of the 
embargo. In that letter of December 30th they said: 
• • * ''effective from January 1st until further notice. 
You are therefore notified that no bills of lading will be 
nccepted dated J anua.ry 1st or later until you are advised of 
the lifting of this embargo.'' 
I never was advised of the lifting of the 
page 106 ~ embargo, nor did I have any further notice. 
Q. Was there anything further you could do 
about lifting the embargo? 
A. Nothing at all, except call him up until I got this let-
·ter, and the correspondence shows what occurred. 
Q. As to these advances, did you, or not, have to spend 
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money to cut the wood and haul it out and have it fabri-
cated? 
A. Yes. That \vas one of the conditions under which I 
was induced to take the contract. They were making ad-
vances to other people and they told me I \Vould have ad-
vances of so much a cord for cutting and peeling the wood, 
and it was on that basis that. it was gone into and the money 
used for payroll. 
Q. And \vhen they got the wood they \Vould get their money 
back! 
A. Yes. 
Q. I believe you stated that you did everything you could 
to sell the wood at the highest price you could ge.t, to mini-
mize their losses as well as yours 1 
A. Yes. I am satisfied I did get the highest price. I was 
o not able to sell it before because when they refused it they 
kne\v I had to sell it. I didn't want it to decay. As a mat-
ter of fact I did lose $27 at the mill because some of it was 
.decayed. · 
Q. How does the account stand¥ 
A. In the notice of motion I sued for the 
page 107 } amount of $24.65. That is approximately correct; 
it may be out one dollar or two according to the 
fraction of a cord, but according to my calculation they owe 
me $24.65 with six per cent interest from the lOth of Jan-
nary, or when they refused to receive it. The way it stands 
on the account is that I charged them ·with 11.132 cords of 
wood at $19 per cord, $211.20, and charged them \vith 60.98 
cords delivered to the Hubard Lumber Company at $19 a 
cord, $1,158.20; that made a total of $1,369.40. Then I 
credited them with the money they advanced, $823.80, and I 
CTedited them with the $520.34 the net amount I had recei~ed 
from the Hubard Lumber Company for the sale of the 60.98 
cords; and tl1at left me a balance on my figures of $25.13. 
But in the notice of motion drawn by Judge Mathews he 
stated it as $24.65. 
Q. Approximately, then,. how much wood was cut and 
hauled out? 
A. Approximately 72 cords of cut \Vood was delivere~, and 
all of it was good at the time; but I 'vas docked $27.36, which 
is for the amount of \Vood that was decaved. Just how much 
it \Vas I don't know, but tha.t was shipped out and they de-
ducted that without stating the number of cords. 
Q. When you had this conversation with J\IIr. Wright that 
you stated, about the 21st or 22nd or 23rd of December, just 
tell me how much 'vood approximately you had out at the sta-
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tion and how much on the Smith farm and how · 
page 108 ~ far a'vay that was¥ 
A. I had loaded one car and I had, I think, 
about three more cars of wood at the station yard, at the 
siding, which the colored man liolmes was loading-approxi-
mately that in two ricks, as I recall; that is my approximate 
estimate of what I had there. 1\:Iy recollection is that I had 
ordered three. or four empty cars from the Southern Rail-
way and they were on the station yard at the time that I 
stopped the people from loading. That "ras at the station. 
~he balance of my wood was on the Smith farm in hvo places, 
one on the second bottom up near the station and the other 
I should say probably three hundred yards further away 
from the station, down in 'vhat we called the Smith lower 
bottom, but it was cleared land with· a roadway to haul it 
0~. . 
Q. The balance that was not at the station was on the 
Smith farm? 
A. My recollection is that the entire balanc~ was on the· 
Smith farm at that time. 
Q. And you had working for you hauling it out whom did 
you sayf 
A. Two teams from my own farm, hvo-mule teams, I .had 
four mules on my farm, and .1'Ylr. Merritt had a four-horse 
team. 
Q. About how many loads did they make a day to the sta-
tionY 
A. From the Smith farm I should say from four to six 
loads,. depending on ho'v many· men helped .load and unload. 
Q. You would therefore have gotten out how 
page 109 r much a day? . 
A. I 'vould say :we could get out with each of 
the two-horse teams about three cords a day, and 'vith the 
four-horse team we ought to have gotten out probably four or 
a little more a day. 
. Q. At that time you had three or four cars there, with one 
loaded, and from the 21st of 22ncl of December you had about 
ten days¥ 
A. I had four more cars to haul out approximately from 
the Smith place, which would have been about 40 cords. 
Q. If you had not been stopped would you have finished 
your contract on the 1st day of January? 
A. I am satisfied I would. I could have done so· unless the 
weather. had gotten very bad; and, if it had, I would have 
gotten more teams. · 
0 
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Q. You relied on what you had been told. as to what you 
should dot 
.A.. Absolutely. 
Q. Is there anything else you want to say~ 
A. No, sir. 
CROSS EXAl\IINATION. 
By Mr. Riely: 
Q. Mr. Fulton, the contract between you gentlemen was 
made in July, was it riot? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 110 ~ Q. And it provided for the delivery of all of 
this wood by the 1st of January follo,ving, did it 
notf 
A. Yes, sh:. • 
Q. Now· where was your wood? 
A. My wood w:as on this VV atts farm, just north of the 
Chickahominy River and opposite the farm of Mr. Smith. 
Q. What Smith is that 1 
A. I don't recall his full name. 
Q. He 'vas a farmer in that neighborhood~ 
A. He was a farmer in that neighborhood. 
Q. How far 'vas your wood standing from the railroad 1 
A. I don't know; three to three and a half miles ; some of 
it might have been farther away, four miles. 
Q. Was Smith's farm between you and the station Y 
A. Smith's farm 'vas between me and the station. 
Q. You were across the river? 
A. Yes, I was on the north side and l\fr. Smith on the south 
side. 
Q .. So you had to haul your wood across the Chickahominy 
to l\fr. Smith's farm, did you! 
A. Yes. He gave me permission to put bridges there so I 
could get across in bad weather. 
Q·. ""\Vhat 'vere your arrangements 'vith 1fr. SmithY 
A. I had just gotten his consent to rick it there. 
Q. Didn't you agree to make a road ? 
page 111 ~ A. I agreed to put some repairs on the road. 
Q. When did you begin cutting the wood? 
A. About the time the contract was made. 
Q. Do you know when the cutting 'vas completed? 
A. I do not, but it was completed by the time the sap goes 
down in the timber. I believe it is one of the rules that 
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when .the· sap goes down it does not peel very well, and I 
peeled and cut it during the best part of the season. 
Q. When did you begin hauling on the Smith farm 1 
A. As soon as I got the bridge completed, some time in the 
fall. 
Q. When was your first wood ready to be delivered under 
the contract? 
A. Delivered where? 
Q. Ready for delivery under the contract. 
A. I wrote Mr. Smith that I had hvo car loads out on 
December 15th. 
Q. Was that the first time you had any ready? 
A. I had that much out; I don't know when that began 
to be hauled. 
Q. But that 'vas the first time wl1en you 'vere ready to 
malre any delivery under the contract-the 15th of Decem-
ber? & 
A. 1res. . 
Q. Then you had fifteen days to make t.he balance of the 
delivery T · 
A. Yes, to get the 'vood to the depot and load 
page 112 } it. 
Q. Had you gotten all of your ·wood out from 
the swamp at that time? 
A. I didn't state that. ].fy recollection is that all or nearly 
all of my wood was across the river. I wasn't down there 
every day, I am not able to say exactly as to that, but it was 
practically all on the Smith farm a.t that time. 
Q. That is all I want to know-it was practically all on 
the Smith farm which is higher ground? 
A. Yes, this side of the river. 
Q. By this date, the ']5th of December ~ 
A. The great majority. 
Q. None of y was then left in the swamp T 
A. No, I don't say that. My recollection is that it was 
all practically out of the swamp. I don't know tl1at I ever 
got all of it out of the swamp, as a matter of fact. If any 
'vas left over there, it was not delivered, but all the wood in 
question, Mr. Riely- · 
· Q. That is an immaterial matter to us, J\IIr. Fulton, as 've 
see the case. This is 'vhat I am asking you: you told us at 
the last trial that all the wood was out of the swamp and 
stacked on high ground, did you? · 
· A. 1[ es, all the wood in contest was. When you get pulp 
wood, as you are familiar with, the trees grow thick in some 
places and thin in others, and you put a pile here and a pile 
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there. Whether all the 'vood was gotten out by 
page 113 } the teamsters I am not prepared to say; there is 
probably some scattered around in the woods but 
I am not making any claim for it. 
Q. You and I have been practicing la'v long enough to know 
that I am not talking about trivial matters; I am talking 
· about the substance of it. · 
A. I say the 70 cords of wood . were practically on the 
Smith farm on December 22nd. 
Q. What do your books ·show 'vas. cut that year on your 
farm? 
A. My measurements show 'vood loaded. I did not measure 
it in the woods. As it was hauled out and ricked and loaded 
into cars it would be measured and I got a report of the 
measurements. 
Q. Can you tell us how· much was cut 7 
A. No. There might have been 80 cords cut . 
.q Q. Can you tell us how much was cut and hauled out and 
ricked on the Smith farm Y 
A. I would say that 72 cords were ricked on the Smith farm 
on December 22nd or before then. 
Q. Was 72 cords all you cut? 
A. All I had on the Smith place ready for this shipment. 
Q. How much did you deliver? · 
A. I delivered to the Rubard Lumber Company 60.98 cords; 
I delivered to the Henrico Lumber Company 11.132 cords. 
Q. So your total wood derived from this place 
page 114 ~ was around 70 cords 7 
A. Seventy-two cords were delivered. 
Q. How much was cut and piled in the woods? 
A. I can't tell you bee a use I never measured it. 
Q. You told us in your testimony on the stand at the last 
trial that the total of all the wood you piled that year was 
approximately 72 cords. · 
A. That was on the Smith side because I never piled any 
wood in the woods. 
Q. On December 21st was any substantial part of this 72 
cor.ds on the other side of the Chickahominy Y 
A. I don't think so. I had a colored man hauling it out 
of the swamp, and I don't know just how long he hauled. 
Q. I am going to read you-not as in conflict with anything 
you have said,. but just to refresh your mind-from page 66 
of the transcript of the evidence at the former trial, where 
you said, in answer to the question, ''When did you complete 
the hauling'' ? 
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"I don't remember. I hauled all of that wood in the fall 
on Smith's farm, as I recall it, prior to December 15th, proh.:.. 
ably prior to December 1st, out of the bottom, all out of the 
swamp and up on the Smith farm and 1icked it up on the high 
land on Smith's farm." 
A. Yes. I had reference to the wood that was · 
page 115 ~ actually ready for delivery, the 72 cords. 
Q. Was there any more 'vood 1 
·A. Not involved in this suit. What I did not deliver I just 
left on the farm. 
Q. We are talking about this suit .. 
A. Yes ; 72 cords. 
Q. How much did you haul out of the swamp the following 
summer? 
A. I don't recall hauling out any from the swamp. Tbere 
may have been some; I don't know. 
Q. Is wha.t I read you from the transcript of your evidence 
correcl? . · 
A. Substantially correct. "What I meant was that the 72 
cords, all that was delivered, was practically all hauled out 
by December 20th, because I had a man named Dicey Deans 
hauling and he and other teams hauled it out of the swamp. 
Q. Did you sell other wood from that swampf 
A .. I have no dates; I may have conditioned some with my 
own teams after the embargo was placed-! mean after .De-
cember 22nd when Mr. Wright told me not to deliver any 
more wood. If I had any wood in the swamp when Mr. 
Wright told me on December 22nd that he would not take 
the wood, it would be the most natural thing that I would let 
the teams go down in the swamp and get what "\vood they 
could, and whatever wood was there I hauled over to the Smith 
side from time to time as the weather permitted. . 
· Q. Just to make the matter perfectly clear, all 
page 116 ~ the wood involved in this controversy, substan-
tially, was out at that time and ricked on the 
Smith farm Y 
A: Yes, sir, substantially all. 
Q. And as far as you know, no wood was left in the swamp? 
A. I couldn't tell you. 
Q. Any substantial ·quantity? 
A. I can't tell you that. I didn't go in the swamp. There 
might be some wood left, but I think substantially all the 
wood was on the Smith farm bv December 20th or some-
where along there. w 
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Q. On page 59 of the transcript you 'vere asked this ques-
tion: · 
"Was there any obstacle in getting that from Snlit~'sY" 
Referring, I think, to the wood mentioned in the preceding 
answer; and you answered: 
"None in the world. I had hauled it from the lowgrounds 
that fall and put it on high land and piled it along Smith's 
land, and had all of my wood out of the swamp and had the 
wood at that time ready to be delivered." 
Is that correct~. 
A. Well, substantially correct, yes. As I said a moment 
ago, I had practically all, if not all, of the 72 cords out. 
Q. Did this contract involve all the 'vood you 
page 117 ~ had in the swamp? 
liver. 
A. Yes, it 'va.s to cover all I could cut and de-
Q. Have you cut and delivered any more since and sold it 
to anybody? . 
A. No, sir, I haven't cut any more since and sold it to any-
body. 
By Mr. Bowles: 
Q. Mr. Fulton, ho'v long did those two or three cars that 
'vere left at Fair Oaks sta.v there¥ 
A. I don't know. " 
Q. When did you sell them? 
A. I made the contract for the sale of all of that wood in 
September, 1921. 
Q. "\¥hen were they delivered? 
A. On various dates between then and February, 1922. My~ 
contract. with these gentlemen was that I would deliver it 
as they ordered me to deliver it. I find from a memorandum 
I have here that it was delivered on September 30th, Novem-
ber lOth and February 13th, 1922. 
Q. Was that the two or three cars that was left at Fair 
Oaks? 
A. No; that was ali the balance of the pulp wood. 
Q. I understood you to say that two or three cars were 
left at Fair Oaks. When did you sell that? 
page 118 ~ A. When I sold the other, in Septem·ber, 1921. 
Q. When did you sell the specific wood that 
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was 1eft there when Mr. Wright bad that conversation with 
you' 
A. I sold that in September, 1921. 
Q. When did you deliver itf 
A. The first three cars were delivered September 30th. 
Q. 1921' 
A. Yes. 
Q. You had those th1·ee ricks standing on Smith's farm all 
that winter and to September, 1921¥ 
A. I can't tell that. 
Q. But no wood was shipped out- . 
A. None except to your client until the following Septem-
ber. 
Q. You sa.y that you had this wood piled in hvo piles on Mr. 
Smith's farm~ 
A. Yes. I had a rick on what might be called the second 
bottom, and a rick on the first bottom 'vhich was some two 
or three hundred yards south of tl1e river itself, what we 
'reagrded as land from which we could haul it over the farm 
road. 
Q. The first place you had it ricked, I understood, wa~ 
near his barn f 
A. Between the river and his barn. 
Q. How far from his barn? 
.l\.. I don't kno·w, I never measured the dis-
page 119 } tance. 
Q. Did you see it? 
A. Yes. I should say it was probably distant from Smith's 
barn hYo or three citv blocks. 
Q. About two blocli's from his barn was the first rickf 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the second ric.k was ho'v far? 
A. I would say two or three blocks from that rick. 
Q. IIo'v far was that rick from the river Y 
A. I can't give you the exact distance. It 'vas probably n 
block or two city blocks from it. 
Q. 'Vas that pretty good ground down there? 
Mr. O~Flaherty: I don't see 'vhat that has to do with the 
case. 
A. You gentlemen are familiar with low grounds. We lwd 
a farm road down in there; we felt that we could get it out 
by that road without any especial trouble except keeping np 
the road. Of course when you haul heavy loads you have to 
keep up the road 
!, 
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Q. Did you make any attempts to haul that out and fail? 
A. I sent men do'vn to haul it; I am not familiar 'vith any 
failures they had. 
Nir. O'Flaherty: If Your I-Ionor please, they say that the 
contract was up on the 1st of January. "\Vhat have we to do 
with t11a.t, if the contract was out? 
page 120 } 1\-Ir. Bowles: "\Ve will sho'v you no,v. . 
. The Court : This examination i~ relevant to 
the examination in chief. 
B.y Mr. Bowles~ 
·Q. Did you make any attempts to haul it out and fail f 
A. I don't think so. 
Q. Did you have any men refuse to haul it out 7 
A. I don't think so, no, sir, in December, 1920. 
Q. Did you have some man go down there and look nt it 
and say he couldn't do it Y 
A. I had a man with a truck-! am trying to recall his 
name-in the spring of 1921, and he came back and said that 
his son said that he couldn't haul it out 'vith his Ford truck. 
But I don't know anything about that, I was not down there. 
That was after your client refused to take it. 
Q. How many people did you ask to haul wood for you iu 
December, 1920? 
A. I can 't tell you. 
Q. One or two, or four or five? 
A. I have no recollection. Gentlemen of the jury, this was 
six years ago. I succeeded in getting the man Merritt to 
haul, but I don't kno'v 'vhether I asked Mr. Smith to help 
me haul it; I probably did, he 'vas down there. 
Q. Did any of the people that you made agree-
page 121 ~ ments with to haul wood come to you afterwards 
and refuse to haul it and quit . because they 
couldn't get it out? 
A. I don't recall anybody except the man that went down 
with the truck. 
Q. Did you ask lfr. Atkinson to help you haul it 1 
A. I think I did ask ~fr. Atkinson, but he was busy hauling 
his own wood and said he couldn't. I know I tried every-
body I could get around there to get tea,ms and l finally suc-
ceeded in getting }.ferritt. 
Q. I understood you to say thaf immediately after Feb-
ruary 4th you got in touch with 1\Ir. Hubard about buying 
your wood? 
A. I said February 14th. 
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Q. I think you said that February 4th was the first inti-
mation you had that the Henrico Lumber Company refused 
to take your wood, and that you immediately got in touch 
with Mr. Huhard? · 
A. No; immediately after Febn1ary 14th I got in touch 
with Mr. Hubard. 
Q. Then you did not get in touch with Mr. Hubard im-
mediately after the letter of February 4th¥ 
A. No. I was still having co1·respondence with Mr. Wrigl1t. 
It was shortly after the 14th. 
Q. A week~ 
A. Your client refused to take it and I got in 
page 122 ~ touch 'vith ~fr. Hubard ns quickly as I could. . 
Q. You used the word _"immediately" before. 
A. I will say shortly thereafter .. 
By Mr. Riely: 
Q. ~Ir. Fulton, there is SO)Ile difference between my asso-
ciate and myself that I want to clear up. As I understand, 
there are involved in this case 72 cords of woodY 
A. Seventy-two cords of wood. 
Q. And that is the wood that you sold later to HubardY 
. A. Yes. There was some sold to the Henrico Lumber Com-
pany. I sold Hubard 60.98 .cords; that was. what he paid me 
for; I sold him a little over that, because he deducted $27.36 
for damaged wood. 
Q .. All together, what you sold the Henrico Lumber· Com-
pany and what you sold IIubard was around 72 cords, was 
itY 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that',vas wl1at 'vas hauled out and ricked on Smith's 
farm in December, 1920? 
A. That is my recollection. If there was any in the swamp 
then, I may :have hauled it ·out and ricked it up after that, 
pending the embargo. · 
Q. The last time this case was tried you told us you had 
it all out by the 20th of December. 
A. 1'Iy recollection is that I did. But I want to 
page 123 ~ say that after five years it is imp.ossible for me 
to recall what had been gotten out. There may 
have been a day or two of hauling there; the men may have 
taken to teams to the ff!rms or finished the hauling; I think 
it was pending that embargo. 
By Mr. 0 'Flaherty: 
Q. Mr. Fulton, would it have been any trouble for you to 
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have gotten this wood all delivered if the I-Ienrico Lumber 
Company had notified you in the latter part of December 
that you had to deliver your wood by the 1st of January? 
A. ~Ir. 0 'Flaherty, from· my experience with the situation 
I think I could have gotten out the entire quantity of wood 
and delivered it between that time and January 1, 1921, if the 
:Henrico Lumber Company had not told me on December 
22nd or .about that time to quit hauling and 've could deliver 
it after January 1st. . 
Q. How many hours after you got that letter of the 30th 
of December did you have to January 1st? 
A. I don't know; if I received that letter on the 30th, I had 
one day; if I received it on the 31st, I didn't have anything 
but the balance of the day. 
Q. You could have made yourself 'vhole by hauling it out 
and selling it to somebody else, or you could have made 
yourself whole by selling it to the Hubard Lumber Com-
pany? 
page 124 ~ A. Yes. 
Witness '\Vas then excused. 
Mr. 0 'Flaherty: We rest, Your Honor. 
page 125 ~ EVIDENCE FOR HENRICO LU~IBER COM-
pANY IN REBU11TAL. 
WESLEY WRIGHT, 
being recalled, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXA1VIINATION. 
By Mr. Bowles: 
Q. 1\fr. Wright, 1\Ir. Fulton has testified that about Septem-
ber, 1920, he called you on the telephone and that you agreed 
unequivocally to purchase his w·ood at $19 a cord, and that 
at the time of the conversation nothing was said about tho 
market price at the time of delivery. I want to ask you if 
you ever had such a conversation, and 'vhat the conversation 
was. 
Mr. O'Flaherty: If Your Honor please, 1vir. Wright has 
testified to that conversation, and so did 1\fr. Fulton. 
The Court: He can answer the question. 
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A. I had a conversation with Mr. Fulton. He called up 
and said he had been offered $19. He says I said I would 
give him $1H without any question about the mar-
page 126 ~ kct price. I clidn 't say that. I said we would 
live up to our contract which 'vas to. take the wood 
at the fair market price at the time of delivery. If $19 had 
been the fair market price when it was delivered, that would 
have been the price; but it 'vas not the market price. I 
did not in September tell J\IIr. Ji1ulton in September that we 
would pay him $19. I simply stated that 've would live up 
to our contract and pay him the fair market price at the 
time of delivery. 
Q. Mr. Fulton has also testified that some few days be-
fore Christmas, 1920, you called him and asked him, if it was 
all right 'vith him, would he please refrain from loading any 
more 'vood, that your mill yards were congested and you 
'vould take the wood later. What have you to say about that 
statement1 
A. I say that statement is absolutely false, and that is. borne 
out by the fact that th(\ same instructions to get their wood 
out by January lst had been given to all the others, and all 
the others got their wood out in the time of their contracts. 
I had no such conversation 'vith ~fr. Fulton, and it is foolish 
to suppose that having written l1im that his 'vood must l1e 
out by January 1st, I should be telling him on December 22nd 
that he eould refrain. 
Q. Did you at any time have a conyersation with 1\fr. 
Fulton in which you said that you 'vould waive delivery of 
his wood by January 1st? 
page 127 ~ 1\fr. 0 'Flaherty: If Your Honor please, I ob-
ject to that. 
The Court: I take it for granted that he will say that he 
never used that language. 
Bv ~fr. Bowles : 
·o. Did you, at any time other than December 22nd or 23rd 
-did you at any time ten ~Ir. Fulton that you would not 
insist on his delivering the wood under the contract by Jan-
nary 1, 1921 ~ 
A. I absolutely did not. I always stuck strictly· to the 
contract period of delivery. That is shown by the two let-
ters there. 
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CROSS EXAMINATION.-
·t By ~Ir. 0 'Flaherty: 
· ·. Q. Mr. Wright, did this language in your letter of Decem-
ber 30th which states: "You are, therefore, notified that no 
bills of lading will be accepted dated January 1st or later 
until you are advised of the lifting- of this embargo"-did 
that language mean anything, or not? 
Mr. Bowles: That is a legal question. 
Mr. 0 'Flaherty: I asked him did that language mean any-
thing. 
page 128 } .. ~: ... It means exactly what it says. 
By Mr. O'Flaherty: 
Q. Did you ever notify him that he embargo was lifted Y 
A. I think not, because this correspondence came up and 
there 'vas no occasion, because we refused to allow him to 
do that. He refused to deliver in any other way. There 
was no occasion to notify him that the embargo was lifted 
after the eonversation in which he said that he would sell 
his 'vood for our account. 
Q. But there was no correspondence between you between 
December 30th and February 3rd? 
A. Yes, the letter of J a.nuary 24th. 
Q. Did you notify him that the embargo was liftedt 
A. No, he was not notified. 
Q. Was there such a thing as a.n embargo Y 
A. Absolutely. 
Q. Did you notify him when it was lifted Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You don't know what this language means? . 
A. Yes, sir. Yon haven't asked what it meant; you asked 
if it meant anything. 
Witness was then excused. 
page 129 r WILLIAM ATI{lNSON 
was duly sworn and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bowles: . 
Q. Mr. Atkinson, yon testified in this case when it was 
tried before, did you not? 
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A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. You were a witness for the defendant then, were you 
notT · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you s~ll any pulp wood to the Henrico Lumber Com-
pany in the fa.ll of 1920 ? 
A. Yes, sir, right much of it. 
Q. What price did you sell it to them for? 
A. Eighteen dollars a cord ... · . 
Mr. 0 'Flaherty: If Your· Honor please, I don't think that 
has anything.to do with it. We had a contract price. 
Mr. Bowles: A contract for the market price. 
The Court : When \\ras it? 
Mr. Bowles:·. In 1920. the same fall that Mr. Fulton had a 
contract. 
The Court: I don't know what is being led up 
page 130 ~ to by that question. It is immaterial unless it 
is followed by something else. What is the next 
question? 
Mr. Bowles : I am going to ask him if he had the same con-
tract that Mr. Fulton had. 
Mr. 0 'Flaherty: vVe object, on the ground that it is not 
proper rebuttal testimony. 
The Court: I think it is rebuttal because of Mr. Hubard's 
test~ony for the defendant. 
By Mr. Bowles: 
· · Q. Did you sell to the Henrico Lumber Company that fal\ 
any wood~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did you sell it .to them forT 
A. Eighteen dollars. 
· Q. Do you know of any other sales along· the Soutl~ern 
Railway down there by Fair Oaks at any· other price tltan 
$187 
Mr. O'Flaherty: We object. .. 
The Court: . If there is any question of the market. price, 
that is a proper question. 
Mr. Riely: That is what it is on, sir. 
Mr. O'Flaherty: We except. 
A. No, I didn't hear of anybody g-etting any higher price. 
· I sold several cars to the Henrico Lumber Com-
page 131 ~ pany and got $18 a cord. 
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By Mr. Bowles: 
Q. Did Mr. Fulton approach you with regard to getting his 
wood outf 
A. Yes, sir, he did. · 
Q. What time was that~ . 
A. Some time in December, I think. He asked me whether 
I could help him out. I. was busy on mine; I had river f:)hip-
ment as well as shipment there-
Mr. 0 'Flaherty: Now that is not testimony-your ship-
ments. 
By Mr. Bowles: 
Q. I didn't catch your answer. \Vhat lid you say-that 
Mr .. Fulton did see you about that¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you help him, or not? 
A. No, I did not help him; I was not in a position to. . I 
was busy. I referred him to some one that I thought prob-
ably could. . 
Q. Did you see the place 'vhere 1vir. Fulton's wood was 
ricked up? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did yon see the place where ].[r. Fulton's timber ·was 
groWing on the stump? 
.li. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where 'vas it growing¥ 
page 132 ~ A. Across the Chickahominy just above me. 
Q. Was the river between it and the station? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you any knowledge with reference . to the time 
when 1fr. Fulton hauled out the wood he had cut and put 
it on 1\{r. Smith's farm i 
A. As I said before I can't say positively when it was done. 
I know he was maldng all the efforts he could to get it out 
some time in the month of December. 
Q. Did you see what wood he had out ther·e in December 7 
A. On the Smith farm¥ · 
Q. Yes. 
A. No, I never did see that. 
Q. Did .you see any in D~cember across the river, in the 
swampY 
A. No, sir. I never was in that after he started hauling, 
I never did go in there then. I was in there when he was· 
cutting. 
Q. What was the condition of the ground in there! 
r----~·- -~~----- --~- -· -- -- ~-~~ --- ----~-- ~------
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A. The ground was wet and low; it is almost impossible 
to ·get in there in winter. 
Q. Can you haul a load out of that swamp after the 15th 
of December ~ 
A. Usually you cannot. As well as I recall, it 
page 133 ~ was kind of wet that fall. 
Q. Did you have any wood in the swamp that 
fall Y 
A. Yes, sir, I did. I got mine out before that time; I 
knew the danger. 
Q. When did you get yours out' 
A. Some time along in October or September. 
Q. Do you lmow any.thing about any man going in there 
to try to haul this 'vood out, and whether he could, or not? 
A. Yes, I know of a fello'v going in there with a truck and 
giving it up, and other fellows went in there and couldn't make 
any l1eadway and quit at it. 
Q. That was in December Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you live at Fair Oaks~ 
A. Down below Fair Oaks. 
Q. I-Iow near to the Smith farmf 
A. About half a mile. 
Q. Do you know the man that went in there and tried to 
get it out and couldn't do itY 
A. Yes. 
Mr. 0 'Flaherty: Your Honor, I submit that somebody 
trying to get it out from the swamp at some other time has 
nothing to do with the case. 
lvir. Bowles: I said on the Smith farm. 
page 134 ~ Mr. 0 'Flaherty: No, you said from the swamp. 
By ~Ir. Bowles : 
Q. Do you know anything about any man going to the Smith 
farm and trying to haul Mr. Fulton's wood out in December, 
and finding out that he couldn't do it7 
A. Well, I know the man that gave it up. I don't know· 
the dates of it. It seems to me it wus some time in Decem-
ber. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. 0 'Flaherty: 
Q. What would be the difference behveen getting it out 
in April and December¥ 
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A. It depends on the condition. If it rains you couldn't 
get it out of that swamp any time. 
Q. It all depends on conditions, doesn't it i 
A. Yes, sir. 
Witness was then excused. 
page 135 } M. G. SMITH . 
· was duly sworn and testified as follo~s: 
DffiECT EXA~ITNATION. 
By Mr. Bowles: 
Q. Mr. Smith, where do you live? 
A. Henrico County. 
Q. Near Fair Oaks 1 
A. About a mile anq a quarter or a half from it. 
Q. \Vere you living there in 1920? 
A. Yes, sir. 
. . 
Q. In this' case Mr. M. J. Fulton has testified that he got 
some wood out and ricked it up on your farm. Are yon the 
Mr. Smith in question¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What was your agreement with Mr. Fulton about that? 
l\ir. O'Flaherty: If Your Honor please, we object to that; 
I don't see that it is pertinent to the case. 
~Ir. Bowles: All right, sir. 
By l\Ir. Bowles: 
Q. You told l\.fr. Fulton he could pile his wood 
l>age 136 ~ on your farm, did you! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How far is your house from the river? 
_a. It is a bout half a mile. 
Q. Is the barn near the liouse? 
A. Yes, sir, fifty yards, I guess. 
Q. Did Mr. Fulton have·. any wood ricked up on your farm 
;n December? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where was it~ 
A. Down on the low grounds near the swamp. 
Q. In one or two place? 
A. One place. 
Q. was that in the high ground on your farm or the low 
~round? 
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A. The very lowest I have. 
Q. How far·was this rick from the river? 
A. I would say a hundred, maybe one hundred and .fifty 
yards from the swamp. . 
Q. And the swamp is half a mile from your houseY 
A. At least. I haven't measured it but I would say a.t least 
half a mile. 
Q. Mr. Fulton has testified that he had all of his wood out 
of the swamp and ricked up on high g1·ound on your land 
before the 15th of December-
page 137 ~ Mr.· 0 'Flalwrty: l-Ie didn't testify that. 
By Mr. Bowles: 
· Q. Dud lVIr. Fulton have all tlw wood he had cut in the 
swamp hauled out on your place before the 15th of Decem-
her¥ 
A. All his wood, no, sir. 
Q. Was any left in the s·wamp f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was it quite a quantity of it¥ 
A. I don't know how much he hauled from there late in tl1e 
spring. 
Q. How much did he haul in the springY 
·A. I don't know what time, but in the spring while we 'verc 
plowing, April or May, a colored man would haul it from the 
swamp; as he came across in the morning he would bring 
a load until he finished hauling. 
Q. Did the colored man haul it to the station, or from the 
swamp to the rick, or both f 
A. lie lived in Hanover, and he crossed over from Han-
over and would bring part of a load over, and he finished 
loading from the rick in my low grounds, and he hauled from 
that the balance of the day. I 'vas out in the field and saw 
\t; that's why I know he did do so. 
Q. Did you talk to the man ? 
A. I talked to him lots of times. 
Q. He hauled it out from the swamp for how long? 
A. Certainly until April or lVIay; we couldn't 
page 138 } plow there later than that. 
ter? 
Q. Did you go hunting in the swamp that win-
A. Yes. 
Q. Was wood piled in the swamp then? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Any quantity of itY 
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.A.. I didn't notice the quantity. There was some pens. 
Q. Standing in the swamp T 
A. Yes, in the swamp, and lots of it on the ground that had 
never been penned or graded either. · 
Q. Were many people going down thee in December to haul 
this wood out for I\'Ir. Fulton? 
A. Not many. This man 1vierritt and a colored man were 
·the only hvo to my knowing that hauled any wood. There 
may have been some others; it has been a long time. 
Q. Did anybody go there with a truck to haul any out? 
A. One man did hut he couldn't. haul any. He got mired 
and stayed there half a da.y and got out finally anq went 
away. 
Q. Was that in December? 
A. I think so. 
Q. How close did he get to the rick? 
A. Four or five squares, city bloc]{s. 
Q. Is there a creek between your house and -the low 
grounds~ 
A. Yes, a big ditch. 
Q. Did the truck get mired on your side of the ditch, or 
on the low grounds side 1 
page 139 ~ .A.. On the high ground side. 
Q. Before it got to the ditch? 
A. Yes, sir. ~.fr. Pozau came down to look at it and he 
said he couldn't haul it. 
Q. When was that? 
A. That 'vas in December, of it it wasn't in December it 
was in the winter. That 'vas after the road got so bad. I 
am quite sure his name was Pozau. 
Q. Can you haul from your low grounds after the wet 
weather sets in? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How late can you haul out of your low grounds? 
A. Not after the middle of December. That was a wet 
season, I had wood in there and couldn't haul it. 
Q. It has been testified that he made anywhere from four 
to six loads 'vith hvo two-horse teams and one four-horse 
team, a day, and could have hauled as many as ten cords a 
day. Do you think he could have done it after the middle of 
·December? 
A. I don't think so. I can't and I have righ:t good teams. 
Q. That is your farm? 
A. Yes, sir, that is my farm. 
Q. How long have you been living on it? 
A. Eight years. 
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page 140 } CROSS EXA~IINATION. 
By Mr. 0 'Flaherty: 
Q. Do you kno\v how much wood ~Ir. Fulton had out at the 
station on the 20th or 21st of December of that year Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know ho'v much he had ricked up on your farm 1 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Therefore, you don't kno'v how much wood there 'vas·, 
do youY 
A. No, sir, I don't know anything about the quantity. 
Q. We all lrno,v that in the winter time it is hard to get 
down in that swamp. 
A. Impassable, impossible to haul. 
Q. You said that a colored man and Nierritt were hauling 
in December? 
A. I think so. . 
Q. And Mr. Fulton's man also Y 
A. That was the colored man. 
Q. You don't know ho'v much they hauled, do you? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You say that in' the spring of the year the man as he 
came through got a small quantity of 'vood on the north side 
of the Chickahominy, and then filled up with a heavier load 
on your side. He could take up the heavier load over your 
ground, could he f 
A. Well, after the ground dried he could. 
page 141 } Q. That 'vas spring' 
A. That was spring, the drying-out part. 
Q. When the man came with the truck, was that spring? 
A. I think it was December; I don't know. 
Q. If ~ir. Fulton said it \vas April, do you believe he was 
right? . 
A. Well, I don't lmow. 
Q. You are not in a position to contradict him, are you~ 
A. No, sir. · 
Q. If Merritt testified he was hauling in December just be-
fore Christmas, you wouldn't deny it, would you~ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. He said he could haul a cord out, perhaps a little more, 
with his four-horse team. You wouldn't deny that, would 
yonY 
A. I don't think so. 
Q. You wouldn't deny it, would you f 
A. I 'vouldn 't believe it if he said so. 
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Q. Although he might have done it 7 
.l\.. He might have done it. 
Q. But you 'vouldn '{ believe it? 
A. No, sir. His team was, mighty shackelty~ 
Q. Now ·you said you did not know how much wood was 
over in the swamp, I believe. · 
page 142 } A. No, sir. 
Q. If one hauls wood out of the swamp there 
and stops short of the depot, he wants to get out far enough 
to get on the hillside where it is dry, he wouldn't stop in 
the swamp with a load, would he? 
A. I wouldn't think~so. 
Q. It would not be natural, would it? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Wasn't this wood on your land on high ground T 
A. Cleared land but not high land, the lowest of all. 
Q. A man wouldn't stop in the swamp? 
A. I wouldn't think so but they stopped there. 
Q. Ho'v much did they stop there? 
A. All they got out except what 'vent straight through. 
Q. You don't know ho'v much 'vas there, you sa;yY 
A. No, sir. 
Witness was then excused. 
page 143 } 1\f. B. S:MITII 
was duly sworn and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By 1\tlr. Bowles: 
Q. What is your name, Mr. Smith~ 
A. ~L B. Smith. 
Q. Are you the son of the Mr. Smith who has just testi-
fied? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you live at the same place? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you work with your father¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you hunt in the swamp in February and March, 
1921, during that winter, after Christmas? 
A. Well, just a little right after Christmas; I diqn 't hunt 
in March, fhough. -
Q. After Christmas did you go in the swamp hunting or 
for any other purpose T . . 
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A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Did you see wood piled there? 
A. I certainly did. 
Q. A very considerable quantity f 
page 144 } A. I don't know how much. Some was scat-
tered· about and some piled. 
Q. Were there any ricks over there f 
A. No, sir, no ricks but pens. 
Q. Did Mr. Fulton haul all of his 'vood out of the swamp 
on to your father's land before the 15th of December7 
A. No, sir, he did not. 
Mr. O'Flaherty: Mr. Fulton didn't testify that.· 
Mr. Riely: v.r e don't agree with you. 
The Court: Let the. testimony of Nir. Fulton alone. We 
are concerned no'v with 'vhat this witness testifies. 
By Mr. Bowles: 
Q. You heard your father testify about where the rick was 
and so .. :Was that correct~ 
A. Yes, sir, as far as I lmow. 
Q. Did you haul any of this woodY 
A. No, sir, not a stick. 
Q. Did your brother haul any f 
A. No, sir. 
page 145} CROSS EXAMIN1\TION. 
By Mr. 0 'Flaherty: 
Q. You say that you went in there in March hunting? 
A. No, sir, I did not say so. 
Q. Did you go through there in DecemberY 
A. Yes, sir, I think so. 
Q. What were you there forT 
A. Well, I reckon possum and coon hunting. 
Q. Day or night f · 
A. Night. 
Q. Ho,v much wood do you reckon there was in the swamp f 
A. I don't know, sir. I didn't go around counting and look-
ing to see how much was there. 
Q. You just saw some scattered about? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Don'tyou remember, or do you, that two ricks were piled 
on your father's farm, one near your father's house and one 
farther away~ · 
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A. One long rick don't on the low grounds. I don't re-
member whether there was a small rick up high, or not. 
Q. Was there? 
A. I wouldn't say. 
Q. Don't you think so? 
A. No, sir, I do not. 
page 146 ~ Q. 'Vhat is your recollection? 
. A. Well, not very much. 
Q. Yon don't kno'v very much about this; you don't know 
ho'v much wood 1\-fr. Fulton hauled to the depot, or how 
much he had there on December 15th¥ 
~- No, sir. 
By 1\fr. Bowles: 
Q. Mr. Smith, this place near the barn, would this wood 
be hauled out 'vhen it was hauled through your father's 
yard or by a separate road that went around through the 
field? 
A. A separate road through the field. 
Q. Did the wagons bog down near the barn? 
. A. No; sir, not near the barn; it wasn't very far. 
Q. Is that where they had to throw off some of the load, 
what they call the second rick 7 
A. No, sir. ~:eha.t was down by the other. 
Q. Both the ricks, then, were between the creek and the 
river, i.vere they? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was that second rick on the second bottom~ 
A. I don't remember nothing about a second rick. 
By Mr; O'Flaherty: 
0 Q. · Do you 1rnow the Recond bottom? 
page 147 ~ A. What is the second bottom? What are you 
talking about? 
Q. Don't you kno'v what the ·second bottom is, along the 
river? · 
A. Sure, I know the second bottom. Wasn't any wood on 
the second bottom. 
Q. You slide around mighty fast. Now you know the second 
bottom; a while ago you didn't lmow anything about the 
second bottom. 
A. Well, I kno'v the second bottom. 
Witness 'vas then excused. 
(End of testimony.) 
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page 148 } A~d after the foregoing evidence was intro-
duced the court gave to the jury the following 
instructions asked for by the plaintiff numbered A and B, 
·\vhich are in the words and figures a~ follows: 
PLAINTIFF'S INSTRUCTION NO. A. 
(Given.) 
The Court instructs the jury that the plaintiff agreed with 
the defendant that it would purchase from the defendant 
such poplar, g'Um and maple pulp wood cut and barked. ac-
cording to specifications as the defendant could deliver to 
the plaintiff on board cars at Fair Oaks, Virginia, at any time 
.Prior to January 1, 1921, up to a total of 200 cords at a price 
of $16.00 per cord; and that the plaintiff further agreed with 
the defendant, that in case the market price at the time of 
the delivery on board cars of the said pulp wood at Fair 
Oaks, Virginia, was higher than the price stated in the con-
tract, the plaintiff would then either meet the fair market 
price at the said time of delivery or else allow the defendant · 
to sell such ·wpod elsewhere, provided, however, that, in case 
advances of money w·ere made by the plaintiff to the defend-
ant against such wood to be delivered under the contract and 
the plaintiff would not agree to meet the fair ma.rket price 
nt the time of delivery, it 'vas a condition of the contract 
that the defendant could not sell such "rood which was to 
be delivered under the contract to any other parties unless 
and until the amount of such advances made by the p~aintiff 
to the defendant was repaid by the defendant to the plaintiff 
with interest; and 
The Court further instructs the jury that if they believe 
from the evidence that the plaintiff made advances in money 
to the defendant upon wood to be delivered 11nder the con-
tract and that the defendant failed to deliver to the plaintiff 
pulp wood on board cars at Fair Oaks, Virginia, prior to 
January 1, 1921, in amounts sufficient to equal said advances, 
then the jury must fu1d for the plaintiff, in the 
page 149 ~ amount as stated in the account, unless they be-
lieve from the evidence that the plaintiff, Hen-
rico Lumber Company, waived delhrery on January 1, 1921. 
PIJAINTIFF'S INSTRUCTION NO. B. 
(Given.) 
The Court instructs the jury that. the burden is on the de· 
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fendant to show by a preponderance of the evidence that the 
plaintiff, Henrico Lumber Company, 'vaived the provision of 
the contract between the parties requiring the delivery of 
the wood involved by tli:e defendant on or before January 
1, 1921. 
And over the objection of the plaintiff gave for the defend-
ant instructions numbered 0 and D, which are in words and 
figures as follows: 
DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION NO. C. 
(Given.) 
The Court further instructs the jury that if they believe 
from the evidence in this case that between December the 
15th and December the 23rd, 1920, Fulton 'vas having hauled, 
· loaded and delivered the 'vood in question on board cars at 
Fair Oaks, Virginia., and that he could have completed such 
delivery by January the 1st, 1921; anrl that the Henrico Lum-
ber Company about December the 22nd notified Fulton that 
its mill yards were congested and asked him to delay the 
completion of the delivery of such wood until further notice 
after January the 1st, 1921, and that pursuant to such re-
quest Fulton stopped him employees from hauling, loading 
and completing the delivery of such v;roocl on board cars at 
Fair Oaks. Virg·inia, on or about December the 22nd, 1920, 
and tl1at the Henrico Lumber Company after ,January the 
1st, 1921., notified Fulton that it would not take or receive 
from him the 'voocl at all under the terms of the contract, 
and that he 'vas at liberty to sell it to others and 
page 150 ~ that F~lton after receiving such last named notice 
made the best sale he could of such wood to 
others and sustained a loss by reason of decline in the mar-
ket price of such wood, then the Henrico Lumber Company 
is liable to Fulton for such loss and the jury should so find. 
DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION NO. D. 
(Given.) 
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
·evidence in this case tl1at the plaintiff postponed or waived 
the time of delivery of the wood contracted for, or led the 
defendant to believe they would take the wood at some later 
date than the time mentioned in the eontract, to-wit, January 
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1st, 1921, .and thereby caused the defendant to refrah::t from 
delivering 9r selling the wood wi!hout loss to himself, the11 
~he plaintiff is responsible for whatever loss was sustai~ed by 
the defendant having to sell the wood at a lower pnce. 
page 151 ~ Which instructions A, B, C and D the ~onrt 
certifies was all the instructions given to the jury 
both for the plaintiff and the defendant in this case, and the 
defenda1~t asked the court to give instructions Numbered 1, 
4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, which are in words and figures a~ follows: 
DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION NO. 1. 
(Refused.) 
The Court instructs the jury that the Henrico Lumber Com-
pany in its letter of December 30th, 1920, having notified 1\L 
J. Fulton that it had declared an embargo on all shipments · 
of rail, poplar and gum lumber effective January first ''until 
further notice'' and also notified him in such letter that no 
bill of lading will be accepted dated January 1, or later, 
until he was ''advised of the lifting of the embargo'' that 
was not a rejection or a refusal to take said Fulton's wood, 
and that he had a right to hold it for the Henrico IJnmber 
Company until fu.rther notice, and if they believe that he 
did so hold it, and that the Henrico Lumber Co. never noti-
fied him, he could resell it to others until January 24, 1921, 
and that Fulton sustained a loss by reason of this action 
of the Henrico Lumber Co. in the amount proven Fulton sus· 
tained, they should find for Fulton. 
DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION NO. 4. 
(Refused.) 
The Court instructs the jury that while the plaintiff had 
a right to exact strict performance of its contract with the 
defendant, but strict performance of such contract by the 
plaintiff, may be waived by any agreement or course of con-
duct on the part of the plaintiff, and if there were any such 
which rea.sona blv led the defendant t.o believe that the time 
of delivery would be extended, that then the good faith which 
the law exacts bet,veen parties to a eontract, will not permit 
the plaintiff, after having by its acts or course of 
page 152 ~ dealings waived strict performance, to insist upon 
the terms of the contract to the injury of the de-
fendant; 
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The court further tells the jury that if they believe that 
the plaintiff by a course of conduct, 'vaived its rights to exact 
strict performance of the contract, and gave the defendant 
indulgence in the time of delivery of the wood, even the plain-
tiff could not recall such 'vaiver at its own option so that tho 
defendant might not have an opportunity to protect his in-
terest; 
And if the jury further believe from the evidence that 
the defendant did make such waiver, indulgence or agreement, 
and the pric€ of the wood declined, and the defendant was 
compelled to sell it at a loss, then they must fi~d for the 
defendant to the extent they believe from the evidence that; 
he has been damaged by such conduct of the plaintiff. 
DEFENDANT'S INSTR.UCTION NO. 5. 
(Refused.) 
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from tl10 
evidence in this case that the ~enrico Lumber Company wrote 
said Fulton on December 30th, 1920, that it "Had been 
forced to declare an. embargo on all shipments of said poplar 
and gum 'vood effective from J ariuary 1st until further no tic~ 
and "you are therefore notified that no bill of lading will 
be accepted dated Jan nary 1st or later until you are ad-
vised of the lifting of this embargo", that then said Fulton 
had the right thereafter to hofd said wood for the plaintiff 
at the contract price until the•plainti.ff notified him that it had 
lifted said embargo or refused to take the wood at the con-
tract price, and if they further believe from the evidence tha.t 
while the said Fulton was holding the said 'vood, awaiting 
notice of the lifting of such embargo by the said plaintiff 
that the market price declined and the defendant then re-
fused to take said wood at the contract price and that the 
said Fulton thereafter sold the said wood at the 
page 153 ~ best price he could obtain for the same and the 
said price was lower than that at which the plain-
tiff had agreed to pay the said Fulton for it, then the said 
Fulton is entitled to recover from the plaintiff, the difference 
between what the plaintiff promised to pay him for the said 
wood and the price at 'vhich he sold the same. • 
DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION NO. 6. 
(Refused.) 
The Court instructs the jury that if the Henrico Lumber 
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Company when it wrote the letter of December 30th, 19~0, 
was not going to tal~ the pulp wood mentioned in the notfcc 
of motion a.t the price at 'vhich it ha.d theretofore agreed to 
pay for it, it then became its duty to notify said Fulton of 
its said purpose and intention and to relinquish its claim 
to said wood and to demand a return from him of the money 
advanced to him on account of the purchase of said wood; 
and if it failed so to do and that thereafter and before it did 
notify said Fulton that it would not take said wood at the 
price a.t which it had agTeed to pay for it and before it re-
linquished the said wood and gave the said Fulton authority 
to sell it to other parties, the price of pulp wood declined 
and the said Fulton sustained a loss by reason thereof, the 
plaintiff is liable to said Fulton for such loss. 
DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION NO. 7. 
TRefused.) 
The court further instructs the jury that if they believe 
from the evidence that while defendant 'vas hauling, load-
ing a.nd delivering the pulp 'vood in question f. o. b. cars, 
Fair Oaks, Virginia, that the plaintiff on or about December 
22nd, 1920, told the defendant tha.t it 'vas receiving a great 
deal of pulp wood and that the mill yards to which it was 
shipping said wood were congested and lacked storage spact· 
to properly take care of said wood and that the defendant 
could load and del~ver his pulp wood after Jan-
page 154} ua.ry rst, 1921, and that thereupon the defendant 
stopped loading and delivering all such wood, then 
the court tells the jury that the defendant after receiving 
said notice had the right to hold said pulp wood for the plain-
tiff after January, 1921, until the plaintiff gave the defendant 
further notice and time to deliver it; and if your further 
believe from the evidence that the defendant thereafter of-
fered to deliver such pulp wood to the plaintiff and that it 
refused to take such pulp 'vood at the contract price 'vhich 
the plaintiff had agreed to pay the defendant for it, tl1en the 
defendant had the right thereafter to sell such pulp wood 
at the highest market price and if it brought less than tl1e 
price which the plaintiff had agreed to pay the defendant for 
it, then the defendant had the right. to recover from the plain-
tiff the difference between that price and the contract price 
and to have the same set-off against the claim of the plaintiff 
and if such amount exceeds the plaintiff's claim then the jury 
should find a verdict against the plaintiff for such excess 
amount. 
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DEFENDANT'S INSTRUCTION NO. 8. 
(Refused.) 
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
evidence in this case that the· plafnt.iff on or about July 2nd, 
1920, a.greed to pay defendant $16.00 per cord f. o. b. cars, 
Fair Oaks, Virginia, for all pulp wood up to 200 cords which 
defendant could cut, p~_el and deliver by January 1st, 1921, 
and further agreed that in case the fair market price at time 
of delivery was higher that the plaintiff would either meet 
by a fair market price or allow defendant to sell such pulp 
wood elsewhere upon his repaying the total amount with in-
terest of any advances made him by the plaintiff on account 
of such pulp wood; and if the jury further believe that while 
plaintiff was cutting said 'vood he w·as in September, 1920, 
offered $19.00 per cord for such pulp wood when delivered 
f. o. b. cars, at Fair Oaks, Virginia, and that 
page 155 } the defendant thereupon informed the plaintiff 
. of such offer and told him the unless it would pay 
defendant $19.00 per cord for such pulp wood that the de-
fendant 'vould repay to the plaintiff the advances thereto-
fore made and let the party making the offer of $19.00 per 
cord have the pulp at tha.t price and that the plaintiff then 
agreed to tal{e the pulp 'vood and pay defendant $19.00 per 
cord for it when it "ras delivered, and that thereupon the <W-
fendant agreed to let the plaintiff have the pulp wood at said 
price, then $19.00 per cord became and was the contract price 
of such wood and this· regardless of 'vhat was the fair mar-
ket price paid to others for pulp wood at Fair Oaks. 
The plaintiff objected to the giving of the instructions · 
numbered 1, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 on the ground that the jury had 
been sufficiently instruct~d by the instructions given as shown 
above a.nd that sa.id instructions numbered 1, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 
'vere, therefore, confusing, unnecessary and merely cumula-
tive, and were besides erroneous and misleading in that each 
of said instructions gave undue prominence to particular por-
tions of the evidence or misstated the force and effect there-
o'f. And before the .plaintiff proceeded to state more specifi-
cally the ground of its objections to each of said instructions, 
the court ruled tha.t said instructions were unnecessary in 
view of instructions already given, and declined to give said 
instructions.'' 
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And defendant assigns as reasons for objections to the 
giving of instructions A and B, the following: 
Instruction .A. : In vie'v of the uncontradicted evidence in 
the case the first clause of. plaintiff's instruction told the 
jury that it was a condition of the contract that ·the defendant. 
could not sell the wood under the contract to any other parties 
unless and until the amount of such advances made to de-
fendant were repaid to the plaintiff by the defendant with . 
interest. 
This was not true since the plaintiff was not 
page 156 ~ going ·to take defendant's wood at all, because 
it had not been delivered. If the plaintiff's theory 
is correct, and the contract had been breached on January 
1st, 1921, and it was not going to take the wood thereafter, 
then the defendant was entitled to sell the wood anywhere, 
and all the plaintiff could demand was that the defendant 
pay to the plaintiff the adv
1
a.nces it had made. The vice in 
this part of the plaintiff's instruction is, that it defended on 
the ground that it had a right upon the non-delivery of the 
wood to treat the contract broken and refuse to take the wood 
·at ail under t11e contract. It told the jury that the defendant 
could not, nevertheless, sell his 'vood at all. So that the plain-
tiff by this position denied the defendant the right of sale of 
the wood without having demanded a return of the advances 
and at the same time the plaintiff refused to take the wood 
under the contract in payment for the advances. This in-
struction was calculated to misle·ad the jury. 
Instruction B: This instruction is erroneous because it 
told the jury that the burden was on the defendant to show 
that the plaintiff has· waived the provisions of the contract 
requiring the delivery of the wood on or before January 
1st, 1921. It ignored the plaintiff's, letter of December 30th, 
1.920, by which it voluntarily of its own accord extended the 
time of delivery of the wood "until further notice" or until 
a reasonable time after it had ''advised'' the plaintiff ''of the 
lifting of the embargo'' which it ·declared on the delivery 
of the wood in that letter. This was error because all the evi-
dence showed that this letter 'vas writtGn on December 30th, 
1920, two days before the contract would have expired on Jan~ 
uary 1st, 1921, and by that letter the plaintiff in effect told 
'the defendant that it placed a temporary embargo on the de-
liv~ry of the wood "until further notice", and until"the plain-
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tiff'' advised the defendant of the lifting of the embargo.'', and 
thus vol~t'nta1·ily extended the time of the del-ive1·y of wood 
~tntil a reasonable tim,e after the plaintiff gave the defendant 
"f~trthe1· notice and advised" hi1n of the lifting 
page 157 ~ of the embargo. . 
The burden of proof therefore under these cir-
cumstances and facts was not on the plaintiff, because all 
the evidence shows that the defendant had elected not to treat 
the ti1ne of del,ivery as the essence of the contract and it al-
lowed the ti1ne to pass upon an express pro,mise to ,r;ive the 
de.fendan,t "further notice" as to when the embargo would 
be lifted and when it wott.ld take the wood. 
Time was therefore no longer of the essence of the contract 
and plaintiff was not entitled to have either of its instructions 
A and B given. · 
Defendant assigns the following as reasons for objections 
to instructions 1, 5 and 6: 
Instruction No. 1 told the jury that the plaintiff having in 
its letter of December 30th, 1920, notified the defendant that 
it declared an embargo on the delivery of the wood effective 
from January 1st, ''until f~trthe1· ·notice", and also notified 
him, ''no bill of lading will be accepted dated January 1st, or 
later 'Until he was advised of the lifting of the embargo''; that 
this was not a rejection or refusal to take defendant's wood 
and that he had a rig.bt to told it for the plaintiff "'UIJ~til fur-
ther notice" and that if the plaintiff never notified him that 
he could resell it to others until after J anuayr 24th, 1921, 
and that the defendant has sustained a loss by reason of this 
action then the jury should find for the defendant. 
Instruction No. 5 told the jury that if they believed from 
the evidence that the plaintiff 'vrote defendant on ~ecember 
30th, 1920, that it had been forced to declare an embargo * * ,., 
on the shipment of the ~vood f~om January 1st until further 
notice and you are ilierefore notified that no bill of lading 
will be accepted dated January 1st, or later until you are ad- · 
vised of the lifting of this embargo, that then the defendant 
had the right thereafter to hold said 'vood for the plaintiff 
at the agreed price until the plaintiff notified him 
page 158 ~ that it had lifted the embarg·o or refused to take 
· the wood at the agreed price and that after plain-
tiff refused to take the 'vood and defendant thereafter sold 
the 'vood at th~ best price and that said price 'vas lower than 
that at which plai:p.tiff had agreed to pay them, the defendant 
was entitled to recover the difference between what the plain-
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tiff promised to pay for the wood and the price at which he 
sold the same. This instruction would have given the jury 
the right ot pass on estoppel and waiver, matters of fact. 
· And the defendant assigns the following reasons for ob-
jections to instructions 4, 7 and 8: 
Defendant's instructions Nos. 4, 7 and 8 should have been 
given for the same reasons that it assigned for giving in-
structions 1, 5 and 6, but in addition this Instruction 4 defined 
'waiver a;n.d told the j1t1·y w~~at specific acts of the defendant 
'would constitute waiver. The uncontradicted evidence not 
only showed that the plaintiff wrote its letter of December 
30th, 1920, but that between the time of the receipt of this 
letter by the defendant and January 24th, 1921, the plaintiff 
in answer to 'phone call of defei}dant kept telling him over 
the 'phone that the embargo 'vas not lifted and kept promising 
him to let him know when he could deliver the 'vood. The 
defendant had the right to have had this instruction No. 4 
given, telling the jury that the plaintiff could waive a strict 
performance of the contract on the part of the defendant 
by any a.qreenwnt or cou1·se of cond'llct and that if there were 
any such which 1·easonably le(l the defendant to believe that 
the ti1ne of the delivery 'would be extended, that the .rJood faith 
'vl1ich the law exacts between the partier, to a contract, 'vould 
not permit the plaintiff, after having by its acts and course 
of dealing, waived strict performance, to insist upon strict 
compliance with the terms to the injury of the defendant, 
and that they had a right to eonsider the plaintiff's course 
of conduct, and that if the plaintiff had waived its right to 
exaet strict performance of the contract, then the 
page 159 ~ plaintiff co'ltld not recall such 'wa·iver at its own 
option so that defendant 'might not have wn op-
portwnity to p1·otect his interest. This instruction was ap-
plicable to the evidence, and correctly stated the law and 
the defendant was clearly entitled to have it given. This is 
coually true as to instructions 7 and 8 which, while they dealt 
'vith other evidence as to the conversations about December 
22nd, 19?0, a bout the delivery of the wood, those instruetions 
correc.tly stated the facts from the defendant's standpoint 
and the law applicable thereto, and the defendant :was en-
titled to have them given on tl1at point; to whicl1 actions of 
the court in giving plaintiff's instructions numbered A and 
B, a.nd in refusing to give defendant's instructions numbered 
1. 4, 5; 6, 7 and 8 the defendant excepts and tenders this ~is 
Certificate or Bill of Exception No. 1, which he prays may be 
signed, sealed and enrolled and made a part of the record, 
'vhich is aecordingly done this 1st day of Deeember, 1927, 
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'vithin the time prescribed by law, legal notice having been 
given to the attorney for the opposing party. 
BEVERLEY T. CRUMP, Judge. (Seal) 
page 160 ~ Virginia : 
In the Law a~1d Equity Court of the City of Richmond. 
CERTIFICATE OR BILL OF T~XCEPTION NO. 2. 
Henrico Lumber Company, Incorporated, 
vs. 
1\1. J. Fulton 
and 
M:. J. Fulton 
vs. 
Henrico Lumber Company, Incorporated. 
• Be it further remembered that after the jury had been in-
structed and the case argued, the jury returned a verdict for 
the plaintiff, which is in words and figures as follows: 
"V\T e, the jury on the issue joined, find for the plaintiff 
and· assess their damages at ($623.00) Six Hundred and 
Twenty-Three Dollars and Eighty cts. with interest from 
.January 22nd, 1921. '' 
And the defendant, by counsel, moved the court to set 
aside the verdict and grant a new trial or to enter judgment 
for the defendant upon th~ grounds: 
(1) That the verdict w·as contrary to the la:w and evidence. 
(2) For misdirection of the jury by the court, and which 
motion having been argued by counsel was overruled and 
judgment entered up for the plaintiff, to which action and 
ruling of the court in overruling said motion and not grant-
ing a new trial and entering up judgment the defendant by 
counsel excepted and tenders this his Certificate or Bill of Ex-
ception No. 2, which he prays ~ay be signed, sealed and made 
a part of the record, which is accordingly done this the 1 day 
of Deer., 1927, within the time prescribed by law, legal notice 
having been given to the attorney for the opposing party. 
BEVERLEY T. C~UMP, J'udge. (Seal) 
page 161 ~ Virginia: 
In the Law and Equity Court of the City of Richmond. 
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CERTIFICATE ·OR BILL OF EXCE·PTION NO. 3. 
Henrico Lumber Company, Incorporated,. 
vs .. 
M. J. Fulton 
and 
M. J .. Fulton 
vs. 
Henrico Lumber Company, Incorporated. 
Be it remembered that upon the trial of tl1e case, after the 
jury was sworn, the plaintiff offered to introduce the follow-
ing evidence on the part of \Villiam Atkinson: . 
Q. Did you sell to the Henrico Lumher Company that fall 
any wood? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did you sell it to them for! 
A. Eighteen dollars. 
Q. Do you know of any other sales along the Southern 
Railway down there by Fair Oaks at any other price than 
$18.00, . 
Mr. 0 'Flaherty: We object. 
The Court: If there is any question of the market price, 
that is ·a proper question. 
Mr. Riely: That is what it is on, sir. 
· Mr. L 'Flaherty: We except.'' 
To the introduction of which evidence the ·defendant by his 
counsel obje~~d, which objection was overruled and to which 
action of the court the defendant excepted, legal notice having 
been given to the attorney for the opposing party he tenders 
this his bill of exception, which he prays may be signed and 
enrolled and made a part of the record, ·which is accordingly 
done this the 1 day of Dec., 1927, within the time prescribed 
by law. 
BEVERLEY T. CRUMP, Judge. 
page 162 ~ I, Luther Libby, Clerk of the La'v and Equity 
Court of the City of Richmond, do hereby certify 
that the foregoing is a true transcript of the record in the 
above entitled action wherein the Henrico Lumber Company, 
Inc., is plaintiff and l\L J. Fulton, defendant, and that the 
plaintiff had due notice of the intention of the defendant to 
apply for such transcript. Given under my hand this 24th 
day of February, 1928. 
Fee for record, $70.00. 
A Copy-Test: 
LUTHER LIBBY, Clerk. 
H. STEW ART JONES, C. C. 
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